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Abstract 
This thesis involves two main parts. The first part considers derivation of a new set of shallow- 
water equations in vessels undergoing prescribed rigid-body motion in two and three dimen- 
sions. The rigid-body motion of the vessel is modelled exactly and the only approximations 
are in the fluid motion. The flow is assumed to be inviscid but vortical, with approximations 
on the vertical velocity and acceleration at the free surface. The new shallow-water equations 
are simulated using an implicit finite-difference scheme. Numerical experiments are reported. 
The second part considers dynamic coupling between vessel and fluid. The Lagrangian 
action for derivation of the full three-dimensional Euler-Lagrange equations for a rigid-body 
containing fluid and undergoing 3D rotations and 3D translations is derived. The exact 
equations for the fluid motion relative to the body frame are derived for a vessel undergoing 
3D rotations and 3D translations. 
Study of the coupled rigid-body and fluid dynamics is divided into two parts. The first 
part involves dynamic coupling between fluid sloshing and vessel motion in the plane and the 
second part is the extension of the two-dimensional study to three dimensions. 
The Lagrangian action for the coupled surge-heave-pitch motion of a liquid-tank system 
is derived. The exact Euler-Lagrange equations for the tank motion are derived from this 
functional. The exact equations for the motion of the fluid are derived. The coupled exact 
equations are transformed to the Lagrangian particle path setting and a variational principle 
is introduced for the coupled system. However, our interest is to couple the rigid-body 
equations to the shallow-water equations and develop a Hamiltonian formulation for this 
system. Various reductions of the full equations to the shallow-water equations are explored. 
It is shown that the coupled problem has a variational principle in Eulerian and Lagrangian 
settings when the rigid-body equations are reduced to the limit of shallow-water and a few 
higher order terms in e (shallowness parameter) are neglected for the exact shallow-water 
model derived in part one of the thesis. This strategy is extended to derive a Hamiltonian 
formulation for pendulum-slosh problem with prescribed translations of the pivot point. 
This theory is applied to the coupled motion between shallow-water sloshing in a moving 
vehicle and the vehicle dynamics, with the vehicle dynamics restricted to horizontal mo- 
tion. In the Lagrangian representation, a simple and fast numerical algorithm with excellent 
energy conservation over long times, based on the Störmer-Verlet method, is implemented. 
Numerical simulations of the coupled dynamics are presented. 
The theory is then used to derive exact equations for the fluid motion and vehicle motion 
for a vehicle undergoing general rigid-body motion in a horizontal plane with interior fluid 
sloshing. The coupled equations are transformed to the Lagrangian particle path setting and 
a Hamiltonian formulation is introduced. The coupled system in the Lagrangian setting is 
linearized and a Hamiltonian formulation is introduced. A numerical scheme based on the 
Störmer-Verlet method is introduced and the symplecticity of the numerical algorithm is 
verified. 
Finally the full coupling of shallow-water hydrodynamics to 3D rotations and 3D transla- 
tions is studied for spherical-pendulum-slosh problem. The exact equations for the pendulum 
containing fluid are derived using a variational principle. The exact equations for the fluid 
motion are derived. The coupled equations are reduced to the limit of shallow-water and a 
variational principle is introduced for the Lagrangian particle path formulation of the equa- 
tions. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The shallow water equations (SWEs) are a set of hyperbolic partial differential equations 
that describe the flow for which the pressure is assumed to be hydrostatic. The equations 
are derived from the full Navier-Stokes equations or Euler equations of motion for inviscid 
flows in the case where the horizontal length scale is much greater than the vertical length 
scale. Under this condition, the vertical accelerations can be neglected which leads to a 
hydrostatic equation for pressure from the vertical momentum equation. By differentiating 
the pressure equation with respect to horizontal space variables and substituting into the 
horizontal momentum equations the momentum equations for SWEs are derived. The mass 
equation is derived by depth-averaging the continuity equation. Situations in fluid dynamics 
where the horizontal length scale is much greater than the vertical length scale are common, 
so the shallow water equations are widely applicable. There has been a vast amount of 
research into SWEs. Some examples are 146,77,111,112]. 
There are two classical coordinate systems used to describe fluid flows: the Eulerian 
coordinate system and the Lagrangian coordinate system. In the Eulerian framework the 
independent variables are the spatial coordinates x, y, z and time t. This is the familiar 
framework in which most problems are solved. In the Eulerian approach, one considers 
what happens at every fixed point in space as a function of time. The velocities and the 
other properties of fluid elements are considered to be functions of time and fixed space 
coordinates. In contrast, in the Lagrangian framework attention is fixed on a particular mass 
of fluid as it flows. In this approach the fluid mass is identified by the position it occupies 
at a given instant of time. So in this reference frame x, y and z are no longer independent 
variables and they are functions of initial positions xo, yo and zo at an initial time to. So 
the positions of fluid particles and the other properties are considered to be functions of the 
time and their initial positions. 
The amount of research into Lagrangian Fluid Dynamics (LFD) is much less than Eule- 
rian Fluid Dynamics (EFD). One reason is that the field measurments are usually Eulerian 
and Eulerian statistics are not related to the Lagrangian ones in a simple way [114,94]. 
The second reason is that transforming the governing equations of fluid flow (Navier-Stokes 
equations or Euler equations) to Lagrangian coordinates results in a set of highly nonlinear 
partial differential equations (although the nonlinear convective accelerations vanish in the 
Lagrangian setting) which makes the analytical and numerical analyses more complicated. 
This is because of the appearance of the inverse of jacobian of transformation in transformed 
equations. Another reason is that the grid in Lagrangian coordinates is moving with the 
particles which can be twisted or distorted. This latter reason can be a source of difficulty 
in analysis of Navier-Stokes equations, Euler equations or shallow-water equations in rotat- 
ing coordinate systems. However using Lagrangian or Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) 
settings can be useful as there are still difficulties in the analysis of the problems where 
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the shape of interface changes continuously or in fluid-structure interaction problems where 
usually deformations are large. It is not easy to move and fit the grid points continuously. 
Another advantage is that in the Lagrangian setting the fluid full inviscid nonlinear equations 
are Hamiltonian for which symplectic integrators can be used for long time numerical inte- 
grations. Recent study of ALEMI ARDAKANI & BRIDGES [19] on dynamic coupling between 
shallow water sloshing and horizontal vehicle motion is also a good example which shows the 
advantage of using the Lagrangian formulation for the analysis of coupled rigid-body fluid 
sloshing dynamics. Some works on the problem of Lagrangian fluid dynamics and Lagrangian 
SWEs include [23,94,59,61,42,58,29]. 
In [94] the shallow water equations are written in advective form in Eulerian coordinates 
and then are transformed to Lagrangian coordinates. An asymptotic study of linear flows 
based on the behavior of the jacobian of transformation is discussed to determine under 
which circumstances the shallow water model (equations (9-13) with initial conditions (14- 
16) in [94]) in Lagrangian coordinates is valid. In [59] authors introduce a particle-mesh 
method for the numerical integration of rapidly rotating shallow water flows based on a set of 
regularized equations of motion over a periodic domain (equations (3-4) in [59]) and discuss 
on the conservation of potential vorticity. In [61] the Hamiltonian particle-mesh method of 
[58] is extended to the shallow water equations in spherical geometry by adding a constraint 
to the set of equations. The authors use the three dimensional constrained formulation of 
[41] for shallow water equations as a starting point to derive an approximation to the SWEs 
on the sphere in the form of constrained ordinary differential equations in terms of particle 
positions and velocities. 
The interest in chapter 2 of this thesis is on the analytical and numerical study of shallow 
water equations in Lagrangian coordinates. The derivation of SWEs in two and three dimen- 
sions in terms of surface velocity field is given using the vorticity equation. The governing 
equations are then transformed to the Lagrangian setting and a Hamiltonian formulation is 
derived which is the basis for generating symplectic integrators. Equations are numerically 
integrated using Störmer-Verlet algorithm. Results are presented and discussed. 
Research into fluid sloshing continues to attract considerable attention because of its 
importance in applications: the shipping of liquid natural gas, sloshing of trapped water on 
the deck of a ship, fuel slosh in satellites and other space vehicles, liquid transport along roads, 
sloshing in auto fuel tanks, as well as unusual applications such as sloshing in a swimming 
pool onboard a passenger ship [110], sloshing in a fish tank on deck [84] and transport of 
liquids by robots in industrial applications [115]. Examples where shallow water sloshing is 
predominant are sloshing of trapped water on the deck of fishing vessels (e. g. [31,6]), and 
on the deck of offshore supply vessels (e. g. [55]), and sloshing in wing fuel tanks of aircraft 
(e. g. Figure 4 of [47]). The recent books of IBRAHIM [74] and FALTINSEN & TIMOKHA [54] 
present an overview of some of the existing research on sloshing. 
Although there is a rich history of the study of sloshing, there remains a considerable 
range of phenomena that are not understood, mainly because sloshing is driven by a free 
surface motion which is highly nonlinear. In addition there are the attendant problems of 
hydroelastic effects, bubble formation, wave breaking and impact, probabilistic aspects, and 
fluid-ship interaction. 
The results in the literature on forced (vessel motion prescribed) shallow water sloshing fall 
into two categories: derive approximate partial differential equations similar to the classical 
shallow water equations, or use asymptotics, based on small depth aspect ratio and forcing 
amplitude, to derive approximate equations which can be analyzed more efficiently. 
The first example of the former is the work of [118]. They write down an approximation 
of the shallow-water equations of the form 
ht+(hu)y =0 and ut+uuy+gh,, =esinwt, (1.0.1) 
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where E sin wt is due to the imposed rotation of the vessel, h(x, t) is the depth, and u(x, t) 
is the horizontal velocity. A fixed frame is used so time-dependent boundary conditions are 
imposed at the endwalls, x=0, L. They solved the equations approximately using a form 
of the method of characteristics. The principle observation is the formation of a travelling 
hydraulic jump, and its characteristics were shown to be in agreement with experiments. In 
followup work by [37], the effect of dispersion and dissipation is included in the shallow water 
model, showing improved comparison with the experiments of [38]. [78] start with the full 
equations relative to a rotating frame and give a new derivation of (1.0.1); they study the 
equations numerically and with the use of a multi-scale perturbation expansion. 
Dillingham [44] gave the first derivation of the shallow water equations (SWEs) relative to 
a moving frame of reference in two dimensions (2D). Independent derivations were later given 
in 1994 by HuANG & HsIuNG [70,721 and in 1996 by ARMENIO & LA ROCCA [21]. The 2D 
derivation of [70,72] is reviewed in the technical report [13]. A review of the derivation of 
the ALR SWEs which identifies the key assumptions is given in the technical report [14]. 
The first work using asymptotics to study forced sloshing in shallow water is [97]. The 
forcing is simplified to a harmonic horizontal translation, and the small parameters are the 
depth aspect ratio, the amplitude of the forcing and the frequency detuning. Rather than 
start with the shallow water equations, they start with the full equations for irrotational flow 
and derive an integrodifferential equation for the surface motion (equation (2.11) in [97]). 
The other works in using asymptotics to study shallow water sloshing are [98,52]. 
The interest in chapter 3 of this thesis is in sloshing in shallow water in a vessel that is 
undergoing a general rigid body motion in plane. In this chapter attention is restricted to 
two dimensions and the case of three dimensions is considered in chapter 4. The aim is to use 
exact equations for the rigid body motion of the vessel but derive a new model PDE based on 
the shallow water equations with the minimum number of hypotheses. With this model there 
is no restriction on the translational motions of the rigid body, but the rotational motion 
should be of order a in order to be in the shallow water limit, where e is the shallowness 
parameter. In this new model PDE viscosity is neglected but vorticity is retained in the 
fluid motion and the only further approximations on the fluid are on the vertical velocity and 
acceleration - at the free surface only. The retention of vorticity 
is more important in 3D 
but still plays a role in 2D. For example Figures 14 - 15 of CHEN [33] show a non-trivial free 
surface vorticity for a class of 2D sloshing flows, although viscosity is included in [33]. 
Suppose the fluid occupies the region 
0<y<h(x, t), 0<x<L, 
with a single-valued free surface. This is a key assumption in our analysis. (x, y) are coordi- 
nates relative to the moving vessel. Let (u, v) be the velocity field; the free surface horizontal 
velocity field is 
U(x, t) = u(x, y, t) 
h 
:= u(x, h(x, t), t). 
It is shown in chapter 3 that the surface velocity field satisfies the exact equation 
Ih 
vt+UUx+ 
(a(xt)+ 
D h,, = b(x, t). (1.0.2) 
This equation is relative to a frame of reference moving with the vessel. The term t Ih is the 
Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface. Surface tension is neglected (see ALEMI 
ARDAKANI & BRIDGES [16] for the addition of surface tension). The boundary conditions are 
U(0, t) = U(L, t) =0 and a(x, t) and b(x, t) are expressions involving the angular velocity 
SZ(t) of the vehicle, and translation of the vehicle origin q(t), h, U and x, t. See chapter 3 
for precise expressions. 
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Couple the equation (1.0.2) with the exact mass conservation equation 
ht + (hU)ý, =V+ hUt. , (1.0.3) 
which is derived from the kinematic free surface boundary condition. V= vI 
h is the vertical 
velocity at the free surface. The coupled equations (1.0.2)-(1.0.3) are not closed. But, by 
assuming that 
DtIhI K 
la(x, t)I and IV+hUyl «Vo, (1.0.4) 
where V0 is a representative order one velocity (e. g. , 
1_g 1F0), the equations (1.0.2)-(1.0.3) are 
a closed set of SWEs. See chapter 3 for the implications of these assumptions in the limit of 
shallow-water. 
This shallow-water model for sloshing is simulated with an implicit numerical algorithm 
in [16] that is similar to a one-dimensional Abbott-Ionescu scheme. This scheme and its 
variants are widely used in hydraulics [3,4]. The main reason for using this scheme is that it 
generalizes nicely to two-horizontal space dimensions and is used in [18]. Secondary reasons 
include the form of the numerical dissipation generated by the truncation error (see § 2.2 
of [81), the block tridiagonal structure, and its generalization to include dynamic coupling 
with the vessel motion. The application of this scheme requires only the solution of block 
tridiagonal coefficient matrices at each step, with an iterative process to account for the 
nonlinearity. 
As an example see Figure 1.1 where the SWEs (1.0.2) and (1.0.3) are solved numerically 
using the numerical algorithm in [8,161 for a vessel partially filled with fluid that is prescribed 
to travel along a circular path and is prescribed to rotate about the suspension point. The 
interest in this example is threefold. It is an example with very large displacements of 
the vehicle and illustrates the generality of the prescribed vessel motion. Secondly, it is a 
prototype for the transport of a vessel along a surface. In this case the surface is a great 
circle on the two-sphere. As the vehicle moves along the surface it can also rotate relative to 
the point of attachment. Other examples of surfaces of interest are the full two-sphere or a 
bumpy sphere, which is a model for a satellite containing fluid and orbiting the earth, and 
a surface modelling terrain. The latter is a model for vehicles transporting liquid on roads 
through hilly terrain. Thirdly, it is an excellent setting to test control strategies for sloshing. 
For example, suppose the speed along a path in the surface is prescribed. Sloshing will result 
if the path is curved due to induced acceleration. The local rotation of the body could act as 
a control, and roll or pitch could be induced to counteract any sloshing due to motion along 
the path. Figure 1.1 shows the formation of a travelling hydraulic jump when the tank is 
rotating about the suspension point harmonically with the forcing frequency near the first 
natural frequency of the fluid 
Or = ¬r sinwrt , 
and is prescribed to travel along a circle such that the translational motions (gl(t), 42(t)) 
relative to the inertial frame (X - Y) are 
ql(t) = -r , 
(cos Bo - cos 9c) 
q2(t) = rc (sin B, -sin 00) 
where 
6e = wct -ý Bo . 
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Figure 1.1: Snapshots of a rigid-body with interior fluid sloshing at a sequence of times which 
moves along a circular path and rotates about the suspension point. 
The parameter values for Figure 1.1 are: (see chapter 3 for more details) 
ho = 0.17 m, L=1m, er =sin-' 
(-ý) 
= 0.1708 rad , 
Ur =Z=4.057 rad/sec ,8= 0rad ,w,, = 0.6 rad/sec , 
rc = 1.6m, dl = -0.5m, d2 = -0.595m. 
Figure 1.2 shows the formation of a periodic standing wave when the tank is prescribed to 
travel along a circle without any rotation about the suspension point. The parameter values 
for this figure are the same as for Figure 1.1 with er = 0. 
From the linear analysis of forced oscillations of fluid in a rectangular container by VERHA- 
GEN & VAN WIJNGAARDEN [118], resonance oscillations are obtained for which the amplitude 
of the oscillations becomes infinite. Observations show that under this circumstance when 
the container forcing frequency is near the natural frequencies of fluid motion while the con- 
tainer is held fixed (see equation (8) in [118]) a hydraulic jump is formed which travels back 
and forth between the walls of the container. This is analogous to the formation of a shock 
wave in column of gas when it is oscillated at resonant frequency [36]. Figure 1.3 shows the 
formation of a travelling hydraulic jump for SWEs (1.0.2) and (1.0.3) at a sequence of times 
when the forcing frequency is close to the first natural frequency of the fluid. This causes 
the large transients to eventually settle down to a steady state motion which corresponds to 
a periodic standing wave which is shown in Figure 1.4. 
Shallow-water equations (SWEs) for a three-dimensional (3D) inviscid but vortical fluid 
in a vessel undergoing an arbitrary prescribed rigid-body motion in 3D are derived in chapter 
4. The rigid body motion is represented exactly and only two assumptions are imposed on 
the velocity and acceleration at the free surface to close the SWEs. 
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Figure 1.2: Snapshots of a rigid-body with interior fluid sloshing at a sequence of times which 
moves along a circular path with constant angular velocity. 
Figure 1.3: Wave profiles computed using the surface SWEs showing the free surface as a 
function of x at a sequence of times: formation of a travelling hydraulic jump. 
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Figure 1.4: Continuation of Figure 1.3. The travelling hydraulic jump settels down to a 
periodic standing wave. 
While there has been a vast amount of research into two-dimensional sloshing, the research 
into 3D sloshing is still very much in development. A review of much of the research to date is 
presented in [74] and [54]. The predominant theoretical approaches for studying 3D sloshing 
are (a) asymptotics and weakly nonlinear theories, (b) multi-modal expansions which reduce 
the governing equations to a set of ordinary differential equations; (c) reduction to model 
partial differential equations such as the shallow-water equations; and (d) direct numerical 
simulation of the full 3D problem. 
If 3D numerical simulations were faster, the latter approach would be very appealing. 
There has been much progress in the numerical simulation of 3D sloshing using Navier-Stokes 
based methods (MAC, SURF, VOF, RANSE), boundary-element methods and finite-element 
methods for 3D potential flow (some examples are [83,79,89,30,80,62,120,34,32,35,121]). 
[109] review a range of numerical strategies for fully 3D sloshing. While the results of these 
simulations are impressive, the difficulty is that CPU times are measured in hours rather 
than minutes or seconds. An example is the VOF simulations of [89], where 3D sloshing in 
a vessel with rectangular base is forced harmonically. To simulate 50 seconds of real time 
(about 20 periods of harmonic forcing) took 265 hours of CPU time. It is very difficult to 
do parametric studies or long time simulations with this amount of CPU time. Hence any 
reduction in dimension is appealing. 
On the other hand one can make some progress in the understanding of sloshing in 
3D using analytical methods, asymptotics (perturbation theory, multi-scale expansions) and 
modal expansions. In 2D shallow-water sloshing the predominant types of solution are the 
standing wave and travelling hydraulic jump. But in 3D shallow-water sloshing the range of 
basic solutions is much larger. One still has the 2D solutions, but there can be mixed modes, 
swirling modes, multi-mode cnoidal standing waves, diagonal modes, and multi-dimensional 
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hydraulic jumps and analytical methods are very effective for identifying parameter regimes 
for these basic solutions (e. g. [50,51,53,25]). 
In between direct 3D simulations and analytical methods is a third approach: to derive 
reduced PDE models. This approach is particularly useful for the study of shallow-water 
sloshing. There have been previous attempts to derive shallow-water equations (SWEs) for 
fluid sloshing in 3D. About the same time, [45] and [101] derived shallow water equations 
for 3D sloshing with the vessel motion prescribed. These SWEs have been reviewed in 
a technical report [15]. In followup work [72] gave an alternative derivation of rotating 
SWEs for sloshing resulting in slightly different equations from [45]. The SWEs of [72] are 
reviewed in the technical report [12]. Both of these derivations have severe shortcomings: 
approximations on the vessel motion, a smallness assumption on the angular velocity, and 
unnecessarily restrictive assumptions on the fluid motion [15,12]. 
Chapter 4 of this thesis is devoted to a new derivation of the SWEs in 3D which dispenses 
with almost all of these assumptions. Suppose the fluid occupies a rectangular region with a 
single-valued free surface (this is a key assumption in our analysis), 
0<z<h(x, y, t), 0<x<Li, 0<y<L2, 
where (x, y, z) are coordinates relative to the moving vessel. Let (u, v, w) be the velocity 
field; the free surface horizontal velocity field is 
U(x, y, t) = u(x, y, z, t) Ih := u(x, y, h(x, y, t), t) and V(x, y, t) = v(x, y, z, t) Ih 
The surface velocity field satisfies the exact equations 
t) Ut+UUy+VU, + 
(all 
'D 
by+al2hy 
= bl, 
(1.0.5) 
Vt + UVx + VVy + a21 hx + a22 +w1 by = b2- 
These equations are relative to a frame of reference moving with the vessel. The term jh is 
the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface. Surface tension is neglected (see 1181 
for the addition of surface tension). The boundary conditions are U(0, y, t) = U(L1, y, t) =0 
and V (x, 0, t) =V (x, L2, t) = 0. The coefficients all, a12, a21, a22 and bl, b2 are expressions 
involving the (body) angular velocity SZ(t) of the vehicle, and translation of the vehicle origin 
q(t), h, U, V and x, y, t. See chapter 4 for precise expressions. 
Couple the equations (1.0.5) with the exact mass conservation equation 
he+(hU)y+(hV), =W+hUU+hVy, (1.0.6) 
which is derived from the kinematic free surface boundary condition. W= wlh is the vertical 
velocity at the free surface. The coupled equations (1.0.5)-(1.0.6) are not closed. But, by 
assuming that 
Dtihl«lalli, 
ID- I«Ia22I, 
and IW+hUU+hVyl «Wo, (1.0.7) 
where Wo is a representative order one velocity (e. g. g p), the equations (1.0.5)-(1.0.7) 
are a closed set of SWEs with a fully 3D rotation field. 
One of the advantages of the SWEs is that vorticity is retained. This is in contrast to 
almost all analytical research into 3D sloshing which is based on the assumption of irrotation- 
ality. Vorticity can be input through the initial conditions, but a new mechanism comes into 
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play in shallow-water sloshing: the creation of vorticity though discontinuities in hydraulic 
jumps (e. g. [107,105,106]). In coastal hydraulics [105] has shown how steady hydraulic 
jumps generate vorticity - for steady flow. In the case of shallow-water sloshing there is 
a new dynamic mechanism due to the time-dependent nature of the hydraulic jumps, and 
the new equations give some direction towards generalizing the Pratt-Peregrine theory to 
the unsteady case. The emergence of non-zero vertical vorticity is witnessed in some of the 
numerical simulations reported in [17,18]. 
The surface equations (1.0.5)-(1.0.6) have a form of potential vorticity (PV) conservation, 
when (a) surface tension is neglected; (b) Lagrangian vertical accelerations are neglected; and 
(c) JW+ hUU + hVyl « 1. In this case the PV is [18] 
PV-VV-Uy+2i -2SZ2hy-2f2lh, (1.0.8) 
h 
In the special case where Q= SZ2 =0 and SZ3 is constant, the expression for PV reduces 
to the classical case in geophysical fluid dynamics (e. g. §4.2 of [1111). When Q, and S22 
are nonzero, there is an interesting geometrical interpretation: the correction to the vertical 
vorticity is the projection of the angular velocity vector onto the surface unit normal. See §8 
in [18] for details. In geophysical fluid dynamics the rotation vector (rotation of the earth) is 
treated as a constant and is always vertical. On the other hand, in [22] it is shown that the 
earth does indeed wobble and so the idea of a time-dependent rotation vector as here may 
have some interest in geophysical fluid dynamics. 
The new 3D surface shallow water equations are simulated using a split-step alternating 
direction implicit (ADI) finite-difference scheme in chapter 4 and [18]. The details of this 
numerical algorithm is reported in [8]. A brief overview of the numerical algorithm is given in 
chapter 4. Some simulations with prescribed rigid-body motion of the vessel (roll-pitch-yaw 
and/or surge-sway-heave) are given in chapter 4 and [17,18,9,10,111. As an example, 
using the ADI scheme to simulate the SWEs (1.0.5)-(1.0.6) near resonance, in Figure 1.5 
the generation of the bore after only 2 seconds of real time is shown. In shallow-water 
sloshing in one horizontal space dimension, a travelling hydraulic jump forms when the vessel 
is forced harmonically near resonance. Here we see a similar phenomena, although the multi- 
component forcing generates a hydraulic jump with a curved wavefront. In this figure, the 
X-Y- Z- coordinate system is the fixed inertial frame, and the actual position of the 
tank relative to that frame is plotted when the tank is under roll-pitch forcing with forcing 
frequencies near the first natural frequencies in each direction. See §12.1 in [18] for more 
details. 
The interest in chapters 5,6,7,8 and 9 is the dynamic coupling between shallow-water 
fluid sloshing and the motion of the rigid-body. Examples of where dynamic coupling is of 
interest is the sloshing of water on the deck of fishing vessels [31], transport of liquid by robots 
[115,116], motion planning for industrial control [64,108,57,48], sloshing in automobile fuel 
tanks [120], dynamics of liquid-filled spacecraft [62,63,117], and motion of water waves in a 
suspended container [40]. 
The governing equations of the rigid-body motion for the dynamic coupling between fluid 
sloshing and rigid-body motion are derived in [62,63,117] based on the conservation of 
linear momentum and angular momentum to study the influence of liquid sloshing on the 
spacecraft dynamics. They use a Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) approach to solve the governing 
equations and discuss on the stability of the numerical coupling between rigid-body dynamics 
and fluid dynamics. 
The rigid-body equations derived in [62,63,117] (equations (7-8) in [63] or equations (9- 
10) in [117]) can be derived from a variational principle. In chapter 5a Lagrangian functional 
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Figure 1.5: Snapshots showing the emergence of a curved hydraulic jump with roll-pitch 
forcing near resonance. 
of the form 
.p=fg (KEILUsd - PEjluid + KEVeaeel - PEveeaell dt, 
is introduced. The exact governing equations for the full three-dimensional motion of rigid- 
body in the Eulerian setting can be recovered from this Lagrangian action based on the 
Hamilton's principle [67]. Hamilton's principle states that the motion of the system between 
a given initial configuration and a given final configuration is such that the action integral 
2=/ Ldt, 
tl 
is stationary [99]. 
In chapter 6 the governing equations for the fluid motion and the rigid-body undergo- 
ing planar motion are derived in the Eulerian setting. The exact equations are transformed 
to the Lagrangian setting and a variational principle is introduced. As the solution of the 
exact coupled equations in the LPP setting is complicated the interest in this chapter is to 
reduce the governing equations to the limit of shallow water in order to remove the con- 
straint equations for pressure. See chapter 5 for details. Then various reductions of the 
full rigid-body equations and their LPP formulations are explored with the aim of finding a 
Lagrangian functional which recovers both the rigid-body equations and the shallow water 
sloshing equations. Finally, it is shown that writing the rigid-body equations in the limit 
of shallow-water and transforming them to the LPP setting will end up with a variational 
principle. A Hamiltonian formulation is introduced for the "pendulum-slosh" problem with 
prescribed translational motions of the pivot point. 
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The simplest case of the coupled rigid body-fluid sloshing dynamics is the dynamic cou- 
pling between the shallow water equations and 1D vehicle motion, where the horizontal vehicle 
position is denoted by q(t), 
ht+(hU)ý=0, UtA-UUy+9hx=-9,4+aq=/3 hhydx, (1.0.9) in 
L 
where a, ß are given positive constants defined in chapter 7 and [40,191. The first two 
equations are the shallow water equations for fluid in a tank of length L, and the third 
equation for q(t) is a harmonic oscillator forced by a fluid-dependent nonlinear nonlocal 
term. When q(t) is given, the equation for q(t) in (1.0.9) is neglected and the shallow 
water equations in (1.0.9) are forced by the time-dependent function q(t). This problem has 
been extensively studied (e. g. [37,43,78,97,98,118]), and it has been shown to lead to 
very complicated motion. One measure of the difference with the coupled case is the role of 
energy. In the case of forced motion, the energy is not conserved 
L dE__ 10 
dt -q phu 
dx, 
where L 
E(t) _f (71 phut +2 pgh2) dx. 
0 
On the other hand the energy of the coupled problem is conserved 1191: 
4=0 where 
E, (t) = JL(lh(+ )2 + Pgh2) dx ++ v92 . (1.0.10) 
The last two terms in (1.0.10) are the kinetic and potential energy of the vehicle. 
Previous work on the problem of coupled vehicle translation and sloshing includes [91,75] 
where the coupled problem allowing for two dimensional flow is studied. In [91] the linear 
coupled problem is considered, and in [75] asymptotic results are derived. In [40] the fluid is 
considered to be shallow, and a detailed study of the adjusted natural frequencies is presented 
and compared with experiments. 
Chapter 7 of this thesis considers the dynamic coupling between shallow-water sloshing 
and horizontal vehicle motion which is motivated by [40,19]. The aim in this chapter is to 
show how the exact governing equations for the dynamics of a suspended container containing 
fluid and is undergoing horizontal motion can be derived in terms of the rotation angle with 
a variational principle. A new fully nonlinear model for the vessel motion is derived. It is 
shown that the simplified version of the rigid-body equation in terms of the rotation angle 
is the Cooker's equation [40,19]. The governing equations are solved numerically using the 
Störmer-Verlet algorithm. Some simulations are presented and discussed. 
Chapter 8 considers the generalization of the Cooker's experiment in [40] to two horizontal 
space dimensions. The governing equations for the rigid-body motion in surge and sway 
directions are derived based on a variational principle. Then the equations are reduced to 
the limit of shallow-water and transformed to the LPP setting. A variational principle is 
introduced for the coupled rigid body-shallow water equations. Finally, the Hamiltonian 
formulation is derived and a symplectic numerical scheme is proposed for solution of the 
linearized version of the coupled equations. 
Chapter 9 considers the dynamic coupling between shallow-water sloshing and the motion 
of a spherical-pendulum. The exact equations of the rigid-body motion and fluid motion are 
derived. Then the equations are reduced to the limit of shallow-water. The LPP formulation 
is given and a variational principle is introduced for the coupled LPP equations. 
Chapter 10 presents the conclusions and discusses open problems. 
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Study of shallow-water equations in 
the Lagrangian particle path setting 
The shallow-water equations (SWEs) in one horizontal space dimension in terms of the surface 
velocity U(x, t) are derived. Then the equations are transformed to Lagrangian particle path 
setting (LPP) and a Hamiltonian formulation is derived. As the flow map of a Hamiltonian 
system is symplectic (see page 54 in [871) it is desirable to use symplectic integrators for the 
numerical solution of these systems to preserve the associated symplectic form. Symplectic 
integrators have geometric properties such as preservation of first integrals like energy and 
angular momentum. In our analysis here we have used the symplectic Störmer-Verlet scheme 
to integrate the governing equations in time. Results of numerical analysis are presented and 
discussed. The analysis is then extended to surface SWEs in two horizontal space dimensions. 
2.1 Governing equations 
In this chapter there is only one frame of reference. The spatial (inertial) frame has coordi- 
nates x= (x, y). The fluid occupies the region 
0<y< h(x, t) with 0<x<L. 
Assuming inviscid flow with velocity field (u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)) and pressure field p(x, y, t), 
the Eulerian representation of the momentum equations for the fluid relative to the spatial 
coordinate system is 
Du 18 
P=0, 
Dv 18 
(2'1'1) 
+pF _ -g, 
where g>0 is the gravitational constant and 
1- ýi +u+v 
Conservation of mass for incompressible fluid takes the usual form 
ux + vy =0. (2.1.2) 
The boundary conditions at the rigid walls are 
u=O at x=0 and x=L, v=0 at y=0, 
and at the free surface the boundary conditions are the kinematic condition 
ht + uhx =v, at y= h(x, t) , (2.1.3) 
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and the dynamic condition 
p=0 at y=h(x, t), (2.1.4) 
neglecting surface tension. The vorticity is defined by 
V 
äv Ou 
äx äy 
The equation governing vorticity is obtained by differentiating the x- momentum equation 
with respect to y and the y- momentum equation with respect to x, leading to 
Dt -7 
(ý) T Dt) - (u= + Zl, = 0. (2.1.5) 
This equation is important for the derivation of the shallow water equations. 
2.2 Towards shallow water equations 
Following the strategy of [16,271 the key to the derivation of the surface shallow water 
equations is the treatment of the pressure field. An expression for the pressure field is obtained 
by integrating the y- momentum equation in (2.1.1) from any point y to the surface h, 
h 
fy ids + 
pP = -9 
(h - y) 
b 
Applying the pressure free-surface boundary condition gives the following exact equation for 
the pressure field, 
Pp(x, y, t) = f' 
gds +g (h - y) . 
(2.2.6) 
The derivative px is needed for the x- momentum equation. Look at the first term, 
hD 
Dv 
h 
ds 7t ds) hx t+ 
fy h. 2 - 77t 
h 
= hxDe 
I+ f`` () ds 
y 
27t 
hh 
Dv Du 
= by zrt 
I+ 
-1 7t 
ý- 
y 
Now differentiate the complete expression for p(x, y, t) , 
pah asl + 9hß p äx oX 
(, ý 
7t 
h `h/ 
= hý +I { ghy 
y 
h 
=19+iI by +? 
Substituting the pressure gradient into the x-momentum equation then gives 
g+-I hy+ 157 
Ih h 
157 + = 0. (2.2.7) 
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The surface notation is defined by 
U(x, t) := u(x, h(x, t), t) . 
Noting that 
Ut + UU., ' _ 
[ut + uyht + uux + uuyhx] 
Ih 
= [ut + u,, (ht + uhy) + uux] 
h 
(2.2.8) 
h 
_+ uu. ] [ut + vuy 
- 
Dulh 
D 
using the kinematic free surface boundary condition, then equation 
(2.2.7) reduces to 
Ut+UUx+ 
(9+h) 
$ I by = 0. (2.2.9) 
The vertical average of the horizontal velocity is i(x, t) defined by 
u(x, t) h fo u(x, y, t)dy 
Differentiating 
h 
ht+(h-u),, = ht+h, uI +fp u dy 
= ht+Uhx+ fh(u, +vy)dy-fo vydy 
= ht+Uhx-V+vl 
y=o 
= 0, 
using uy + vy = 0, the bottom boundary condition and the 
kinematic free surface boundary 
condition. Hence if U is used for the horizontal velocity then the 
h-equation in the SWEs 
in the form 
ht + (hu)x = 0, 
is exact. 
However as the momentum equation is written in terms of the surface velocity U(x, t), 
the h-equation should also be in terms of the surface velocity. The surface and average 
velocities are related by 
U (x, t) - w(x, t) _ fo yuydy " 
(2.2.10) 
Use this identity to formulate the mass equation in terms of the surface velocity field. Dif- 
ferentiating (2.2.10) and using mass conservation, 
T [h (U - ü)] =V d- hUU = ht + (hU)y . 
(2.2.11) 
The error in using the surface velocity U(x, t) in the h-equation can be characterized two 
ways: 
V+hUy «Vo or -r'9 . 
(h(U-i)) «Vp. (2.2.12) 
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2.2.1 Surface shallow-water equations 
To summarize, the candidate pre-SWEs for (h, U) are 
ht + (hU)x =V+ hUy , 
h (2.2.13) 
Ut { UUy+ g+ Dtl h, = 0. 
The equation for V can be added 
Vt -{- UV. - 
D" (2.2.14) 
- Dt 
h 
The system (2.2.13) with or without (2.2.14) is not closed. If 
öt is specified, then the 
system of three equations (2.2.13)-(2.2.14) for (h, U, V) is closed. This system of three 
equations can be further reduced to a system of two equations with an additional assumption 
on the surface vertical velocity. 
Henceforth it is assumed that the vertical velocity at the free surface satisfies 
V +hUyI «VD, (2.2.15) 
and the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface satisfies 
h 
Z5t « 9, (2.2.16) 
and so the system of equations (2.2.13) simplifies to 
ht + (hU)x = 0, (2.2.17) 
Ut+UU:, +ghx = 0. 
All the key properties of this system can be expressed in terms of the energy E and momentum 
I 
E=2 hU2 + -fgh2 and I= hU . 
Then with VE = (gh +7 U2, Uh) and VI = (U, h), where V= (ä/äh, ä/äU), a direct 
calculation verifies that (2.2.17) is equivalent to 
(VI) + (DE) =0. (2.2.18) it 37 
Let 
F= 2Uh (gh + 1U2) 
S= Ugh -I- gh2 . 
The energy and momentum conservation laws are then 
OE + OF 0, ec -= 
(2.2.19) 
-+; 
=0. 
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2.3 From Eulerian to Lagrangian equations 
In the Lagrangian particle path (LPP) setting the space and time coordinates x and t are 
functions of reference coordinates a and r. The reference coordinate can be taken to be the 
initial position, but this will not always be the best choice. Consider the mapping 
(T, a) ý--- (t (a, r) ,x 
(a, r)) , with 0 <, a, < 
L, r>0. (2.3.20) 
Assuming non-degeneracy (xaty - Xrta # 0) the derivatives in (2.2.17) are mapped to 
a sa - t. a - J_ Jr, Z7X 
ayaa T--JM+J, 
where 
J= Xatr - Xrta . 
Substitution into (2.2.17) transforms the mass equation to 
-j Ua +ý Ur +j 
(22 
+ gh) 
a- 
(22 
+ gh) = 0, 
multiplying by J and after some rearrangements 
L (xaU 
- to 
22 
- gta, h) + 
(-BTU 
+ t, !L+ 9trh) = 0, (2.3.21) 
and the momentum equation transforms to 
-aha + hr + (Uh)a - ItJ (Uh), = 0, 
multiplying by J and after some rearrangements 
((xa, - taU) h) - ((xv - t, U) h) = 0. (2.3.22) 
Equations (2.3.21 and (2.3.22) are the shallow water equations relative to any smooth trans- 
formation of the form (2.3.20), assuming J#0. A special case is the Lagrangian form of 
the equations which are obtained by setting to = 0, tT =1 and x=U. So J= Xn and 
non-degeneracy in the LPP setting is guaranteed. Then the momentum and mass equations 
in the LPP setting read 
-r + gh) = 0, -FT 
(hXa) = 0. 
The second equation gives that hxa is independent of time and so 
hxa, = hx,, 
LO 
I 
hence define X(a) := hxa, I_ 
0 r-0 
Then the two equations in (2.3.23) reduce to one 
ad + 
(. ) 
= 0. (2.3.24) 
The wave profile is obtained from 
h(a, r) = X(a)xal. 
So the SWEs in the LPP setting are 
Zr = U, 
U,. = 4xaa 
(2.3.25) 
as xQ 
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2.3.1 Conservation laws 
The four main conservation laws for shallow-water flow in the Eulerian setting are given 
in (2.2.18) and (2.2.19). The energy and momentum conservation laws can be transformed 
to Lagrangian coordinates. According to the Vinokur's Theorem [119] it is always possi- 
ble to transform a smooth field satisfying a conservation law in primitive coordinates to a 
conservation law in curvilinear coordinates under a smooth transformation. 
Let X and Y be n-dimensional vector spaces with coordinates x= (xi,..., x) and 
y= (y1, """, yn) and 
let 0: Y i--> X be a smooth diffeomorphism with jacobian J. Then it is 
shown in [26] that for a given smooth field A (x) := (Al (x) , ..., 
An (x)) on X satisfying the 
conservation law 
a 
Az (x) = 0, axi 
the transformed conservation law on Y under the transformation 0: YHX is 
yj 
Ä (y) 
7=1 
with 
n 'i A7 (Y) := aXk Ak , 
k=1 
where Ako0: =Ak(0(y)). 
To transform the energy and momentum conservation laws from Eulerian to Lagrangian 
coordinates consider a mapping of the form 0: (rr, a) H (t, x) with jacobian 
7=J= 
trXa - tq, XT. Noting that for the momentum conservation law in 
(2.2.19) 
Al o4= hU , 
A2 oo= hU2 + 711gh , 
and that in the LPP setting 
Ta = at = -IL o Tt =1J- ýa 
then 
Ä1 (T, a) _ XaTthU + XaTx (hU2 + Ulgh2) = XahU, 
, 
Ä2 (T, a) = x0 
(-r) hU + xaax (hU2 + Ugh2) _ -ilgh a 
and so 
(xa, hU) + Ma- (j1gh2) =0, 
or after substituting for h and in terms of the surface velocity U, 
(gX) 
=0. (2.3.26) 917- (XU) + Ya- 
Similarly the energy conservation law in (2.2.19) transforms to 
(U2 +1g)+F (gu) = 0. (2.3.27 
The momentum equation in (2.3.23) is also a conservation law. After substituting for h, 
(x0U) + (-ul U2 + ga-) =0. (2.3.28) 19 3-r Xa 
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Not all of the conservation laws (2.3.26)-(2.3.28) give conserved integrals. Conservation 
depends on the boundary conditions. For example, for 0<a<L if we take U(0, T) 
U(L, T) =0 then the corresponding integrals are respectively, 
IG 2 är (fxuda) = 29 
0 
(j (U2 
+ g; 
) da) = 0, (2.3.29) 
G 
äT 
(fo 
xa, Uda 
)= 
-g 
10 
The second equation is the energy of the nonlinear system (2.3.25). 
2.3.2 Hamiltonian formulation 
The Lagrangian SWEs (2.3.25) can be determined from a variational principle using the 
Lagrangian functional 
-2° (x) =f 
fo (jX2 -g) XdadTr. (2.3.30) 
Taking the first variation of this Lagrangian action with respect to x recovers the momen- 
tum equation in (2.3.25). The Hamiltonian formulation is derived by taking the Legendre 
transform of Y. The Hamiltonian system with canonical variables (x, U) is 
OV 
(2.3.31) 
ff gX a U, - aa 
with the Hamiltonian functional 
3e (x, U) = fö 
(U29) 
Xda . 
(2.3.32) 
The Hamiltonian functional (2.3.32) is the total energy, and it is conserved along solutions. 
The symplectic form associated with this Hamiltonian formulation is 
L Q= fo bU A bxXda, 
since 
äTý - äT fo öU A bxxda 
fo (SLT A 6x + 8U A öx, ) xda 
=fö 
(-5 (? I) 
a)Ax+oUAw)xda 
=fL l-b 
(Xl 
al 
A 8x) Xda 
= 10 
( (-3Xxaa + 2XaXa) Sxa A Sx + Sxaa A Sx da 
=fL 
(9X2&xa) 
A Sxda 
aa 
= fö 
(tea A bx) da 
a 
= 0, 
a=L 
using the fact that bxl = 0. 
a=0 
18 
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2.3.3 Numerical algorithm - the semi-discretization 
Discretize the reference space by letting 
ai=(i-lý1a, i=1, """, N-F-l, with Da=L 
and let x (T) :=x (ai, T) and Uj (T) :=U (a{, T). After choosing a discretization for deriva- 
tives with respect to a in (2.3.31), the governing equations can be written as a large set of 
ordinary differential equations. There is one tricky point: how to discretize the right-hand 
side of the second equation in (2.3.31). For this purpose, a variational discretization is used 
[92]: discretize the Hamiltonian functional first, and then take a variation of the discretized 
Hamiltonian. 
Discretize the Hamiltonian (2.3.32) using a finite difference formula for the derivative 
N 
iAa 
. 
A9 (X1ý... 
'XN+1, 
U1,... 
'UN+1) 
ZUi +29 
(xi 
+1 - xi) 
)xiAa. 
Here xa, is approximated by forward finite difference discretization and this is one possible 
simple choice. Now take a variation in (xl, " "" , xN+l), 
d (X1 + 5A1, """, XN+1 
+ SAN+1, )UN+1) -Ao 1s=0 
N 
g X2-, Aa X? Da 
2 PAiXiDa. 
i=2 
2Xi (xi - xi-1)' (xi+l - xi) 
This argument suggests that the natural semi-discretization of the second equation in (2.3.31) 
is then 
oa 1_X Ua -( yi-mai-1 xti i_mai 
)2-2,..., 
N. 
The full semi-discretization is then 
90a Xi-1 
_ 
Xi UZ __ 2Xi 
( 
(xi - xi_1)2 (xi+1 - xi)2) 
'i=2, ... ,N, (2.3.33) 
ýi = Ui, i=2,..., N, 
with boundary conditions 
x1(7-) = 0, XN+1(T) = L, and U1(T) = UN+1(T) = O. 
The semi-discretization is symplectic with symplectic form 
N 
92N = 
1: WUZ A Sx XiDa. 
i=2 
The proof of symplecticity is given in Appendix A. The semi-discretization is Hamiltonian 
and preserves the discretized energy 
N zAQ2 
XeN (2.3.34) 
i=2 {_1 
(xi+l 
- xi) 
along orbits of the semi-discretization. The proof is given in Appendix B. 
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2.3.4 Numerical algorithm - time discretization using Störmer-Verlet 
The semi-discretization (2.3.33) is of the form 
P= g(q), 
9= ff (P) 
, 
where 
p= (U2,..., UN) and q= (x2) ... IXN) 
The important point here is the fact that the right hand side of the p equation depends only 
on q and the right hand side of the q equation depends only on p. There are appealing 
numerical methods for equations of this form: split-step methods, or partitioned Runge- 
Kutta methods (e. g. Section 2.5 of [87]). One of the simplest of this class of methods is the 
discretization 
Pn+2 = Pn + AT g (q'i) , 
qn+l = qn -1- AT f 
(pn+2 
I, 
pn-+-1 = pn+7 +1 Ar g 
(qn+1) 
This scheme is explicit, and has second-order accuracy in time. If in addition the equations 
are Hamiltonian as in (2.3.33) then this scheme is called the Störmer-Verlet method and it 
has additional properties [65,87]. It is symplectic, and has excellent energy conservation over 
long time intervals. 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet algorithm to the semi-discretization (2.3.33) then gives the 
following equations for each time step nHn+1 
Ux n+2 
_ 
Un + 90T0¢ 
4_1 Xx i=2 
x 4Xi 
\Xi - Xi-1)2 \ý +1 - ýi 
ý2 
+1 
xi+1 = xi -{- 
Ar Ui' 2, i=2,..., N, 
Un+l _ Un+2 
90TLa Xiz -1 _ 
Xi 
ii+( n+l n+1 (\ n+1 n+l \i2, ..., 
N, 
4Xti 
`ýi - ýi-1/ \xi+l - Xi /)1 
(2.3.35) 
where 
Ui =U(a, T,, ), x =x(ai, Tn), Tn, =nLT, 
and the boundary conditions are 
xi+i =0 xN+i =L Ui +i = 0, and UN +i =0. (2.3.36) 
The Störmer-Verlet discretization (2.3.35) is symplectic. The symplectic form of the dis- 
cretization is 
N 
0' = SUi' A 5x i XtiLa . 
i=2 
This symplectic form satisfies n2 71 = MN for all n. The proof of this identity is given in 
Appendix A. 
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2.4 Linear problem 
Let x(a, T) =a+X (a, T) and h(a, T) = ho + H(a, T), and linearize the governing equations 
about the trivial solution. Then k(a) = ho and X(a, T) and H(a, T) satisfy 
XTT - ghoX as =0, (2.4.37) 
H+hoXa = 0, 
with boundary conditions X (O, r) =X (L, 7-) = 0. Consider solutions that are periodic in 
time of frequency w, 
X (a, T) =X (a) sin wr , (2.4.38) 
H(a, r) = H(a) sin wT . 
Substitution into (2.4.37) results in 
. 
k" 
-+ a2 
k=0, 
(2.4.39) 
Fl +hOXa = 0, 
where 
a=, (2.4.40) 
0 
and the boundary conditions are X (O) =X (L) = 0. The equations of (2.4.39) can be solved 
for k and ft, 
X(a) = Csinas, (2.4.41) 
H(a) = -Choy cos as , 
where C represents an arbitrary nonzero constant and a is 
n7r 
a= L, for any nEZ, 
and so n7r 
g hp w=L. 
2.4.1 Numerical algorithm - linear system 
The linearized system is 
XT = U, 
UT = 9hoXaa 
This system is also Hamiltonian with functional 
(X, U) = f0 ('iU2 +'ighoXa) da, 
and preserves the discretized energy 
NN 
3ljv =E Ui Da +E 20a9ho 
(Xi+l - Xi)2 ' (2.4.42) 
i=2 i=1 
along the orbits of the semi-discretization 
Ui =4 (Xi+1-2Xi+Xi-1) t i=2,.., N, 
%ýi = Ui, i=2, .., N, 
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with boundary conditions 
XI(T) =0, XN+1(7) = 0, and U1(T) = Urv+i(T) =0. 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet algorithm to this semi-discretization then gives the following 
equations for each time step n F-ý n. +1 
U+ 
i2 
UZ + 
Dal 
(X+1-2Xi + Xn1) , i=2,..., N, 
i 
Xi+1 = Xý +A7- . 
+2, i=2,..., N, (2.4.43) 
Un+l = Un+. 
9h0I'T n+l n+1 n+l 
Z+ 20a2 i+l - 
2Xi +X i-1) 1i=2, ... ,N, 
with the boundary conditions 
X1 +1 -){iv+i =0, and U1 +i - UN+i =0 
2.4.2 Eulerian representation of linear LPP solutions 
One of the surprising features of linear solutions, obtained in the LPP setting, is that they 
can appear highly nonlinear when transformed into the Eulerian representation. Given a 
LPP solution, the wave height - at a particular time - in the Eulerian setting, is obtained by 
plotting the parametric curve 
{(x(a, T), h(a, Tr)) : rr fixed and 0<a< L}, (2.4.44) 
where 
lb (a, r) = h0 
(1 
- 
Xa) 
. 
Denote the resulting wave height in the Eulerian setting by h(x, t). Then the slope of this 
wave height is related to the slope of the wave height in the Lagrangian setting by 
ah 1 ah 
Ox Xa äa ' 
Hence, when Xa, is small, the slope is exaggerated in the Eulerian setting creating a nonlinear 
appearance. Indeed, one can create highly nonlinear solutions such as waves with cusp-like 
crests. 
To see this effect consider the above linear solution in the LPP setting. Then the Eulerian 
wave height is obtained by plotting the parametric curve 
{(a+X(a)sinwT, ho+H(a)sinwT) :0 <a<L}, (2.4.45) 
for fixed values of -r. In this example, the LPP wave slope is just sinusoidal, but division by 
xa creates the ratio of two sinusoidal functions which is still periodic but not sinusoidal. 
The linear solutions obtained in the LPP setting and transformed to the Eulerian set- 
ting are not the same as the solutions obtained by linearizing in the Eulerian setting. The 
linearization in the Eulerian setting is 
Ut + ghy =0 and ht+ hoUr =0. (2.4.46) 
The analogous assumption to (2.4.38) is 
U(x, t) = U(x) cos wt , h(x, t) = ho + H(x) sin wt, 
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Solving for H(x) shows that it is 
H(x) = -chow cos ax , 
(2.4.47) 
It is the same as H(a) in (2.4.41) with a replaced by x and with a slightly different coefficient 
C=cw. 
Hence to capture the Eulerian linearization, x(a, T) is just approximated by a. 
2.5 Two dimensional SWEs in the LPP setting 
In this section the surface SWEs in two horizontal space dimensions in the LPP setting are 
studied. At first the governing equations with simplifying assumptions in the Eulerian setting 
are derived. Then the equations are transformed to the LPP setting. The linearized version of 
the equations in the LPP setting are shown and a numerical algorithm is derived to integrate 
these equations. The symplecticity of the proposed scheme is verified. The same analysis is 
done for the non-linear version of the equations. 
2.5.1 Governing equations 
The only coordinate system is the spatial (inertial) frame with coordinates x= (x, y, z). The 
fluid occupies the region 
0<, z < h(x, y, t) with O , <x L1 and 0 <, y < L2- 
Assuming inviscid incompressible flow with velocity field (u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t), w(x, y, z, t)) 
and pressure field p(x, y, z, t), the Eulerian representation of the momentum equations for 
the fluid relative to the spatial coordinate system is 
Du + ;E=0 
P' 
gIpF=0, (2.5.48) 
+P10 
c?. ý _ -g" 
with Du 
_ 
Qu 8u 8u 8u 
rt- - -Ft } v- fwd . 
Conservation of mass takes the usual form 
The boundary conditions are 
uy+vy+wy = 0. (2.5.49) 
u=0 at x=0 and x=Ll, 
v=0 at y=0 and y=L2, 
w=0 at z=0, 
and at the free surface the boundary conditions are the kinematic condition 
ht+uh, +vhy=w, at z=h(x, y, t), (2.5.50) 
and the dynamic condition 
p=0 at z= h(x, y, t), (2.5.51 
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neglecting the surface tension. The vorticity is defined by 
V: =Vxu with u=(u, v, w). 
Taking the curl of the momentum equations gives 
9 (Dw) _ (Dv) Gy 7z- 17 T 
7 (7) = Tx- (2w) (2.5.52) 
ö (Dv) 
=0 
(Du) 
77 Dt Dt 
This equation is important for the derivation of the surface shallow water equations. 
2.5.2 Towards 2D surface SWEs 
With a similar approach of §2.2 the surface SWEs in two dimensions can be derived. These 
equations are derived in [27]. A simpler derivation is given here. An expression for the 
pressure field is obtained by integrating the z-momentum equation in (2.5.48) from any 
point z to the surface h, 
= -g (h - z) . 
fh Dt ds + Pplh 
Applying the pressure free-surface boundary condition gives the following exact equation for 
the pressure field, 
PP(X) y, 
t) =fi 
Dt ds +g (h - z) . 
(2.5.53) 
The derivative p,, is needed for the x- momentum equation. Look at the first term, 
hh 
TX_ 
(Iz 
Dt ds) =hI+ fz 
, öi) ds 
h_ 
hx Dw 
I+ 
fh ez (Du) ds (using (2.5.52) ) 'FZ 
hh 
= ttx i -+- 
lz 
Dw Du 
Now differentiate the complete expression for p(x, y, z, t), 
1 äp 
_ä( 
/'h Dwd1 
p äx äX 
fz Dt sJ+ ghý 
hh 
= ho 
l+äl+ 
ghx 
z 
h 
+I hy+gl 
z 
Substituting the pressure gradient into the x- momentum equation then gives 
hh 
Du+ 
77F "I 7t" +(g+ 
( 
h., +$I=0. (2.5.54) 
z 
The surface notation is defined by 
U(x, y, t) = u(x, y, h(x, y, t), t), 
V(x, y, t) "= v(x, y, h(x, y, t), t). 
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Noting that 
Ut + UUU + VUy = [ut + u, zht + uu + uuzhx + vuy + vu, hj 
ih 
_ [ut + u, z 
(ht + uh-- + vhy) + uux + vuy] Ih 
_ 
[ut + WUz + uux + vuyf 
Ih 
puh 
Dt 
using the kinematic free surface boundary condition, then equation (2.5.54) reduces to 
h 
Ut+UUX+VUy+ 
(+)hx 
= 0. (2.5.55) 
A similar argument proves that 
Vt+UVý+VVy+ g+ Dtlh by = 0. (2.5.56) 
The vertical average of the horizontal velocities are w(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) defined by 
i1(x, y, t) :=g fo u(x, y, z, t)dz 
'v(x, y, t) =h fö v(x, y, z, t)dz. 
Differentiating 
h h 
ht { (hv)y (hv)y = ht + hxUl fö wydz } hyvl F fö vydz 
= ht + Uhx + Vhy + fo (ux vy } w., ) dz - f( wzdz 
= ht+Uhý+Vhy-W+w 
Z=O 
= 0, 
using ux + vy + wz = 0, the bottom boundary condition and the kinematic free surface 
boundary condition. Hence if i and v are used for the horizontal velocity field then the 
h-equation in the SWEs in the form 
ht +(hw)y+(hv)y = 0, 
is exact. 
However as the momentum equations are written in terms of the surface velocity field the 
h-equation should also be in terms of the surface velocity. The surface and average velocities 
are related by 
zvxdz , 
U(X, y, t) - U(X, y, t) = Ti 
fo h 
(2.5.57) 
t) - v(x, y, t) _ 7: fö zvzdz. 
Use (2.5.57) to formulate the mass equation in terms of the surface velocity field. Differenti- 
ating (2.5.57) and using mass conservation, 
r[h(U-ü)]+ 
go- [h (V-v)) = W+hUU. +hVy=ht+(hU)y+(hV)y. 
The error in using the surface velocities U(x, y, t) and V (x, y, t) in the h- equation can be 
characterized two ways: 
W+hUx-}-hVy1 9Wo or I"(h(U-ü))-{ 9(h(V-v))I «Wo, (2.5.58) 
where Wo is a representative order one velocity. 
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2.5.3 2D surface shallow-water equations 
To summarize, the candidate pre-SWEs for (h, U, V) are 
ht+(hU)y+(hV)y = W+hUU. +hVy, 
Ut -+- UU, + VUy -{ g+ 
pl 
Ih 
hx = 0, (2.5.59) 
h 
Vt+UVy+vvy+ g+ 
l 
by = 0. 
The equation for W can be added 
h 
wt + UWE + VWy =I. (2.5.60) 
h 
The system (2.5.59) with or without (2.5.60) is not closed. If 
D is specified, then the 
system of four equations (2.5.59)-(2.5.60) for (h, U, V, W) is closed. This system of four 
equations can be further reduced to a system of three equations with an additional assumption 
on the surface vertical velocity. 
Henceforth it is assumed that the vertical velocity at the free surface satisfies 
W+hUU+hVyI «Wo, (2.5.61) 
and the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface satisfies 
r7lh «9, 
and so the system of equations (2.5.59) simplifies to 
ht + (hU), + (hV)y = 0, 
(2.5.62) 
Ut+UUU+VUy+gh,, = 0, (2.5.63) 
Vt + UVy+ VVy + ghy = 0. 
The surface SWEs conserve potential vorticity, which is the vertical vorticity divided by the 
depth 
PV =h (Va, - Uy) , (2.5.64) 
when (a) surface tension is neglected; (b) Lagrangian vertical accelerations are neglected; and 
(c) W+ hUy + hVy 0. It can be proved that 
rt- (PV) = 0. (2.5.65) 
The equations in (2.5.63) are the classical SWEs represented in terms of the horizontal surface 
velocity field and (2.5.65) is the classical potential vorticity conservation (e. g. Salmon 1998). 
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2.5.4 2D surface SWEs in the LPP setting 
Consider the mapping 
(T, ß, 77) '-' (t(c, r1, T), x(ý, r/, T), y(ý, 71, T))' (2.5.66) 
with 0< L1 ,0<,, q <, 
L2 and T>0. Assuming non-degeneracy 
(. # 0) the derivatives 
in (2.5.63) are mapped to 
[(yýtr 
- t, ýyT) + 
(tfyr - yftr) 
a+ (Wn - t4yl) {, 
=4 
[(xrtn 
- xntr) + (xctr - týx7) + (x, 7tf - xeo 
] (2.5.67; 
Ty- 
=4 
[(xtyr 
- y.? xr) 
9+ (y£x7 xýyr) + (X017 - x? 7yJ) 
] 
t 71, 
where 
J= xý (ynt- - t77y7-) - yf (xilt, - tTlx7) + t£ 
(x?? yr - y71x7) 
Noting that in the LPP setting 
tý =0, 
t', 
=O, 
tT 
-1 xT ="7 . 7r 
V7 
then the derivatives in (2.5.67) reduce to 
(Y, 
7 7 _7 
7y- 7_ 
(-xJ 
+ XE x? , 
(2.5.68) 
((x, 
7yr Y? XT) 
a+ (yýXT - xýyT) + Jam) 
where 
J= xty. T1 - xA . 
The 2D SWEs (2.5.63) in the LPP setting now read 
(hJ)T = 0, 
U, +jynhE- %h, 7 = 0, (2.5.69) 
VT - jx. nhý + jxthn = 0. 
The first equation gives that hJ is independent of time and so 
hJ = hJl 
=0 
, 
hence define x(', i) := hJlr=0 . 
r 
Now substituting for h, the momentum equations in (2.5.69) reduce to 
Ur=-34 (kA - Y11JE) -4 (v xE - Y4 X'? 
) 
gX g 
(2.5.70) 
Vr 
= -ý3(xIJE-xfJ, I)- .4 
(-, 
4x, 7 -xXý) 
The wave profile is obtained from 
h(ýýrlýT) = X(ý, rl)J 1 
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So the 2D SWEs in the LPP setting are 
XT = U, 
UT =- Ij4 (ygJ, - y71J{) - (y? 7x - yfXO (2.5.71) 
yT = V, 
VT =- (xnJý - xfJn) - (xýX,? - x ixt) - 
The potential vorticity (2.5.64) in the LPP setting is 
PV (Y, VV - yýV, 7 + X, 7Uc - xýU71) " (2.5.72) 
In Appendix C it is proved that 
(PV) = (PV) = 0, D Mt 77' 
recovering the familiar property that potential vorticity is a Lagrangian invariant. 
2.5.5 Conservative form of the Lagrangian 2D SWEs 
BRIDGES [261 notes that for a scalar conservation law in (t, x, y) space 
At+Bx+Cy = 0, (2.5.73) 
where A, B, C are given scalar-valued functions, the transformed conservation law under 
the smooth change of coordinates Tr) ý--f (x(e, y, T), y(ý, g, rr), t(7r)) using differential 
forms is 
(C) 
= 0) (2.5.74) 
(A) 
{g 
(B) + 77- 71, 
where Ä= J7tA, 
h= jet A+ Jux. B+ JýyC , 
= J, qtA + J7lyB + J? 7yC, 
J= tTi. 
The conservative form of the Eulerian 2D SWEs (2.5.63) is 
hU hU2 + 7gh2 hUV 
hV + hUV -} hV2 + 71gh2 =0. (2.5.75) 
ht hU 
y 
hV 
y 
Noting that in the LPP setting 
rta G=1,17a =-', Sy =- 'qy -, 
ee=x,? V-y, U, rjt=ytU-xýV, J=J, 
and using (2.5.73) and (2.5.74), then the conservative form of the Lagrangian 2D SWEs 
become 
[JhU], 
r + 
[(J - 1) (x,, hUV - y?, hU2) + 7'gh2y, 7]C 
+ [(J - 1) (ythU2 - xChUV) - 71gh2yf], 7 = 
0, 
[JhV],,. + [(J - 1) 
(x,, hV2 - yghUV) - 
7gh2x,, ]£ (2.5.76) 
+ [(J - 1) (ythUV - xthV2) + 7gh2xt], n = 
0, 
[Jh]T + [(J - 1) (x, 7hV - y, 7hU)]C + [(J - 1) (ythU - xEhV)],,, = 0. 
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This conservative form of the governing equations is not used anywhere later, but can be 
helpful in deriving the symplectic form for the Hamiltonian formulation. 
2.5.6 2D SWEs - Hamiltonian formulation 
The 2D Lagrangian SWEs (2.5.71) can be determined from a variational principle using the 
Lagrangian functional 
(x, y) = f72 fLl fL2 
(1x2 + 1y2 -1 l) dd dz. 2.5.77 no02T2T 29ý 
X ýl () 
Taking the first variation of this Lagrangian action with respect to x and y recovers the x 
and y momentum equations in (2.5.71, respectively. The Hamiltonian formulation is derived 
by taking the Legendre transform of Y. The Hamiltonian system with canonical variables 
(x) y, U, V) is 
=U Sr =ý Tu- 
UT = -ý _ -; 4 (y£ J,, -y, ýJý) -i 
(u x- ycx77) 
(2.5.78) 
Yr =T 
UT = --- _- (x,, Jc - xEJn) - (xcX,? - xixc) , 
with the Hamiltonian functional 
(x, M U) V) = fo IL 
L1 fo 22 U2 +2 V2 +2g) Xdrýdý . 
(2.5.79) 
The boundary conditions are 
x (0,17,7) = 0, 
x(Li, il, T) = Li, 
U(0, r7, r) = U(L1iri, 7-) =0, 
y (Z, 0, T) =0, 
y (Z, L2, T) = L2 , 
V (Z, 0, T) =V (e, L2, r) = 0. 
The symplectic form associated with this Hamiltonian formulation is 
= fo 1 fo 2 (oU A 6x + oV A 8y) Xd'ldý 
To prove this identity one should show that d11 =0 
§2.3.2). 
which is similar to the 1D case (see 
2.5.6.1 Numerical algorithm - the semi-discretization 
Discretize the reference space using a rectangular discretization, then 
xi, j(T) = x(Si, i , r)' Yi, j(T) -y(Si, 7lj, r) 
U2,3 (r) =U (bi, Tlj, r) 'V ,3 (T) 
=V (bi, 77j, r) 
After choosing a discretization for derivatives with respect to ý and 71 in (2.5.78), the govern- 
ing equations can be written as a large set of ordinary differential equations. Here we follow 
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the same strategy as in §2.3.3: discretize the Hamiltonian functional first, and then take a 
variation of the discretized Hamiltonian [92]. 
Discretize the Hamiltonian (2.5.79) using a finite difference formula for the derivatives 
MN 
` lXi, 7I 
ui, j> yi, 7, 
vi, 
J) = \2 
Ui, 
j + 2Vi, 7 
i=1 j=1 
+2g 
xi+1, j-xi, j bi, j+l-llij 
Xi 
2i, ]+1-2i, ] yi+l, j-ai, j 
xijA77Aý 
AE 0'n A77 DE 
Here the spatial derivatives are approximated with a forward finite difference discretization 
and this is one possible simple choice. Taking a variation in xi, j and yi, j suggests that the 
natural semi-discretizations of the momentum equations in (2.5.78) are 
_8 
Xi L, i _Eýn 
7ýz, z 17 
bi +1-Yi ' 
2 2- ,3 xi+-1 xi bij+ 
Aln 
-Yi, j 
- 
xi, j (xl- xi' Yti}1 Yiý ý 
Yi+l 1-Yi '-1 2 
_sx 2 Xi, j xti 1 1-si, j-1 Yi Yi 1 Xt. xi '-1 Yi}L, j-1-Vi, j-1 ( At ''-- 
aE3n 
ý 2XZ'j si}1 xi Vi tlyi Zi tl-xi ' Vitl Yi 
f 
( msz- '' A) 
ýxi+l'"ý 
1-xij-1 
alLzi VZ'ý 2 Xi, j xi 1 I-xi-1 Yi : Ai -1 xi 41-il - '-1 Yi 1 I-Yi, j-1 7 
yti 1 yti 
7 -Xt, ) 
Xti, j rxi, j -si-L vi-l, '± 1-Li-1yZ_si-1 '}117 
(2.5.80) 
si 1_xt . 
`xi, 
j rxi+Iomg-si, j vi '+,. 71-Li, j 
_xi 
+, -xi, j vi+l. f Wi . \' 
for i=2, ... , M, j=2, ... 
`, 
N. The semi-discretization of X and Y equations reads 
±i, j = Uß, 7, i =2,..., M, j =2,..., N, 
Pz, j = vj, i=2,..., M, j=2,..., N. 
The boundary conditions are 
0, XM+1, j(T) = L1, j=1,..., N+ 1, 
UM+1, i(T) =0, j=1,..., N+1, 
0, yi, 1V+1(7-) = L2, i=1,..., M+ 1, 
Vi, 1(T) = Ui, N+1(T)=0, i=1,..., M+1, 
(2.5.81) 
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The full semi-discretization (2.5.80) and (2.5.81) is symplectic with symplectic form 
MN 
QM, N =E (tUi, j A 
5xi, 
j + 
6Vi, 
j A 
Syi, 
j) Xi, j097Aý . 
i=2 j=2 
2.5.6.2 Boundary integration 
The Hamiltonian formulation (2.5.78) is for the interior grid points. Along the boundary 
lines { (ý, ii) :=0} and { (, 77) := L1 } the Eulerian form of the governing equations 
reduces to 
gh., = 0, 
Vt+VVy+ghi, = 0, (2.5.82) 
ht+hUU+Vhy+hVV = 0, 
and the derivatives in the LPP setting simplify to 
a= is YJ a , rx xt N- i X' 
a 
__ 
1a 
a_a _La y, 7' 
where 
_ J= xy. 71. 
Now transforming (2.5.82) to the LPP setting gives 
hCya = yFhj 
VT = --Lhý + (2.5.83) 
hT +f 
(UC y UO -{ 
L V, 
ý =0. 
The third equation of (2.5.83) can further be simplified to 
h=x ý' 
. (2.5.84) 
Substitution of (2.5.84) into the second equation of (2.5.83) then gives 
VT=-+2+2 (2.5.85) JY17 7,, Y-? 2 
n 
The term x is passive along the boundary lines =0 and = L1. Hence define 
X(, n, T) = X(, ') 
Then the coupled (y, V) equations reduces to the standard 1D LPP type equations 
yT = V, 
V- -g 
8X (2.5.86) 
y17 aý 
(y17) 
with the Hamiltonian formulation 
Yr = 
(2.5.87) 
oir 
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with the Hamiltonian 
=f 
L2 (2V2 + 29i) Xd7j. (2.5.88) 
Similarly along the boundary lines 77 =0} and { (ý, i) : 77 = L2 } the 
Eulerian form of the governing equations reduces to 
Ut+UUy+ghy = 0, 
ghy = 0, (2.5.89) 
ht+Uhý, +hUx+hVV = 0, 
and the derivatives in the LPP setting simplify to 
a is 
a_a+1a r 7Z yn 
a_a _sa M-7xe71 
Now transforming the system (2.5.89) to the LPP setting gives 
Ur - -ýhý , 
h,, xC _ x,, hC, (2.5.90) 
hT F (Uý-yU, )+ LV, = 0. 
Note that the mass equation is the same as the mass equation of the system (2.5.83). Sub- 
stitution of (2.5.84) into the first equation of (2.5.90) then gives 
UT= 
-j 44 +2 24ýnL (2.5.91) 
The term y, 7 is passive along the boundary lines i=0 and 77 = L2. Hence define 
X(c 7% r) = 
X(, 77) 
/71( ? 7, T) 
Then the coupled (x, U) equations reduces to the standard 1D LPP type equations 
XT =U 
UT =f\f/' 
(2.5.92) 
with the Hamiltonian formulation 
XT - Vi(f 
(2.5.93) 
6jF 
Nx- 
Ur =- 
with the Hamiltonian 
Li 1 lye 
dy = fo 
(u2 +j 
x6 
Xd (2.5.94) 
Now the semi-discretization of the momentum equation in (2.5.86) reads 
_1 
X'-1 11 Xi 1 
i, j - 79" (vi + (2.5.95) 
VT = 79 x;,; (v 
nn 
for i=1, M -F 1 and j=1, ... ,N+1. 
The semi-discretization of the momentum equation 
in (2.5.92) reads 
UT X (2.5.96) 
E1 
for i=1,..., M+ l and j=1, N+ 1. 
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2.5.6.3 Numerical algorithm - time discretization using Störmer-Verlet 
Taking into account that X depends on time with 
n_X 
Sr ,> Xi, j 79 Tn 
7ij, T. 
and that 
xE 
il, j t2, j XO, j 
= 
yý 
20ý - 
M+l, j 
x 
XM+2Q XM, j 
= 
xM+Ml1' 
2 
then (2.5.95) along the boundary lines { (, 77) :=0} and { (, 77) L1 } simplifies 
to 
v1 X1 1'ý2, j 1- LNI 
xl,, j 
2- xl, j x (Vl,. i-y , 
j-112 290i? X2,3 (Yi i+-1-yl,. i \7' 
(2.5.97) 
o., ) Qn J 
and 
V XM+1 -1(XM+1, j-XM, 
j) 1 
T 29A?? 
XM+1, j(XM+1, j-1-XM, j-1) 
( M+i- +1_ý 
(2.5.98) 
1a XM+1, i I 
\e 2 xM+l, j-xm, j 11M+1, i+1-bM+1 
respectively. And noting that 
i, 1 
Yi 2 -Yi o TJi 2 
Y77 _ 
i N+1 
yn 
Ji N 
2i = 
yi N+yti N 
then (2.5.96) along the boundary lines { (, 77) : 77 =0} and { (, q) : 77 = L2 } simplifies 
to 
2 
Ur _ 
190 X{ 1 li 
ýl 
1n0xi, 1 
i' () 2y Xi, 1yi_1 2( Lt i-1 11 
2y yi, 2 ( 1+1 1it12.5.99 
and 
UT 
= 
X9A Xi-1, N+1(Yi, N+1-Yi, N) 1 
Xi, N+I(Yi-1, N+1-Yi-1, N) 
{xi, N+t-xýi-lyN+1 
El (2.5.100) 
190 Xi, N+1 
_1 Yi, N}1-Ui, N rsi}1 N}1-si N}11 
`EJ 
respectively. 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet algorithm to the semi-discretizations (2.5.80), (2.5.97), (2.5.98), 
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(2.5.99 and (2.5.100 gives the following equations for each time step nHn+I 
2y1, j+1ý 
__ 2 AT g Xi l, j il 77 va, 
7 
U1,7 +nnnnnnnn 
22 Xi j (X, j yi-1,9' yi-t, i+1 yi-t, j 
_ 
ýi-L +t ýti-t,, 3 
y{ y%-1 
/) 
yi +1 vti ' 
22 XZ>ý ýitlj-z jtl-Y j xti j+l-xi j S+l, j-bi j 
\Z 
Af A', A, 7 at lt 
2 b: 
n+l 1-b: -1 
_ 
pr g Xi, j-1 'lean 
22 X{, j j-l-yi, j-1 
_xi, 
j-si, j-1 t1.7-1-U{j-11T 
At p, ý An Af /1 
b -0 
+Qr g pEpn 
2i Xi, 7 x'. ` _x^ vi'. i--Y'ý 
_ 
xn xn , V!, -W!, 
> 
i+l,. j j j1 i, j ýs7}1 ý+ 
i+l, j ,7 
'at p+1 an 
DE 
(2.5.101) 
for i=2,..., M and j=2,..., N, 
U1ý2 = UM+ij=O, j =1,..., N+1, 
n+ 
12n 
Or 19 Xi-i iyi 21_ Or 1 . 
0ýýl Xi, t 
i-, I (i+l ' 
Ui, l Ui, l +2ý (_ ii 29 °t 11'2 Xi, I(Yl-1, y `ý At 
for i=2,..., M, 
12(nn 
n+T1 n 07 1 ýt' 
Xi-1, N+1\yi, N+l-yi, N 1 Ui, 
N+l -' 
Ui, 
N+1 
+ 9CTF, Znn 
Xi, N+1(Y 1, Nt1-yt1, N`J 
rzti N+1 xä-1 N+11 
at J 
Ar 1A2 Xi, N+l 1 
2 29 yi, N+l -y N (' L. N+i ' N+11 
lf/ 
for i=2,..., M, 
nn 
2 xi+l 
n+ n 
Ar 9 Xi, j-1 
+t 
1-yi -112 
ij 
vi'j +22 
Xi, j +i 1 XS -1 
yii xi _yij-1 i= i- -- --ý=a -J ý 
xn +1n i xi ' 
- 
AT n ixi, j 
x +1 xi ' yti 'i l -v ' x{ ý+1 xti 'y ýE1 
Y2f 
n 
2 ýzs-19+1-xtn 
- 
_Or&X=-1,. 
L "17 
ý . _yn 
n -n zn sn 
n' v{n 1{Z 
T- 
Xi, ' n ý; Yi_1 Y yy ,y_, 
/ 
ATa ýEOn 
l 
ýz, 
7 _ x^ y^ }lyi, yni x s0, ] .}1 xn ,n 
tt ýi ) ( 
of o+r on 4f 
for i=2, 
... ,M and 
j=2, 
... ,N, 
V; 1'ß = Vi, N+1-ýI 2=1,..., M+1, 
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`jn'+ 
12= 
jjn Or 1 Xi 1X2 1_ 4r 1 Xt, i 1 
1,7 1, J +2 29 17 2 2gjXl, i( bi ,. i 
\1 2 'ý ý2, i i'; +i11/ bi 
'12 
C An Lxn / 
for j=2,..., N, 
Un+ VnM + Ar l 0C Xný+i M+l, j = +lj -r. T9T, -XMt1,7\yM+l, 
j-1 yMý 1/ f 
ýM+l, i bM+l,; il 
OT 19 "+"4 1 
22 0IxM+i, i-XM, i rbM+i +i-bný+i 1 
for j= 2,. .., N, 
xyýl = xis +OT 
n UZ 
,7 
xl, )l = 0, j=1,..., N+1, 
n+l xM+i, j N+1, 
yZ ý1 = 
I 
n+ 
Ili 
V7, j2 ,i=1,... ,M+1, j= 2, ... ,N, 
yil = yij 0, 
n+l yi, N+l = 
L2, i=1, 
... ,M+1, 
n+l n+l 
tj T 2 i7 2 2 Xi xn+1 Xn+i n+1 yn+l 
ý 
yn+1 yn+1 yn+1 Yn+1 
/ 
n++1 n}1 
_ 
AT 
TiXi, 7 
I 
ýEAsI 
n+1 n+l n+1 n+1 n+i n+1 n}1 
_ 
n+1 
i bi+l i+l, j i, j Vi }1ýbi Z xi +1 vi 
2 
,7 f 
2 
X 
n+1 n+1 vi+l 1-vi 
-- ý T +, i-1 
2 n+1 n}1 n+1 n+1 n+l n+l ýoi+lVI1vi, 
j-1 
-L a 
n+1 bi+l- n+l 
2 
L1 
77 
n+1 
Vntl li+i i' 
AT 
7 
+r Xi OEo, ý 
i i l l , tt}1 n}1 n}1 n+ ntl n+ n+ xi+i. 7-xi,, bi. ý+i 1i. j xi'i+1 -yi. i yi+i. t 
n+ 
-yi,. j 
of 407 A17 AE 
for i=2, ... ,M and j=2, ... , 
N, 
U1, 
ß 
1= Uni+1, ý =7=1, ..., N+1, 
Un+l n+'ý Qr 1 X2 i-1 , 
n+l 1 Ar l 
ýQ1 
xi l1 ýi, 
l 
+ 
-T7gQ ( n+n n+1 n+l 
-T29 L1ý "2 n+1 n+1 (j y{-1.2 
(z 
1 
at 
(+" 
0EJ 
for i=2,..., M, 
1 
n-ý1 
- 
ý'+7 + Ar R1/ý 
O Xt-1N{ l 
(bi 
N+1-yi, Nlý 1 
Ui, N+l - 
Ut, 
N +1 T L- n+l n+l \ n+1 n+l \ Xi, N+1 i-1, N+1-Tai-1, N/ 
('N+1 )i9n1N 
In j 
yi, N+1 i, N 
ýxn+l 
xn+l i+1 N+1- s N+1 
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for i=2,.,., M, 
xi}n+l n+l 1 i,. i 1 2 1 
ný- n+2 
AT 
(J Xj 
, 
J-1 0 VZ+i Vij +22 
n}1 n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l Xtiýý xi+l, j-1-x+, j-1 y Yi .-y. X' . -1 
yi}1 1-yi '-1 
sn}1 _xn}1 t+1 
2 'YiJ n+l n}1 n+l n+1 n}1 n+l n+1 n}1 \£ si, j--i i, j yi}L, j -Vi ,j 
/1f 
of a? on of 
n}1 n-}1 
2 st-1 }1-zt-1 
_ýr 
ýXti-l, j F +i 
22 Xi, j n+l n--i n+l n}1 
-stn+l 
xn+l vi, n+l 
at 
,j -l 
j vi-1, j}1-ýi-l, j -1 +i -i, 
j 
on n LjE 
+l n}1 zin, j}1-xi, j 
Or g of On + 7- 2'ýi+. 7 n}1 
_ 
n}1 n}1 }1 
- 
n+l n}1 n}1 n+1 
1 
xi+1r7 xt, J bi, j+1 -HniJ 
xt, 7}1-xti, 7 i+ Vi'] 
at On Qo of 
for i=2,..., M and j=2,..., N, 
Vi 1= VZN+1=0, i=1,..., M+l, 
n+l T, 
,j12+ 
Or 1 
, 
0ý Xi, i-1x2,11 1_ Or 1 Xi V1,. 
7 V 1,. 7 T2 
9077 
X1, j( 
11\2 /vi}1l }11\ 2 29011 
, (vi 
l, 
7+1_-y 
71ý 
/ 
1r\ 
11I 
I` _ýý 
for2 ,... ,N, 
12 n+1 n+1 
Vn 1_ vn+, + Lr 1 
XM+Ij-1GXM+l, j-XM, i) 1 
MIl, j M+l, j 2 29D 
XM+I(n+1 n+1 
\ 
, jXM+1, j-1-ýM, j-11 
(ln+l 
M+1 '-vM+1 '-1 \ 
211 
9 nXM+ 
l1j1 
2 yM+, j -X M, j yn+lM+i, i+1 yn+l M+I j 
for j=2, ... , N, noting that 
Ui' 
= ,9 
U7Jj"Tn 
n Vz, 
9 
/t = vlbiýryJjýTn 
i>j 
/C x lSi> Tlj Tn > 
Y,!, j = Y(ýi, 7)j, Tn) 
7'n, =f ST . 
This scheme is symplectic and the symplectic form of the discretization is 
MN 
nM, N = (5u jA Jxi j+ öV jA Öy2 j) XijOrýOý . 
i=2 j=2 
This symplectic form satisfies SnN= f2n N for all n. 
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2.5.7 Linear problem 
Let 
X 77,7) +X 71) 7) 
Y 71,7) _ 71 +Y (ß, 77, r) 
hn, T) = ho +H(ý, r1, T) 
and linearize the governing equations about the trivial solution. Then X (ý, 77, T) = ho and 
X (ý, i1, T) ,Y 
(e, 71, 'r) and H (ý, 71,7-) satisfy 
X, -gho(X«£+YY, 7) = 0, 
YTT - gh0 (XZ, 7 + Y, 7,7) = 0, (2.5.102) 
H+ho(X4+Y, 7) = 0, 
with boundary conditions X (0, ij, T) =X (Li, i7, rr) =0 and Y(ý, 0, T) = Y(ý, L2i rr) = 0. The 
linearized form of potential vorticity (2.5.72) is 
PV = V4 - Un. (2.5.103) 
It can be proved that (2.5.102 has the property that 
ýT 
(PV) = o. 
Consider solutions that are periodic in time of frequency w, 
X (ý, ? 7, T) =X (ý, 17) COS WT , 
Y77, T) = 77) cos u.; -r, 
H(e, 77, T) = H( , r7)cosWT. 
Substitution into (2.5.102) results in 
X44+YZ, 7 +01 
X=0, 
XZ, 
7 +Yw, a2Y = 0, (2.5.104) 
H+ho(X{+Y, ý) = 0, 
where 
a 
and the boundary conditions are X (0,77) =X (Li, 77) =0 and Y (f , 
0) =Y L2) = 0. The 
potential vorticity reads 
PV= (X-Y)wsinwr, 
and conservation of potential vorticity gives 
a 
PV=0 (2.5.105) 
Then from the third equation in (2.5.104) one concludes that 
HE = -ho 
(xee 
+ Rt,? ) = hoa2X , 
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and so, it is required that 
_ 
f=Lý 
Hý 
I=0. 
(2.5.106) 
ý=o 
Similarly it is required that 
71=L2 
, 
a, I 
= 0. (2.5.107) 
Now substituting (2.5.105) into the first and second equations in (2.5.104) gives 
+'k"+a2X = 0, 
(2.5.108) 
YYý+Y, I,? +a2Y = 0. 
Using the separation of variables to solve the first equation in (2.5.108) gives 
X (ý, 71) = (AI cos a1ý + A2 sin alb) (B1 cos u2r) + B2 sin 0277) 
where 
222 cx = al cx2 . 
The boundary condition X (0, i) =0 gives 
Al =0, 
and the boundary condition k (Li, 77) =0 gives 
7, for any mE 71, a1 = Ti- 
and so X (ý, i) simplifies to 
X (ý, 77) = A2 sin alb (B1 cos a217 + B2 sin x277) . 
(2.5.109) 
Similarly use separation of variables to solve the second equation in (2.5.108) 
Y (ý, 71) = (Ai cos calf + A2 sin calf) (Bi cos a2r + B2 sin x211) 
The boundary condition Y (, L2) =0 gives 
BI =0, 
and the boundary condition Y(, L2) =0 gives 
n71 
a2= L, for any nEZ, 2 
and so Y (6, ? 7) simplifies to 
Y (ý, 77) = B2 sin a277 (Ai cos alb + A2 sin alb) (2.5.110) 
Note that a and w read respectively, 
I m2ir2 n2ir2 a= T1 
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and 
w=h 
m2R2 + n27t2 9 o( Li L2 
Now differentiating X (ý, i) with respect to ý and Y(, 77) with respect to 77 and substi- 
tuting into the third equation in (2.5.104) gives 
-hoA2al cos alb (B1 cos a,,, 77 + B2 sin o27)) (2.5.111) 
-hoB2cx2 cos c217 (A1 cos a+ A2 sin a1ý) 
Note that this solution for H should satisfy the boundary conditions (2.5.106) and 
(2.5.107). Differentiating (2.5.111) with respect to ý gives 
H£ (, ýi) = hoA2ai sin alb (B1 cos a271 + B2 sin a217) 
-hoB2a2 cos a271(-A1'al sin alb + A2a1 cos alb) 
Now the boundary condition 
ft, I=0 
gives 
ý=o 
A2 =0, 
and the boundary condition Hý I 
E=Lj 
=0 is satisfied. Differentiating (2.5.111) with respect 
to 77 gives 
&1(ý, 77) = -hoA2a1 cos alb (-Bla2 sin a2i7 + B2ä2 cos x271) . 
Now the boundary condition H, 7 
I=0 gives 
B2=0, 
and the boundary condition H, 71 =0 is satisfied. 
Let A2B1 = C1 and AiB2 = C2, then the solutions for X (x, 77), Y( , 77) and 
respectively simplify to 
X (ý)77) = Clsinalbcosa2r), 
Y( 
, ýj) = 
C2cosalbsina2r7, 
H (ý, 77) = -ho (C la l+ C2 a2) cos alb cos x217. 
From these solutions it can be concluded that the general solutions are 
00 00 
X 77) =E Cl., sin ale cos a277 , 
m=0 n=0 
00 00 
Y 77) _ C2 cos alb sin a277 , (2.5.112) 
m=0 n=0 
00 00 
H 71) _EE -h0 
(C1mal + C2ma2) cos alb cos a271 , 
m=0 n=0 
where Cl,,,. and C2,, i*, are general constants determined by the initial data. 
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2.5.7,1 Numerical algorithm - linear system 
The linearized system is 
X,. = U, 
UT = gho (Xýý + YY,? ) 
YT = V, 
VT = gho (Xýn + Y, 1n) 
This system is also Hamiltonian with functional 
." 
(X YU V) =f 
L1 fo 2 (2 ýý2 +2 V2 + zgho 
(Xý + Yn)2) drlds 
The symplectic form associated with this Hamiltonian formulation is 
SZ = 
f1 fL2(6UA6X+5VAoY)did,. 
Discretizing the Hamiltonian functional using forward finite differences and taking a vari- 
ation in Xi, j and Yi, j suggests that the semi-discretization of this system is 
Y. +1ýY. z) 
_ _ghü 
ýX: 
; -1'; + 
Y: 1 ++ 
9ho 
(X; 
+1U X: 
. 1- Ui, QýQ f, 
i=2,..., M, j=1,..., N, 
Xi, i = Ui, j, i=2,..., M, N, 
(2.5.113) 
jji, _ -9]lß 
X: +1 ' 1-Xi 1Y+ ho X'+i X: +_ 13+1 2 
t, 3 
___ 42 
M, j=2,... N, 
Yi, 7 = Vi, ji = 1,..., M, j =2,..., N, 
with the boundary conditions 
X1, j(T) -- 0, XM+1,7(T) =0, j=1,..., 
N+1, 
U1,7(T) = UM+1, j(T) = 0, j= 1,..., N+ 1, 
Yi, l(T) =0, Yi, N+1(T) =0, i=1,..., M+ 1, 
Vi, l(T) = Vi, N+1(T) =0, i=1,..., M+1. 
This semi-discretization is symplectic with symplectic form 
MNMN 
QM, N = 
1: 1: 5Ui, i A 6Xi, 2 077Aý +EWi, jA byi, j 
AZ L. 
i=2 j=1 1=1 j=2 
It can be shown that dSZM, N = 0. 
Discretizing the Hamiltonian functional using backward finite differences and taking a 
variation in Xi, j and Yti, j suggests that the semi-discretization of the Hamiltonian system 
for Ui, j on the boundary line { (ý, i) : ri = L2 } and for Vi, j on the boundary line 
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{(ýj) : ý-L]} is 
Oi, 
N+l = -gho 
Xi N+1- ri-1 N+1 Yi, N+l-Yi, N 
Ný AýAq 
+gho 
Xi+l N+1-Xi N+1 I 
Yi+l N+1-Yi+l N +9 2- 2M 16 Qý + Z2 
), 
-,... > , / 
(2.5.114) XM+1 XM YM}1 '-YM+1 1 I nm+l, ý _ -9ho l+o?? 
+9ho 
ýXM+1 
Q+' 
-T%XM +1 + YM+1, i+ Yom) 'j=2, ... , N. 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet algorithm to the semi-discretizations (2.5.113) and (2.5.114) 
then gives the following equations for each time step n'--f n+1 
i Ü2=Ü AT gho(X +Y'1, ýýZA 
i=2,..., M, 1 '..., N , 
+ 2T gho 
X+X+ Y' °£Aý" 
n+ 
1_n_ 
Or Xi N+1-Xi-1 N1 
Yi 
N+1-Y 2N Ui, 
N+1 = 
UiNý-1 
2 9h0 
(J 
04 ýd + t4 
) 
X1 
N+1-Xi N+1 Y+1 N}1 -Y+L N + 
O2r9hß 
of +fn)+z=2,..., M, 
11 
U1, i2 = UMlj=0, N+1, 
(2.5.115) 
n+2 
-n_ Or 
(X +t 
-1-Xi '-1 
yn id - -Yin' 1 vi, j - Vz, j 9ho fl+ AT) 
T9°X 
+1 X+ ' Yin'+ aL 
`/n+7 _ `jn _ 
pr h 
XM+1, 
ý 
XM ' YM+1,. i-YM+l,. i-1 
M+lj M+lj F9 ° pfp?? + 
r 
XM+1 '+1-XM+1 YM+1+1-YM+1 + 
p29h0( 
f ýº + pý 
) j=2,..., N, 
n+2 
_ 
n+ Vi, I=V, N+1-0, 
Xi"+1 =X ý-ý-ATUýý, i=2,..., M, j=1,..., N+l, 
xn+i = Xn+i ==1N1 l, j M+l, j , ... ,, 
l 
1'Zj 1= Yid OTVnz, 
i+ý> i=1,..., M+1, j=2,..., N, 
yi I= ý'w+i=0, i=1,..., M+1, 
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I 
U +l 1=Uj 2_ OT9h0 
ntl 
+Orgho 
X: +1-Ö 
n+1 n+2 Dr Ui, N+1 - Ui, N+1 -2 9h0 
(Xn+l Xn+1 Yn+i Yn+1 
ss 10 s-1 +1 i1 
Jt 
-x7+, Yn +1 _yn+l 
n+l n+l n+l n+l 
'Yi N+1-Xi-1 N+1 'i N+1-Yi N 
+ý 
+ ghO 
nn}1 }L (x+' itl N-I-1-Xi N+1 Yi+1, N+1Ytit1, N i=2,... M 2 , , 
U= lo 
1 U= M+ 1 j 0, j =1,..., N+1, , 
n+l vi 
j- 
1 
n +2 Vzj - 
OT 
2 9h0 
nt1 ntl ntl (Xi+l, 
z, -ý1 
+l X!, 1 Yi Yi t + X00 , , 
+ AT- gO T, 
(x3 ( n+l _ n+l i+ Yi 
2)I 
_x+' 
all A77 
n+l vM+1j 
n'+2 
_ - 
VM+1j ýT 
2 9h0 
n+l ntl n+l n+l (XM+1 XM YM+1 -YM+1 1 +0 
77 
OT h 
ý. +l ( 
M}1, _Xn+! 
YMn+l Yn+1 
j}t 
'M++1 
"'+' M+l" 2 N, 
UZ11 - i, N+1= 0, i =1,..., M+1. 
This numerical algorithm is symplectic and the symplectic form of the discretization is 
MNMN 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
This symplectic form satisfies SZM N= on N for all n. The proof of this identity is given in 
Appendix D. 
2.5.7.2 Eulerian representation of 2D linear LPP solutions 
Given a LPP solution, the wave height - at a particular time - in the Eulerian setting, is 
obtained by plotting the parametric surface 
{ (x (ý, i, T) ,y 
(ý, i7, rr) ,h 
(ý, i, T)) :T fixed and 0<ý< L1,0 < 77 < L2}) (2.5.116) 
where 
h (ý, 71, -r) = ho (1 - Xt - Y, i) 
with 1, j, n M+1, j, n X 
XEI =-, XEI -ý, 
i, 1, n i, N+1, n n 
Y, 
I=Y, 
Y, 7 
I= 
17 . 
Denote the resulting wave height in the Eulerian setting by h(x, y, t). Then the slope of this 
wave height in x and y directions is related to the slope of the wave height in the Lagrangian 
setting by 
Oh 
_ 
y., 7 öh yý 8h 
8x J 8ý J ah , 
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and 
äh x,, äh xý äh 
8y--J09ý Jý7l, 
respectively, with J= xýy, - x,, yg. Hence, when jacobian is small, the slope is exaggerated 
in the Eulerian setting creating a highly nonlinear appearance. 
To see this effect consider the above linear solution in the LPP setting. Then the Eulerian 
wave height is obtained by plotting the parametric surface 
{ (ý +X (ý, 77) cos w7,77 +Y (e, 77) cos wT, ho +H (ý, 71) cos wr) (2.5.117) 
0<ý<L1,0<71 <L2}, 
for fixed values of T. In this example, the LPP wave slope is just sinusoidal, but multiplication 
by JL, 21 , and 
j1 creates the ratio of sinusoidal functions which is still periodic but not 
sinusoidal. 
The linear solutions obtained in the LPP setting and transformed to the Eulerian set- 
ting are not the same as the solutions obtained by linearizing in the Eulerian setting. The 
linearization in the Eulerian setting is 
Ut+gh.  = 0, 
Vt + ghy = 0, (2.5.118) 
ht+ho(Uy+Vy) = 0. 
The boundary conditions for this system are 
The vorticity is 
U(O, y) = U(Li, y)=0, 
V (x, 0) =V (x, L2) =0. 
V=Vy - Uy. 
The first two equations in (2.5.118) satisfy 
at -0. 
(2.5.119) 
The analogous assumptions to the linear LPP solutions are 
U (x, y, t) =U (x, y) cos wt , 
V (x, y, t) =V (x, y) cos wt , 
h(x, y, t) = ho +H (x, y)sinwt. 
Substitution into (2.5.118) results in the coupled differential system 
with the boundary conditions 
Hy 
- gÜ = 0, 
Hy - gV = 0, (2.5.120) 
ho ( + Ux Vy) = 0, 
U(O, y) = Ü(Li, y)=0, 
V (x, 0) =V (x, L2) = 0. 
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The vorticity conservation (2.5.119) gives 
Vx = Uy. (2.5.121) 
Combining the equations in (2.5.118) results in the Helmholtz equation for fl (x, y), 
Hý, y+Hyy+a2H=0, 
where 
2 G12 
a=-. 
9ho 
Note that from the first two equations in (2.5.120) it can be concluded that 
i (0, y) = Hý (L1, y) 
Hy (x, 0) = 
Hy (x, L2) =0. 
Also combining the equations in (2.5.118) and using (2.5.121) results in 
Uý, +Uyy+a20 =0, 
Vag+Vyy+a2V =O. 
Solving for U (x, y), V (x, y) and H (x, y) shows that they are 
Ü (x, y) = 
Y (x, y) = 
00 00 
U (x, y) = Clmn sin alX cos a2y, 
m=0 n=O 
00 00 
Y (x, y) = C2mn cos alX sin a2y , 
m=0 n=0 
00 00 
H (x, y) =E -ho (Clmn al + C2mn a2) Cos alb cos a2y 
m=0 n=0 
(2.5.122) 
(2.5.123) 
(2.5.124) 
where cl5n and c2mn are general constants determined by the initial data. H (x, y) is the 
same as H (e, 77) in (2.5.111) with ý and 77 replaced by x and y and with a slightly different 
coefficients, 
Clmn Clmnw ) 
C2mn cimnw 
Hence to capture the Eulerian linearization, x rr) and y (ý, 71, 'r) are just approximated 
by ý and rj. 
2.6 Numerical simulations - 1D system 
Consider simulation of the linear discretization (2.4.43). The initial conditions are taken to 
be 
h (a, 0) = ho, 
U(a, O) = 
R(a)w, 
X(a, O) = 0, 
to compare the numerical and linear solutions presented in §2.4. With the input data tabu- 
lated in the first column of Table 2.1, the parametric curve (2.4.44) is plotted at a sequence 
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Table 2.1: Input data for the numerical experiments in Figures 2.1-2.8. The gravitational 
constant is set at g=9.81 m/s2, and the tank length is L=0.525 m. In all cases the space 
step is Da = 0.002625 m, time step is At = 10-4 sec and number of time steps > 106. 
Figures 2.1-2.3 2.4-2.6 2.7-2.8 
ho (m) 0.09 0.07 0.05 
C (m) 0.05 0.04 - 
C (m/sec) - - 0.04 
w (rad/sec) 5.622718 
9o 
14.876314 
=39 Vg--To 
- 
- 
ho/L 0.17142 0.133333 0.09523 
tcpU (sec) 50.3151 52.0872 137.52459 
of times in Figure 2.1 where w= wl. Figure 2.2 shows the numerical solution for Eulerian 
wave profile at a sequence of times. It is a plot of x (a, , r) versus h (a, , r) where 
h (a, T) = h0 (1 - Xa) 
with 
Xa = 
X+, 2,..., N, 
1, n N+1, n 
Xa 
, and 
Xa 
l=-. 
The energy error is shown in Figure 2.3. The energy is very well conserved and follows the 
pattern predicted by the theory [87]. There is a shift in the mean value of the energy and 
the oscillations remain bounded, and appear to be close to order At2. 
Now consider the case where w= W3 and the input data tabulated in the second column 
of Table 2.1. The snapshots in the Eulerian representation are shown in Figure 2.4. A 
multi-peak wave shows up due to the fact that a higher mode is simulated. To contrast 
the Eulerian representation of the free surface in Figure 2.4, obtained by transforming the 
Lagrangian description, the linearized Eulerian profile is shown in Figure 2.5. As noted in 
§2.4.2, the linearized Eulerian representation is just the Lagrangian representation with a 
replaced by x. The energy error associated with this simulation is shown in Figure 2.6. 
To simulate the full nonlinear discretization (2.3.35) consider the initial conditions 
h (a, 0) = ho, x (a, 0) =a and U (a, 0) = C' sin (Zai) 
With the input data tabulated in the third column of Table (2.1), snapshots of the Eulerian 
wave profile are shown in Figure 2.7 at a sequence of times. The energy error is shown in 
Figure 2.8. The energy is well conserved for 3x 106 time steps and is close to order [ßt2 . 
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0. 0.1 
0.0s 0.0s 
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0 L 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
Figure 2.1: The parametric curve (2.4.44) plotted at a sequence of times. 
o. 0.1 
o. os 0.05 
o 
0 
o. t 0.1 
o. os o. os 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 o. os 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 t-so pc 0.05 
0 0 
Figure 2.2: Snapshots of Eulerian wave profile associated with Figure 2.1. Plotted using the 
parametric representation of x (a, Tr) and h (a,, r) for 0<a<L as in (2.4.44). 
-10 
Figure 2.3: Energy error associated with Figure 2.2. The horizontal axis is time and the 
vertical axis is 3VN -, which is the time discretization of 31 N in (2.4.42). 
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0.1 0.8 Nt 0.1 
0.05 
! 
0.05 
0 L 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.03 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
Figure 2.4: Snapshots of Eulerian wave profile with the input data tabulated in Table 2.1. 
0.1 t-oA »C o. 1 
o. w o. os 
0 
0 L 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.08 
0 0 
0.1 0.1 
0.05 0.05 
0 0 
oo 0.03 
0 0 
Figure 2.5: Snapshots of linearized Eulerian wave profile associated with Figure 2.4: a plot 
of a versus h (a, T) for 0<a<L. 
3.5m 
10 
2.5 
0.5 
Figure 2.6: Energy error associated with Figure 2.4. 
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0.05 0.05 
t-0.8 see 
o. aa o. a 
0.05 0.05 
004 0. w 
0.05 0.05 
0.04 0.04 
05 , 0.05 : 
t. 5.8 ne 
. 04 0.04 
Figure 2.7: Snapshots of Eulerian wave profile with the input data tabulated in Table 2.1. 
o. 
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-z. 
-io 
Figure 2.8: Energy error associated with Figure 2.7 for 3x 106 time steps. 
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Table 2.2: Input data for the numerical experiments in Figures 2.9-2.21. The gravita- 
tional constant is set at g=9.81 m/s2 . In all cases time step is 
At = 10-4 sec and 
number of time steps = 25 x 104. 
Figures 2.9-2.12 2.13-2.17 2.18-2.21 
h0 (m) 0.07 0.06 0.08 
Li (m) 0.50 0.50 0.50 
L2 (m) 0.50 0.50 0.25 
Cl (m) 0.03 0.03 0.02 
C2 (m) 0.05 0.03 0.02 
al (rad/m) " r t 
a2 (rad/m) 
ho/Ll 0.14 0.12 0.16 
ho/L2 0.14 0.12 0.32 
0Z (m) 0.00714285 0.00714285 0.01 
A77 (m) 0.00714285 0.00714285 0.005 
tcpj (sec) 715.1366 717.3608 393.0165 
2.7 Numerical simulations - 2D system 
Consider simulation of the linear discretization (2.5.115). The initial conditions are 
h (e, 17,0) = ho + lY (x, 17) , 
U(Z, 17,0) = 0, 
V(4, i, 0) = 0, 
x (ýý1ý0) =X (ýýý1) 
Y (, 77,0) =Y(, 11) 
With the input data tabulated in the first column of Table 2.2, snapshots of surface wave 
profile at a sequence of times are plotted in Figures 2.9-2.11 using the parametric represen- 
tation of x (ý, q, , r), y (ý, r7, r) and h (ý, 77, -r) for 0<ý< Ll and 0< 77 < L2 as in (2.5.116). 
Domain size is 70 x 70. Snapshots of linearized Eulerian wave profile corresponding to Figure 
2.15 are shown in Figure 2.16. Figure 2.12 shows the surface wave mesh at a sequence of 
times. By surface wave mesh we mean the position of water particles at the free surface, 
(x (, '7) ,y 
(ý, ý)) at a specified time, where 
x (ý, 7r) =E+X (ý, n) and v (ý, t) = 77 +Y (ý, t1) 
Now consider the case where higher modes are simulated. Set al = 3' and a2 = 
and with same initial conditions and the input data tabulated in the second column of Table 
2.2, snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile are shown in Figures 2.13-2.15. Domain size 
is 70 x 70. Figure 2.17 shows the surface wave mesh associated with this simulation. With 
the input data tabulated in the third column of Table 2.2 where Ll = 2L2, snapshots of 
Eulerian wave profile and the surface mesh are shown in Figures 2.18-2.21. Domain size for 
this simulation is 50 x 50. 
In conclusion, this chapter shows how the classical shallow water equations can be for- 
mulated in Lagrangian particle path setting and how they can be integrated geometrically 
using sumplectic integrators. 
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t=0.5 sec t=1.2 sec 
0.1 
0 
L2 
L1 
o. 0.0 
00 
t=1.8 sec t=2.5 sec 
0.1 0.05 0 o. 
Figure 2.9: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times, plotted using 
using the parametric representation of x (ý, i', T), y (ý, 71, T) and h (ý, 71, T) for 0< L1 
and 0<q<, L2 as in (2.5.116). 
t=3.7 sec 
0 
0. o. 0.0 
t=4.5 sec t=5.0 sec 
0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 
Figure 2.10: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times associated with 
Figure 2.9: continued. 
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t=12.0 sec t=15.5 sec 
0. 0.0 
0. 
0.0 
t=21.8 sec t=25.0 sec 
0.1 0.05 0 0. 
Figure 2.11: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times associated with 
Figure 2.9: continued. 
Figure 2.12: Surface wave mesh at a sequence of times associated with Figure 2.9. The 
horizontal axis is x (ý, 71) and the vertical axis is y (ý, q). 
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t=0.5 sec t=1.2 sec 
0.1 0.1 
0.05.. v*, 0.05 
L2 qº. 1 
L1 
00 
t=1.8 sec t=2.5 sec 
0.1 
0.05 
0. 0.0 
Figure 2.13: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times where al = 
and a2 =. 
t=3.1 sec t=3.7 sec 
0. 
0.0 0 o. 
t=4.5 sec t=5.0 sec 
o. 
0.0 0.1 0.05 
Figure 2.14: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times associated with 
Figure 2.13: continued. 
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t=12.0 sec t=15.5 sec 
t=21.8 sec t=25.0 sec 
r 
0.1 0.1 1" 
0.05 0.05 
Aw 
Figure 2.15: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times associated with 
Figure 2.13: continued. 
t=12.0 sec t=15.5 sec 
0.1 0.05 0. 0.0 
t=21.8 sec t=25.0 sec 
0.1 
0.05 0.1 0.05 
Figure 2.16: Snapshots of linearized Eulerian surface wave profile associated with Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.17: Surface wave mesh at a sequence of times associated with Figure 2.13. 
t=0.5 sec 
o°oý yr, 
L2 
0 
t=1.8 sec 
t=1.2 sec 
o. oý-. 
Ll 
t=2.5 sec 
o°o 0°"oý ,,, ý. 
Figure 2.18: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times where al =r 
and a2 = T2 
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o0 oý 
t=3.1 sec t=3.7 sec 
i 
ý` !º09ö 
ý` ý` 
t=4.5 sec t=5.0 sec 
00 
00A 
41k 
Figure 2.19: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times associated with 
Figure 2.18: continued. 
t=12.0 sec 
o°oý 
o°. oý 
t=15.5 sec 
i 4po- 
t=21.8 sec t=25.0 sec 
EI oo9oEE 
Figure 2.20: Snapshots of Eulerian surface wave profile at a sequence of times associated with 
Figure 2.18: continued. 
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Figure 2.21: Surface wave mesh at a sequence of times associated with Figure 2.18. 
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Chapter 3 
Shallow-water sloshing in vessels 
undergoing prescribed rigid-body 
motion in two dimensions 
Dillingham [44] gave the first derivation of the shallow water equations (SWEs) relative to a 
moving frame of reference in two dimensions (2D). Independent derivations were later given 
in 1994 by Huang & Hsiung [70,721 (the HH SWEs) and in 1996 by Armenio & La Rocca 
[21] (the ALR SWES). The 2D derivation of [70,72] is reviewed in the technical report [13]. 
A review on derivation of the ALR SWEs with identifying the key assumptions is given in 
the technical report [14]. 
New shallow-water equations, for sloshing in two dimensions (one horizontal and one 
vertical) in a vessel which is undergoing rigid-body motion in the plane, are derived. The 
flow is assumed to be inviscid but vortical, with approximations on the vertical velocity 
and acceleration at the surface. These equations improve previous shallow water models for 
sloshing. The surface shallow water equations are simulated using an implicit finite-difference 
scheme. Some simulations of sloshing in a vessel attached to the London eye undergoing 
prescribed rigid-body motion are shown. 
3.1 Governing equations 
The configuration of the fluid in a rotating-translating vessel is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
vessel is a rigid body and two frames of reference are used to study the motion. The spatial 
(inertial) frame has coordinates X= (X, Y) and the body frame has coordinates x= (x, y). 
The distance from the body frame origin to the point of rotation is denoted by d= (dl, d2) 
and d is a constant. The whole system has a uniform translation q(t). The position of a 
particle in the body frame is related to a point in the spatial frame by 
X=Q(x+d)+q, 
where Q is a proper rotation (QT = Q-1 and det(Q) = 1). The position of the rigid body 
is uniquely described by the pair (q, Q) [991. Let 9(t) be the angular position between the 
X and x axes. The angular velocity vector is (= (0,0, Sl) with 1=0. The connection 
between 0 and Q is 
Q=9JQ, J=(0 -1). 
with 
Q(t) - 
cos 9(t) - sin 9(t) 
sin 9(t) cos 8(t)] 
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The fluid occupies the region 
0<y< h(x, t) with 0<x<L, 
The governing equations relative to the body frame will be used. The body (moving) frame 
for sloshing has been used by a number of authors [90,49,82] and page 708 of [74]. The 
momentum equations are derived in (4.1.6), for the fluid in the vessel relative to the body 
coordinate system fixed to the vessel, and for our analysis here they simplify to 
Du +P f. _ -g sin0+21v+SZ(y+d2)+522(x+dl)-glcos0-g2sin0 
(3.1.1) 
Dt 
p_ -g cos 
0- 2S2u - 9(x + di) + cl2 (y + d2) + qi sin 0- 42 cos 0 , 
where g>0 is the gravitational constant and 
Du au au au 
Dt := at +Uax +va . y 
Conservation of mass relative to the body frame takes the usual form 
ux+vy=0. (3.1.2) 
The boundary conditions are 
and 
u=0 at x=0 and x=L, v=0 at y=0, (3.1.3) 
p=0 and ht+uhy=v, at y=h(x, t), (3.1.4) 
where the surface tension is neglected in the boundary condition for pressure. The vorticity 
is defined by 
äv 8u 
y 
The equation governing vorticity is obtained by differentiating the x-momentum equation 
with respect to y and the y-momentum equation with respect to x, leading to 
Dv=a Dv) a Du buy + vy)V = -2sß , (3.1.5) Dt ax(Dt_8y -D-t)- 
with the second equality following from substitution into (3.1.1) and use of (3.1.2). This 
equation is important for the derivation of the shallow water equations. The integrated form 
of the vorticity equation is 
öt 
(jh) 
V+ 
(fu) 
= -25h . (3.1.6) 
3.2 Reduction of the pressure gradient 
The key to the derivation of the shallow water equations is the treatment of the pressure field. 
Integrating the vertical momentum equation in (3.1.1) from any point y to the surface h, 
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lip, x 
,1 
I 
A 
Figure 3.1: Diagram showing coordinate systems for rotating translating tank. The coordi- 
nate system (X', Y') is the translation by q of the fixed coordinate system (X, Y). 
and applying the pressure free-surface boundary condition gives the following exact equation 
for the pressure field, 
Pp(x)y, 
t) 
h JDvd+211Jd 
s Dt (3.2.7) 
+(g cos 0+ S2(x + di) - 02 d2)(h - y) - 2p2(h2 - yý) 
plus the terms associated with q which don't affect the derivation and can be brought back 
into the end result. 
The typical strategy at this point in the derivation of the SWEs is to drop the vertical 
acceleration term öt . 
However, when we differentiate the pressure with respect to x, and 
use the vorticity equation, this term simplifies, and so it can be retained exactly. 
An expression for the horizontal pressure gradient can be obtained by differentiating the 
exact expression for the pressure (3.2.7). Look at the term with the Lagrangian vertical 
acceleration first, and apply the vorticity equation (3.1.5) 
0hh 
a 
(fu 
Dt 
dsý by 
Dt 
I+ 
8x 
a Dv (Dt) 
ds 
= hý, Dt 
Ih 
+ 
ýh [y 19 (Dt)- 2clj ds 
hh 
= h,, Dt + Dt 
l- 
2S (h - y). 
Now, for the second term 
x 
2SZ u ds 2S2hyu+ 2SZ fy uy ds ly 
h 
= 2S2h, ul + 252 fý (ux + vy) ds - 2Q fy vv ds 
h= 
2S2hxul - 2S2 
(yr 
- v(xyt) 
-2lht + 21 v(x, yy, t) , 
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using uy + vy =0 and the kinematic free surface boundary condition. 
Now differentiate the complete expression for p(x, y, t) 
p 
yh 
h 
p äx - äx 
Dt ds) +ä (2sß fu dsI 
y 
+S2(h - y) + (g cos 0 +'(x + dl) -12d2)hx - S22hhx 
hh 
- hx Dt 
I+ pt I- 252(h - y) - 22ht + 2S2y 
+SZ(h -y)+(gcos0+S2(x+di) -122d2)hy -S22hhy 
Ih h (3.2.8) 
= hýDtl + ptl - SI(h - y) - 2Qht + 2Qv 
y 
+(gcosB+Sl(x+dl) - Sl2(h+d2))h. 
gcosB+SZ(x+dl)-Q2(h+d2) DIh hý, 
h 
. +Dt 
y- 
SZ(h - y) - 25Zht + 2SZv. 
y 
3.3 Reduction of the horizontal momentum equation 
Now substitute (3.2.8) into the x-momentum equation in (3.1.1) 
Du Du h Ih 
Dt 
+ 
Dt 
I (gcoso+(x+dl)_2(h+d2)+ 
Dt 
j hx 
yI 
-SO(h - y) - 2S2ht+21v = -gsinB+2lv+O(y+d2)+12(x+dl). 
There are convenient cancellations: Ut-, 2S2v and SZy all cancel out, leaving 
h Ih Dl (gcoso+O(x+dl)_2(h+d2)+ Dtl 
by 
(3.3.9) 
= 21lht -gsin6+S2(h+d2) +SZ2(x 
I+ 
dl). 
Conveniently, the material derivative of u at the surface can be expressed purely in terms of 
the surface horizontal velocity (see (2.2.8), 
h 
Ut+UUU= Dtl 
Substituting into (3.3.9) then gives the x- momentum equation at the free surface 
Ut UUy 
(a(xt) 
}ä 
Ih 
h,, = b(x, t) , (3.3.10) 
where, after adding back in the terms with ql and 42, 
a(x, t) = gcosO+S2(x+dl) -1Z2(h+d2) -Q1sin9+g2cos8 
b(x, t) = 2S2ht -g sin O+ SZ(h + d2) + S12(x + di) - ql cos 0- 42 sin 0. 
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The equation (3.3.10) is exact. Note also that the assumption of finite-depth is never used in 
the derivation of (3.3.10). It is also valid for an infinite-depth fluid. The translation vector 
(ql, q2) is relative to the spatial frame. The rotation of the acceleration vector (41,42) that 
appears in (3.3.11) is due to the fact that these accelerations are viewed from the body frame 
in (3.3.10). When the vessel is stationary (3.3.10) reduces to the surface equation for the 
classical water wave problem (cf. Bridges 2009). 
3.4 New shallow-water equations for 2D sloshing 
The governing equation for the conservation of mass in terms of the surface velocity field is 
ht1-(hU)x =V+hUm., (see §2.2). 
To summarize, the pre-SWEs for (h, U) are 
ht+(W)ý, = V+hU,, 
Ih ) 
h., = b(x, t) 
(3.4.12) 
rt- 
The equation for V (x, t) can be added 
Dv lh 
V4 + UV. = Dt 3.4.13 
h 
The system (3.4.12) with or without (3.4.13) is not closed. Ifrt- 
I 
is specified, then the 
system of three equations (3.4.12)-(3.4.13) for (h, U, V) is closed. This system of three 
equations can be further reduced to a system of two equations with an additional assumption 
on the surface vertical velocity. 
Henceforth it is assumed that the vertical velocity at the free surface satisfies 
V+ hU I «Vo , (SWE-1) 
and the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface satisfies 
Dv Ih(« Ia (x, t) I. (SWE-2) 
The assumption (SWE-1) has an alternative characterization as shown in (2.2.12). For 
small vessel motion, the second assumption (SWE-2) is equivalent to assuming that the 
Lagrangian vertical acceleration is small compared with the gravitational acceleration. 
Note that the coefficient of h,, can lead to instability and loss of well-posedness. Consider 
the linear constant coefficient problem 
ht+hoUU = 0, 
Ut + ahy = b. 
Differentiating and combining gives the following wave equation 
htt - ahoh_ý = 0. 
This equation is well-posed for a>0. So in order that (3.4.12) with the assumptions (SWE- 
1) and (SWE-2) be well-posed, the third assumption is 
a (x, t) >0. (SWE-3) 
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3.5 (SWE-1) and (SWE-2) in the shallow-water limit 
In this section a scaling argument and asymptotics are used to analyze (SWE-1) and (SWE- 
2) in the shallow-water limit. The shallowness parameter is 
ho 
L 
where L is a representative horizontal length scale. Let Uo = Vg-ho be the representative 
horizontal velocity scale. Introduce the standard shallow-water scaling (e. g. p. 482 of [46] or 
p. 26 of [77]), 
yy IUo X=L, y=ho=ýL, L, 
(3.5.14) 
Uvh 
u Uo ýv FUo ýh ho 'p Pgho 
The scaled version of the surface velocities are denoted by U and V. 
The typical strategy for deriving an asymptotic shallow-water model is to scale the full 
Euler equations, and then use an asymptotic argument to reduce the vertical pressure field 
and vertical velocities (e. g. §5.1 of [46]). Here however we have an advantage as the full Euler 
equations have been reduced to the exact surface equations (3.4.12). Hence the strategy here 
is to start by scaling the exact equations (3.4.12), and then apply an asymptotic argument. 
This strategy leads to a concise argument for the shallow-asymptotic form for (SWE-1) and 
(SWE-2). 
To check (SWE-1), start by scaling the exact mass equation in (3.4.12) 
ht+(hU)i=V+hU, y. (3.5.15) 
At first glance it appears that the left-hand side and the right-hand side are of the same order, 
since e does not appear. However, the sum on the right-hand side is of higher order. The 
fact that the right-hand side is of higher order is intuitively clear, since it can be expressed in 
terms of the velocity differences U -U and in the shallow-water approximation the horizontal 
surface velocity and average velocity are asymptotically equivalent. However, to make this 
precise go back to the unscaled mass equation and rewrite the right-hand side as 
+ (hU)= a (fh\\ ' h 
using (2.2.10) and (2.2.11). Now substitute for uy using the vorticity field 
r rh \ 
ht + (hU) 
ax 
IJy (vy - V) dy) (3.5.16 
The key to showing the right-hand side is of higher order is the scaling of the vorticity. The 
appropriate scaling is to assume that the vorticity is of order e 
V= fEv . 
Scaling (3.5.16) then gives 
8v 10h 
835 
ý7) Q. (3.5.17) hi + (hÜ)ý = e2 - 
49 
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Taking the limit e -> 0 shows that (SWE-1) is satisfied. However, to be precise it is essential 
that 
jh 
aý -dis 
bounded in the limit e -0 . 
(3.5.18 
Assumption (SWE-2) requires that the vertical acceleration, D Ih, in 
(a(xt) 
+ Dv 
h 
(3.5.19) 
be small, relative to magnitude of a (x, t). Scaling the Lagrangian vertical acceleration gives 
D 
Ih 
= Vt+UVx Dt 
L (VT+UVy) 
U2 
h 
Dv 
Dt ' 
Hence 
Dvh 
2Dvh 
Dtl =gE Dtl 
using Uo = gh0 = gLe. The scaled version of (3.5.19) is therefore 
Dv 
a}=g 
°a 
-f- a2 
DZ 
Dtlh 9 Dt 
In the shallow-water regime, the assumption (SWE-2) is satisfied if 
a is of order one and 
Dv 
g Dt 
lI is bounded as e -+ 0. (3.5.20) 
However, by introducing scaling and taking an asymptotic limit, other anomalies can be 
introduced. Introduce the following scaled variables/parameters 
is of order one and 
9i 92 = 
42 
, dl = 
dl 
, d2 = 
d2 
" 
(3.5.21) 41 = T' ho L ho 
Now using (3.5.14) and (3.5.21) and scaling the momentum equation in (3.4.12) and taking 
an asymptotic limit as E -i 0 gives 
Ut+UUi+cosBhi _ -sinB e 
+et (ý+dl, -gltýcosB, (3.5.22) 
which shows that the first term is of order e-1 and is unbounded as e -+ 0. Hence this scaling 
puts a restriction on the vessel rotation angle. So in the shallow-water regime 0 should be 
of order e or higher to render the first term in the right-hand side of (3.5.22) be consistent. 
In conclusion, this scaling suggest that roll/pitch motion should be an order of magnitude 
smaller than q-translations in order to avoid large fluid motions that would violate (SWE-1) 
and (SWE-2). 
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3.6 Deriving the -NEW SWEs- using an asymptotic 
argument 
In this section it is shown that equations (3.5.17) and (3.5.22) which are respectively the 
scaled versions of the new SWEs in (3.4.12) can be recovered exactly by the classical small 
parameter argument that is found in most books (e. g. §2.6 of [771). 
Use the standard shallow water scaling introduced in (3.5.14) and (3.5.21) and nondimen- 
sionalize the Euler equations in (3.1.1) to obtain respectively the scaled x- momentum and 
y- momentum equations 
üi + iiüi -I- vNi + 17x =-EB -i- 2FB + Fett 
(y 
+ dg 
(3.6.23) 
+ Bt ( 
/x 
-}- dl) - 91tß cos 0- e42t sin 0, 
and 
e2 (vt üv, 5 + vy) + Py =- cos 9+e 
(-20tu 
- Ot-t 
(3ý 
+ dl) + 9iti sin 9) 
(3.6.24) 
+E2 (B2 
(y 
-F d2) - 4211 cos B) 
The mass equation scales as 
üy+vy=0, (3.6.25) 
and the boundary conditions are 
ü=O at =O and 35=1,5=O at y=O, (3.6.26) 
and 
p =O and =U, at y=h (ý, tý , (3.6.27) 
where the surface tension is neglected in the boundary condition for pressure. 
Taking the limit of (3.6.24) as e -+ 0 gives 
ap 
=- cos 0) 
oy 
and so 
ji h ýy 
ds =Jh- cos gds, (ý, y, iý = cos B 
y 
using the pressure free surface boundary condition. So the horizontal pressure gradient reads 
8= cos 
6x. (3.6.28) 
The vorticity equation is important in deriving the shallow-water equations. Scaling the 
vorticity equation, V= vy - uy, gives 
L üy = ý2vý - 
oEv. 
Hence, if LV = eý 1' for any 5>0 then 
üy = E2v. _ s9+1V üy -i 0 as E -p 0. (3.6.29) 
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So in the shallow-water limit, the horizontal velocity is independent of y. This is the usual 
assumption in shallow-water theory. 
Now taking the limit of (3.6.23) as e -- ý0 using (3.6.28) and (3.6.29) gives 
üt + üüy + cos Bhy -- 
sin 0+0 (3F + d1 I- qj j cos 
0 
E/ 
which is exactly the same as (3.5.22). Now assuming that 
0= e9 , (3.6.30) 
then 
sin leb) _ 
--ýO as e 
e 
And so this latter equation reduces to 
üt üüy hý _ -B - glti, (3.6.31) 
noting that in (3.6.31), ü can be interpreted as the horizontal depth-averaged scaled velocity 
(see below) and in (3.5.22), U is the horizontal surface scaled velocity. 
To recover (3.5.17) integrate equation (3.6.25) from y=0 toy = h, 
fo 
\Uy + vyý dy 
= hilt' +vl 
(3.6.32) 
= ht + 
(hü) 
using the bottom boundary condition and kinematic free surface boundary condition. Note 
that in the first line of (3.6.32), ü in hiiy is the horizontal velocity at any level, and in 
substitution for vlh from (3.6.27), ü is the horizontal velocity at the free surface, but as ii 
is independent of y the terms on the right-hand side of (3.6.32) can be summed as in the 
second line of (3.6.32). The vertical average of the horizontal scaled velocity is defined by 
1h 
it (x, y, t) di. 
h 
fo 
Differentiating 
(hu) 
Jo 
y, d?! 
h 
h 
= h=wl +Jplily+vb/d5-fo vUdy 
_ -ht , 
using üi + vy = 0, the bottom boundary condition and the kinematic free surface boundary 
condition. So 
ht+ (ý)y = 0. 
From the assumption (3.6.29) it can be concluded that vg is independent of y, since 
vy=-ii and ü=üýý, tý . 
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So 
_ 
ht + ühy 
v=-2läy= h yý (3.6.33) 
and this shows that the vertical velocity is a linear function of y (page 147 of [771). 
Equations (3.6.31) and (3.6.32) in terms of the original variables are 
ut+uu,, +9h. ß = -gO-4i, 
ht + (hu)y = 0. 
This shallow-water model is the simplified version of the more precise new shallow-water 
model (3.4.12). 
Another simplified version of the shallow-water model (3.4.12) is 
ut + uu, +g cos Ohx = -g sin0+62(x+dl)- ii cos 0, (3.6.34) 
ht+(hu)y = 0, 
which will be helpful in constructing a variational principle for the coupled rigid-body and 
sloshing dynamics in chapter 6. 
3.7 Numerical algorithm for shallow-water sloshing 
A fully-implicit spatially-centred finite difference scheme which leads to a block tridiagonal 
coefficient matrix is used to discretize the rotating SWEs. It is similar to a one-dimensional 
version of the Abbott-Ionescu scheme which is widely used in open channel hydraulics and 
is stable [5]. The representation of waves by this scheme is studied in §4.10 of [3] in one and 
two horizontal space dimensions. 
The scheme has numerical dissipation, but the form of the dissipation is similar to the 
action of viscosity. The truncation error is of the form of the heat equation and so is strongly 
wavenumber dependent. Moreover the numerical dissipation follows closely the hydraulic 
structure of the equations. See the technical report [8] for an analysis of the form of the 
numerical dissipation. The numerical dissipation is helpful for eliminating transients and 
spurious high-wavenumber oscillation in the formation of travelling hydraulic jumps. 
Rewrite the governing equations (3.4.12) in a form suitable for the scheme, 
ht +Uhr+hUy = 0, (3.7.35) 
Ut + (a(x, t) -S 2h + 21 U)hy + (U + 2SZh)Ux = Q(x, t) + SZh , 
where a and 3 are the terms that are independent of h and U, 
a(x, t) = gcosO+S2(x+dl)-Si2d2-g1sinO+q2cosO, (3.7.36) 
, 3(x, t) = -g sin O+ 
i2d2 + SZ2 (x + dl) - 41 cos B- q2 sin 6. 
In this scheme all space derivatives are approximated by 3-point centred difference and 
time derivatives by forward difference. In order to treat the nonlinearity, an iteration scheme 
is used. In the first sweep, values of h, U from the previous time step are used. These are then 
updated and a second sweep is implemented. This procedure is repeated until the previous 
and current values of h and U are within a prescribed tolerance at all points. Denote the 
current intermediate values of h, U by h* and U*. 
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The x-interval 0<x<L is split into JJ -1 intervals of length Ax _ and so 
xj: =i7-1)0x, j=1,..., JJ, 
and 
hj := h(xj, tn) and Uj := U(xj, tn), 
where to = nLt with At the fixed time step. 
The discretization of the equations (3.7.35) then leads to 
n+l n+1 n+1 Un+1 n+1 hj - hj j 
n+ 
U* 
hj+l - hj 1+ h* j+l 
- U-1 
=o 
Ot - 20x 20x ' 
U +Q Ui 
+ (an+1 _ (Qn+1)2h* + 2S2n+1U7*J 
hj+ 
2Ax 
j-1 
77 
+1 
Uj+1 1- 
Uj1 
TTn+l 
_ Rn+1 + 
fin hn +1 + (Uj* + 2S2n h*) 2Ax ' 
(3.7.37) 
where 
c ti jý := a(xj, 
tn) and ß :_ ß(xj, tn) . 
See §2.1 in [8] for conservative versus non-conservative differencing of the mass equation. 
Setting 
hj' 
7 
equation (3.7.37) becomes 
-Aý+1z ±+ Bn+1z7 1+ Aj+1z 1_ 
(o ö) 
Z' + At, Qý+i 
(öl 
(3.7.38) 
with 
A' +' -_ 
At [Ti a~ (Uj +23 'V )I Bn+i =f -S2n1 
10t of 
' (3.7.39) 
U; h; LJ 
and 
an+l = an+l _ (Qn+1)2h* + 2ln+1U* 331ii 
The equations at j=1 and j= JJ are obtained from the boundary conditions. The only 
boundary condition at x=0 is U=0. The discrete version of this is 
Un n U1 =0 and °22=0, for all nEN. (3.7.40) 
To obtain a boundary condition for h, use the mass equation at x=0 
ht +h*Uy=0, 
with discretization 
hn+1 - hn Un+l 1 
Qt 
1+ hl 2=0. (3.7.41) 
Combining (3.7.40) and (3.7.41) gives the equation for j=1 
Zi+i +Q 
At 10 1 
Z2+1 =f0 
Ol 
Z1 (3.7.42) 
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Similarly at x=L, 
nn 
Uýj =0 and 
UJJ 12 j+1 = 0, for all nE ýI . 
(3.7.43) 
and the discrete mass equation is 
hýý Qt hýj 
- hý J 
UJJ 1=0(3.7.44 ) 
Combining these two equations gives the discretization at j= JJ, 
h*jj 
Q Ot 
10 
0] ZiJ11 + ZJJ1 - 
110 
0 Zü. ý . 
(3.7.45) 
For fixed h* and U* the following block linear system of equations is to be solved, 
Zn+l n + h*Nz+l = 
ý1 0l 
Zn 12o of 1 
-A2+1z1+1 + Bn+lZ2+1 + A2+lzg+1 = Lý 
ýJ 
z2 + At Q2+1 
(0) 
, 
-A3 
E 1Z2i 1+ Bn--1Z3+1 + A3+1Zn+1 = 
Lý 
OJ Z3 + 
Atß3+1 
( 
0) s 
-AJJ11ZJJ12 +Bn+1ZJJ11 +AJJ11ZJJ1 = LO Q1 
ZJJ-1 Ot QJJ11 
(1) 
0-hý 
jNzýi 
11+ zig 1= 
[0 
0] Zj 
where 
N: = Ax Lo 0,. 
The unknown vector is Z :_ (zl, z2, ... , z, ß, 7_1, zj j) E 
1[$JJ x R" . Its coefficient matrix 
is a 
block tridiagonal matrix. It is also diagonally dominant, since the norm of B", is of order 
1 and the norm of Aj+1 is of order At when Ax is fixed. For fixed h* and U* this is just a 
linear system and can be solved by standard algorithms. MATLAB was used to program which 
has a built in block-tridiagonal solver. A slight speedup of the algorithm can be obtained by 
replacing the nonlinear terms Uhy+hUU., by the linear term -ht and this modified algorithm 
is discussed in [8]. 
The coefficient matrices in the block-tridiagonal system are dependent upon h* and U* so 
an iterative process is added to the solution procedure. At the beginning of a time step h,! is 
set equal to hj and U, * = Uj' for each j. Then the linear system is solved, giving new values 
for h* and U* which are used to update the coefficient matrices. This process is repeated 
until max j{I ht - hý'+l J+ JUý - U'ý+11 } is below some tolerance, typically taken to be 10-8. 
We have not studied the convergence properties of this iteration, but away from criticality 
and severe hydraulic jumps the convergence is quick (typically 2-5 iterations). Moreover, 
according to [3] and [4], this type of iteration is widely used in the computational hydraulics 
community. 
The initial conditions for the fluid velocity and height at t=0 are typically taken to be 
U(x, 0) =0 and h(x, 0) = ho , (3.7.46) 
where h0 is the still water level. 
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3.8 Numerical experiments 
The fluid vessel is a rigid body free to undergo any motion in the plane. Every rigid body 
motion in the plane is uniquely determined by (q(t), Q(t)) where q(t) is a vector in R2 and 
Q(t) is an orthogonal matrix with unit determinant (Chapter 7 of [99]). In the plane this 
reduces to two translations ql(t) and 92(t) and an angle 9(t) (see §3.1). 
Here we will restrict attention to sloshing in a vessel attached to a ferris wheel of radius 
r, that is prescribed to travel along a circular path such that 
91(t) _ -re (cos Bp - cos 9, ) , (3.8.47) 
q2(t) = r, (sin 8, - sin Bo) , 
where 
8ý _ pct + 0o , 
and is prescribed to harmonically rotate with frequency w and amplitude c about the sus- 
pension point 
B=Esinwt, SZ=0,52=8. (3.8.48) 
It is not the value of the frequency that is important, but its value relative to the natural 
frequency. In the limit of shallow water, the natural frequencies of the fluid are 
wm = gho 
L, 
mE (3.8.49) 
Set the input data as 
h0 = 0.15m, L=1m, e= sin-1 
(2L) 
= 0.3047 rad , 
w= wl = 3.8109 rad/sec, 9p = 0rad, we = 0.5 rad/sec, 
rc =2m, dl = -0.5 m, d2 = -0.60 m, At = 0.01 sec, 
Ax = 0.01m. 
Then with the initial conditions (3.7.46) Figure 3.2 shows the formation and propagation 
of a travelling hydraulic jump at a sequence of times when the tank is rotating about the 
suspension point harmonically with the forcing frequency near the first natural frequency 
of the fluid. This example shows the consistency between the numerical results and the 
theoretical conclusion of §3.5 which states that "the roll/pitch motion should be an order 
of magnitude smaller than q-translations in order to avoid large fluid motions that would 
violate (SWE-1) and (SWE-2)". (Compare the amplitudes of translations and rotation in 
this simulation, where 0 is of ordere and q is of order one. ) 
For the second numerical experiment set the input data as 
h0 = 0.15 m, L= lm, e =sin-1 
(le) 
= 0.15056 rad , 
w= w2 = 7.6218 rad/sec, 0o = 0rad , w, = 
0.5 rad/sec, 
r, = 2m, dl=-0.5m, d2=-0.60m, Ot = 0.01 sec, 
Ax = 0.01m. 
Figure 3.3 shows the snapshots of the rigid-body with the interior fluid sloshing when the 
frequency of rotation about the suspension point is near the second natural frequency of the 
fluid which causes the appearance of more harmonics in the generated wave shape. 
See [16] for more numerical results which includes comparisons with existing results in 
the literature. 
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots of a rigid-body with interior fluid sloshing at a sequence of times. The 
snapshots in a counterclockwise order are at t=1 sec, t=3.1 sec, t=5.3 sec, t=7.2 sec 
and t=9.7 sec. 
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Chapter 4 
Shallow-water sloshing in vessels 
undergoing rigid-body motion in 
three dimensions 
Two derivations of the shallow water equations (SWEs) for fluid in a vessel that is undergoing 
a general rigid-body motion in three dimensions first appeared in the literature at about the 
same time, given independently by Pantazopoulos [100,101,1021 and Dillingham & Falzarano 
[45]. Both derivations follow the same strategy. Their respective derivations are an extension 
of the formulation for two-dimensional shallow water flow in a rotating frame in [44]. A 
review on the derivation of the Dillingham-Falzarano-Pantazopoulos SWEs with identifying 
the key assumptions in their derivation is given in [15]. The second strategy for deriving 
the SWEs relative to a rotating frame in three dimensions is that of Huang and Hsiung 
[69,70,71,72,73). A review on the derivation of the Huang-Hsiung SWEs is given in [12]. 
In this chapter a new set of shallow-water equations, for sloshing in three dimensions (two 
horizontal and one vertical) in a vessel which is undergoing rigid-body motion in 3-space, 
are derived. The flow is assumed to be inviscid but vortical, with approximations on the 
vertical velocity and acceleration at the surface. These equations improve previous shallow- 
water models. The model also extends to three dimensions the essence of the Penney-Price- 
Taylor theory for the highest standing wave [17]. The new surface shallow water equations 
are simulated using a split-step alternating direction implicit finite-difference scheme. The 
details of this numerical algorithm is reported in [8] with the main features highlighted in 
§4.8. Some simulations with prescribed rigid-body motion of the vessel (roll-pitch-yaw and/or 
surge-sway-heave) are given in §4.8. More numerical results can be found in [17,18,9,10,11]. 
4.1 Governing equations 
The configuration of the fluid in a rotating-translating vessel is shown schematically in Figure 
4.1. The vessel is a rigid body which is free to rotate and or translate in R3 , and this motion 
will be specified. The spatial frame, which is fixed in space, has coordinates denoted by 
X= (X, Y, Z), and the body frame -a moving frame - is attached to the vessel and has 
coordinates denoted by x= (x, y, z). 
The whole system is translating in space with translation vector q(t). The position of a 
particle in the body frame is therefore related to a point in the spatial frame by 
X=Q(x+d)+q, 
where Q is a proper rotation in R3 (QT = Q-1 and det(Q) = 1). The axis of rotation 
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y 
./ 
F 
Figure 4.1: Schematic showing a configuration of the fixed coordinate system OXYZ relative 
to the moving coordinate system, attached to the tank, Oxyz. The origin of the OXYZ 
coordinate system can have an additional displacement q(t). In this figure q(t) = 0. 
can be displaced a distance d from the origin of the body frame and d= (dl, d2, d3) E R3 
is constant. The displacement Qd could be incorporated into q(t) but in cases where the 
origin of the spatial frame is fixed, it will be useful to maintain the distinction. 
This formulation is consistent with the theory of rigid body motion, where an arbitrary 
motion can be described by the pair (Q(t), q(t)) with Q(t) a proper rotation matrix and 
q(t) a vector in 1R3 199,961. 
The body angular velocity is a time-dependent vector 
n(t) = (c 1(t) , 
1l2(t) 
, 
03 (t)) 
+ 
with entries determined from Q by 
0 -n3 112 _ QTQ = D3 0 -n1 
-522 c10 
The convention for the entries of the skew-symmetric matrix S2 is such that 
it=SZxr, for any rER3, l: _(1i) 522,123). 
The body angular velocity is to be contrasted with the spatial angular velocity - the angular 
velocity viewed from the spatial frame - which is 
spatial :_ il QT " 
As vectors the spatial and body angular velocities are related by SZepatial = QSZ. Either 
representation for the angular velocity can be used. For example [100,101,45,55,1021 
all use the spatial representation, whereas [69,72,731 use the body representation. We 
will show that the body representation is the sensible choice leading to great simplification of 
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the equations. The review of the Dillingham, Falzarano and Pantazopoulos three-dimensional 
shallow-water equations is given in [15]. In this technical report it is shown that the governing 
equations can be simplified considerably when body angular velocity is used. Henceforth, the 
angular velocity without a superannotation will represent the body angular velocity. 
The relation between the body velocity and space velocity is 
(Q(x + d) + Qk + (4.1.2) 
Expressing (4.1.2) in terms of the angular velocity then gives 
X= Q(X+nx(x+d))+q 
(4.1.3) 
= Q(x+S2x (x+d)+QTq) . 
So the acceleration in the spatial frame reads 
X= Q(X+n x (X+a))+Q(X+n x (x+ d) +n x X)+q, 
or 
X=Q[x+2Stxic+SZx (x+d)+S2x S2x(x+d)+QTq]. (4.1.4) 
The velocity is and acceleration X represent the velocity and acceleration of a fluid particle 
relative to the body frame. They are Lagrangian variables. Replace them by their respective 
Eulerian quantities 
X=QID +2SZxu+Ax(x+d)+nxnx(x+d)+QTgJ, (4.1.5) 
where 
$ is the material derivative 
Dt `- 
ýt+U19 a 
ý+v, +wý , 
and u= (u, v, w). Newton's second law for the fluid of uniform density p is 
pX=F, 
where F represents the forces present - in the spatial frame. The forces present are the 
pressure gradient and gravity, which relative to the spatial frame are, 
F: =-VxP-pg, g= ('9 11) 
where P(X, t) is the pressure field in the spatial frame, Vx is the gradient in the spatial 
frame, and g>0 is the gravitational constant. Define the pressure relative to the body 
frame by 
p(x, t) := P(Q(x + d) + q, t), 
from which it follows 
The force field is then 
Newton's second law then gives 
VXp = QTVXP. 
F=Q[-V, p_PQTg 
pX = -Q [Vxp + pQT $] 
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Substituting in for the acceleration, dividing by p and multiplying by QT , then gives the 
governing equations in the body frame, 
Dt + p1 
+ 2n x u+ SZ x (x + d) + SZ x (SZ x (x + d)) + QTg + QTq = 0. (4.1.6) 
The gradient is relative to the body frame. The term QTg rotates the usual gravity vector 
so that its direction is properly viewed in the body frame. Similarly for the translational 
acceleration q. In the derivation of the SWEs the components of (4.1.6) will be needed. 
Write the momentum equation as 
Du 1 
i+ p°p - 
F' 
then 
F=-211xu-1 x(x+d)-SZx(SZx(x+d))-QTg-QTq, 
and the components of F are 
F1 = -2(92w - SZ3v) - 
O2(z + d3) + S23(y + d2) 
-c1SZ"(x+d)+(x+d1)II92II2-4. Qe1-ge3"Qe1, 
F2 = +2(S21w-S23u)+521(z+d3) -SZ3(x+d1) 
-92 1. (x + d) + (y + d2) II1II2 - q' Qe2 -gei " Qe2, 
F3 = -2(S21v - SZ2u) - O1(y + d2) + SZ2(x + d1) 
_fl n, (x + d) + (z+d3)IInII2-il "Qe3-ge3"Qe3. 
(4.1.7) 
The use of the unit vectors el, e2 and e3 is just to compactify notation. The terms with 
unit vectors are interpreted as follows 
Qe3 - e3 = Q33 , 
where Qzj is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix representation of Q and 
Qe3 'Q= Q1341 + Q2342 + Q3343 , 
with similar expressions for the other such terms. 
The fluid occupies the region 
0<x<L1,0<y<L2,0<z<h(x, y, t), 
where the lengths L1 and L2 are given positive constants, and z= h(x, y, t) is the position 
of the free surface. 
Conservation of mass relative to the body frame takes the usual form 
ux+vy+Wz=0. 
The boundary conditions at the rigid walls are 
(4.1.8) 
u=0 at x=0 and x=L1 
v=0 at y=0 and y=L2 (4.1.9) 
w=0 at z=0, 
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and at the free surface the boundary conditions are the kinematic condition 
ht + uhy + vhy = w, at z= h(x, y, t) , (4.1.10) 
and the dynamic condition 
p=0 at z=h(x, y, t), (4.1.11) 
neglecting the surface tension effects. 
The vorticity vector is defined by 
17. =VxU. 
Differentiating this equation gives 
(4.1.12) 
Dt 
V"Du+V x 
(). 
(4.1.13) 
Taking the curl of the momentum equations (4.1.6) gives 
=2fl"Vu-2St. 
u 
Vx 
(Dt) 
Combining with (4.1.13) gives the vorticity equation 
DV 
=(2SZ+V)"Vu-2SZ. Dt 
Two components of the vorticity equation will be important in the derivation of the surface 
SWEs, 
ä Dw 
=ä 
Dv uu äu 
äy 
(Dt 
TZ Dt + 
2SZ1äOx } 2SZ2äay + 2S2s äx - 
2SZ1 , 
8 Dw 8 Du 8v äv av 
(4.1.14 
7 Dt) =x Dtý - 
2,1 
x- 
29, ay - 293 äx + Zsi2 . 
4.2 Reduction of the pressure gradient 
The key to the derivation of the surface equations in 3D is the precise treatment of the 
pressure field. Let 
ß(x, y, t) = -521(y+d2)+522(x+dl)-Sl3S11(x+d, )-1ls1l2(y+d2)-Qe3.4-9Qe3"e3. (4.2.15) 
Then the vertical momentum equation can be expressed in the form 
Dt 
+P ýý = -2(SZly - 02U) + (1 + Q2 )(z + d3) + a(x)y, t) 
Integrate from z to h, 
whh fhD ds+-p= -25J ds+222 
f 
uDt 
Pz 
+(n 1 '2 
Y+ 02)( 1 h2 - ßz2 + d3h - d3z) + ß(x, y, t)(h - z). 
Applying the surface boundary condition on the pressure then gives the pressure at any point 
z, 
f 1 
p(X, y)z, t) 
h 
_j 
Dv' ds + 2f 1h 
(v ds - 2SZ2 
h 
Ju ds - ß(x, y, t)(h - z) Pz Dt zz (4.2.16) 
-(S21 + n2)(-I' h2 -'ýiz2 + d3h - d3z). 
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This equation for p(x, y, z, t) is exact. The strategy is to take derivatives with respect to 
x and y and then substitute into the horizontal momentum equations. The derivative of 
p(x, y, z, t) with respect to x is 
1 ap 
Dw 
hh 
Dw 
pax 
= hxm +j (ý)y ds 
{2 )iVhy + 2521 fz vy ds - 292Uhs - 2522 fz u., ds 
-(S2i+92)(h+d3)h-/3ý(h-z)-3hy. 
Use the vorticity equation to substitute for ( öt)x 
1äp 
- by 
Dt 
Ih+ 
. 
fz h [(Dt )z - 2I2i Tx- - 2522 - 2523 + 2522] ds p äX 
+2SZiVhy + 2521 fz vy ds - 2SZ2Uhy - 2522 
fz ux ds 
-(1l +c2)(h+d3)h., -ß (h-z)-ßhx. 
or 
I op 
- by Ih+Ih- 2Q, fz vy ds - 2Q2 fZ vy ds - 2523 fz vz ds + 2522(h - z) Tx 
z 
+2521 Vhx + 2521 fh vx ds - 2S22Uhy - 2522 f2 ux ds 
-(Qi + 12)(h + d3)hy - ß1(h - z) - ßhy . 
or 
Du 12P it it 
+ 8X 
Du I+ ýw 
I 
hx + M2 W- 2SZ3 V+ 2SZ2 (h - x) ýt Dt P 
+21Zi Vhy - 212Uhx - 2S 2w + 25Z3v 
(4.2.17) 
-(1 + n22) (h + d3) h,, -ß(h- z) - Ohx . 
The derivative of p(x, y, z, t) with respect to y is 
1äp h= by 
`+ 
fZ (-) 
P ýy y 
ds 
+2SZ1Vhy+2SZ1 fhv, ds-2S22Uhy-212 fhuyds 
-(Q1 + 12)(h + d3)hy - py(h - z) - /3hy . 
Use the vorticity equation to substitute for ( rrt), 
ap 
- by 
lh 
+ fz P [(Dv) Z- 2si1 ds + 2sý1 + 2s22 + 2st3 
1 ýy 
+211Vhy + 291 fh vy ds - 2S22Uhy - 222 fz uy ds 
-(c21 + c2)(h -+ d3)hy - ßy(h - z) - ßhy. 
or 
I ! gyp 
= hyýt 
Ih+ 
lit) 
(h 
+ 2Q, fz 2Gy d3 + 202 fhu 
p 
ds 12Si3Zllh - 2ý1(h - z) 
Pay Zz 
+2SZ1Vhy + 2SZ1 fz vu ds - 21Z2Uhy - 2f 2 fz uy da 
-(1l + Q2) (h + d3)hy -ß (h - z) - ßhy . 
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or hh 
Dt 
+P 
1ä 
yp Dt 
I+ Dni by - 2521 W+ 2030 - 2521(h - z) 
+2S21Vhy - 2112Uhy + 2111w - 213u 
(4.2.18) 
-(111 + SZ2)(h + d3)hy - ßy(h - z) - ßhm . 
The pressure is eliminated from the horizontal momentum equations using (4.2.17) and 
(4.2.18). The details are given in the following sections. 
4.3 Reduction of the horizontal x-momentum equation 
The x- component of the momentum equations (4.1.6) is 
Du 1 ap Ft +p aý = -2(122w -123V) - S22(z + d3) + 123(Y + d2) (4.3.19) 
-12i1 "(x+d)+(x+ dl) 11n112 -Qel "q- gQel " e3. 
Replace the second term on the left-hand side by the expression for p-lpy in (4.2.17), 
Du Dinh 
+ 
Dwlh 
Ft Dt Dt 
h = -2SZ2W + 2S23V - 2522(h - z) 
Z 
-2QlVhx + 2S22Uhy + 2S22w - 2123v 
+(SZ1 +Q 22)(h + d3)hy + /31(h - z) + ßhx 
-2(22w + 93v) - S22 (z + d3) + 
O. (y + d2) 
-1i1 . (x+d)+(x+di)II1II2-Qei. -gQei. e3. 
There are convenient cancellations: principally ý, 2O2z and the interior Coriolis terms 
all cancel out. Cancelling and using Qy = SZ2 - SZl SZ3 , and the kinematic condition 
W= 
ht + Uh, + Vhy gives 
h 
DtI +- w 
Ih 
hy+212(ht+Uhy+Vhy)-2S23V+2f1Vhy-212Uh pt- 
-(S1 + S2)(h + d3)hý - (22 + Ss)(x + di) + ý1Q2 (y + d2) + 1l113(h + d3) 
+522(h + d3) - 
ý23(y + d2) + Qei "9+ 9Qei - e3 - ßhx = 0. 
(4.3.20) 
h 
Now use the fact that äI can be expressed purely in terms of surface variables since, 
h 
Ut+UU, +VUy = 
Du 
Dt 
l 
Substitution into (4.3.20) reduces the x- momentum equation to an equation purely in terms 
of surface variables 
I 
Ut+UU. +VUy+ 
(all 
-Dby+a12by=b1. (4.3.21) t 
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The coefficients in this equation are 
and 
ali(x, y, t) = 2521V-(1i+Q2)(h+d3)-Q 
= 291 V+ Qe3 "Q+ gQe3 " e3 - (91 +1) (h + d3) (4.3.22) 
-(S22 - 9193) (X + di) + (eli + 13 12)(y + d2) , 
a, 12 = 292V , 
(4.3.23) 
bi(x, y, t) = -22h t+ 293V - Qel "q- gQel " e3 + 
(92 + 92) (x + dl) 23 (4.3.24) 
+(Sä3 - 9192)(y+d2) - (! 
ý2 +2193)(h+d3). 
4.4 Reduction of the horizontal y-momentum equation 
The y- component of the momentum equations (4.1.6) is 
Dv 1äp 
+= 2(S21w - S)3U) + l1(z + d3) - 
! )3(x + di) 
Dt p äy (4.4.25) 
421l"(x+d)+(y+d2)IInII2-Qe2"q-gQe2"e3. 
Replace the second term on the left-hand side by the expression for p-1px in (4.2.18), 
hh 
Dv 
- 
Dv 
Dt Dt 
+ Dt 
I 
by = 291 W- 2Sl3U + 2521(h - z) 
Z 
-2Sl1Vhy + 21 2Uhy - 29, w -I- 
293u 
+(22 + 222) (h + d3) by + Qy(h - z) + /3hy 
+2(9lw - 113u) + l1(z + d3) - SZ3(x + 
di) 
-92n-(X+d)+(g+d2)11n112-Qe2"q-gQe2"e3. 
There are convenient cancellations: principally jr, , 2SZiz and the 
interior Coriolis terms 
all cancel out. Cancelling and using ßy = -fll - 922SZ3, and the kinematic condition W= 
ht + Uhx +V by gives 
hh 
DvI +I by - 2St1(ht + Uh.,; +V hy) + 2f23U + 2S21Vhy - 2S22Uhy 
+ St2S23(h + d3) -(cl + 12)(h + d3)hy - (S21 + ng)(y + d2) + S21SZ2(x + di) 
-f21(h + d3) + 
O3(x + di) + Qe2.4 + gQe2 " e3 - ßhy = 0. (4.4.26) 
h 
Now use the fact that ä can be expressed purely in terms of surface variables since, 
Vt+UVx+VVB = 
Dv h 
Dt 
Substitution into (4.4.26) reduces the y- momentum equation to an equation purely in terms 
of surface variables 
Vt+UVi+VVy+a2iby+ a22-} 
Dw Ih 
D by=b2,4.4.27 
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with 
and 
a21 = -2521 U, (4.4.28) 
a22 = -2SZ2U - (91 + 22)(h + d3) + Qe3 .4+ 9Qe3 . e3 
(4.4.29) 
+(S21 + 22n3)(y + d2) - (ý22 - 9193) (x + di) , 
and 
b2 = 211ht - 203U - Qe2 "q- gQe2 - e3 + (fi + 1)(y + d2) 
/ 
(4.4.30) 
-(13 + 121Q2)(X + di) + (fli - c2c3)(h + d3). 
The terms all and a22 are related by 
all - 2SE1 
V= a22 + 2SZ2U . 
The surface equations (4.3.21) and (4.4.27) are exact. Moreover the assumption of finite 
depth has not been used yet and so they are also valid in infinite depth. In order to reduce 
them to a closed system, the only term that requires modelling is the Lagrangian vertical 
acceleration at the surface, 
öt h 
4.5 Conservation of mass 
The vertical average of the horizontal velocity (ü(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)) is defined by 
77: = 
1Jh 
u(x, y, z, t) dz and U: = 
1Jh 
v(x, y, z) t) dz. (4.5.31) hoho 
Differentiating 
ht + (hv, )ý + (hv)y = ht + hyuI 
h+ 
fö uz dz + hyvI 
h+f 
oh vy dz 
= ht+Uh, +Vhy+ fö ux+vy+wz)dx- fö w, dz 
= ht+Uhy+Vh, -W+w 
= o, 
z=0 
using uy + vy + w, z = 0, the bottom boundary condition and the kinematic free surface 
boundary condition. Hence, if (ü, v) are used for the horizontal velocity field then the 
h-equation in the SWEs in the form 
ht + (hü)y + (hi)y = 0, (4.5.32) 
is exact. 
However we are interested in an h-equation based on the surface horizontal velocity field. 
The surface and average velocities are related by 
h 
U (x, Y, t) - ý(x, Y, t) =hJ zuz dz, 
(4.5.33) 
1 /'h 
zvZdz. 
0 
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Use these identities to formulate the mass equation in terms of the surface velocity field. 
Differentiating (4.5.33) and using mass conservation, 
a 
[h(U - 9)] 
a 
[h(V - v)) =W+ hU, + hVV. 
(9x ay 
Replace W by the kinematic condition, 
(h(U - v, ))y + (h(V - v))y =W+ h(UU + Vy) = ht + (hU)y + (hV)y . (4.5.34) 
The error in using the surface velocity field in the h- equation can be characterized two ways: 
W+ h(UU + Vy) . ^s 0 or (h(U - i))., + (h(V - v))y 0. (4.5.35) 
4.6 SWEs for 3D sloshing in a rotating vessel 
To summarize, the candidate pre-SWEs for (h, U, V) are 
ht + (hU)ý, + (hV)y =W+ hUU + hVy , 
Ut + W, +V UI, -f- all + 
pt 
Ihh, 
+ a12 by = b1 , (4.6.36) 
$I 
h 
Vt+UVG+VVy+a21hy-a22+ by = b2. 
The equation for W can be added 
Dh Wt + UWE + VWy = Dt 
I 
(4.6.37) 
h 
The system (4.6.36) with or without (4.6.37) is not closed. If 
$ is specified, then the 
system of four equations (4.6.36)-(4.6.37) for (h, U, V, W) is closed. This system of four 
equations can be further reduced to a system of 3 equations with an additional assumption 
on the surface vertical velocity. 
Henceforth it is assumed that the vertical velocity at the free surface satisfies 
W+hUz+hVyl «Wo, (SWE-1) 
and the Lagrangian vertical acceleration at the free surface satisfies 
Dt 
IhI « lall l and 
I 
Dt 
IhI « 1a22 (SWE-2) 
The assumption (SWE-1) has an alternative characterization as shown in (4.5.35). For 
small vessel motion, the second assumption (SWE-2) is equivalent to assuming that the 
Lagrangian vertical accelerations are small compared with the gravitational acceleration. 
The coefficients of h,, and by can lead to instability and even loss of well-posedness. Let 
A_ all a12) 
, and define sym(A) :=I (A + AT), a21 4221 
the symmetric part of A. Then the following assumption is imposed on the coefficients: 
sym(A) is positive definite. (SWE-3) 
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This condition is deduced from the linear constant coefficient problem, 
ht +ho(Ux+Vy) =0 
Ut+alih, +al2hy =0 
Vt+a21h +a22h = 0. 
Differentiating and combining gives the following wave equation for h(x, y, t), 
hsc = ho (allhas + (a12 + a2l)hay + a22hyy) 
The condition (SWE-3) is precisely the condition for this wave equation to be well-posed. 
This condition eliminates anomalies such as vertical downward accelerations exceeding grav- 
ity, and rotating or spinning motion leading to overturning of the vessel. 
4.6.1 (SWE-1) and (SWE-2) in the shallow-water limit 
The conditions (SWE-1) and (SWE-2) are global. That is, there is no particular restriction 
on parameter values. Indeed they may be satisfied even in deep water. However, the most 
natural regime where they are satisfied is in the shallow-water regime. In this section a scaling 
argument and asymptotics are used to analyze (SWE-1) and (SWE-2) in the shallow-water 
limit. The small parameter representing shallow water is 
a=L, (4.6.38) 
where L is a representative horizontal length scale. Let Uo = be the representative 
horizontal velocity scale. Introduce the standard shallow-water scaling [46], 
xyzz tUo X=L, y=L, z=ho=EL, t= L, 
(4.6.39) 
uvw_h 
EUo, ho. 70, 
v_ Uo, W= 
The scaled version of the surface velocities are denoted by U, V and W. 
The typical strategy for deriving an asymptotic shallow-water model is to scale the full 
Euler equations, and then use an asymptotic argument to reduce the vertical pressure field 
and vertical velocities (e. g. §5.1 of [46]). Here however we have an advantage as the full Euler 
equations have been reduced to the exact surface equations (4.6.36). Hence the strategy here 
is to start by scaling the exact equations (4.6.36), and then apply an asymptotic argument. 
This strategy leads to a concise argument for the shallow-asymptotic form for (SWE-1) and 
(SWE-2). 
To check (SWE-1), start by scaling the exact mass equation in (4.6.36) 
ht+(iü)y+(hV)y =W+h(Uj+Vy). (4.6.40) 
At first glance it appears that the left-hand side and the right-hand side are of the same order, 
since e does not appear. However, the sum on the right-hand side is of higher order. To see 
this go back to the unscaled mass equation and rewrite the right-hand side using (4.5.34) and 
(4.5.33) 
aha(h 
ht + (hU)x + (hV)y =a 
(j 
zuz dz) -} _ (j zv2 dzý TX 
0 
ay 0 
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Substitute for uz and v,. using the vorticity field (4.1.12), 
/hh 
ht + (hU)y + (hV)y = ax 
l 
Jo Z 
(V2 + wx) dzý -f äy \Jo 
z (wy - VI) dz) (4.6.41) 
This equation is exact. The key to showing the right-hand side is of higher order is the scaling 
of the vorticity. The appropriate scaling is to assume that the vorticity is asymptotically 
vertical, 
U 
(V1, V2, Vs) = 
(e1ý1) 
e1ý2,1ý3) . 
(4.6.42) 
This property of vorticity is implicit in the classical shallow-water theory, and here it is made 
explicit. 
Scaling (4.6.41) then gives 
ht+(W)y+(hV)y=e20(x, y, t, e). (4.6.43) 
where 
h 
(V, \ fh _ 
0(X, y, t, e) =%z+ 
ý) 
dz +J 
(-'1ý1 
{ -w dz . (4.6.44) Jo /yow 
Taking the limit e-0 shows that (SWE-1) is satisfied. However, to be precise it is essential 
that 
A(x, y, t, e) is bounded in the limit e --- 0. (4.6.45) 
Hence, in the shallow-water regime, (SWE-1) can be replaced by (4.6.42) and (4.6.45). 
Assumption (SWE-2) requires that the vertical acceleration in the two terms 
all + 
Dw jh 
and 
(a22 
+ 
Du jh) (4.6.46) DD 
in (7.1) be small, relative to magnitude of all and a22. After scaling, the Lagrangian vertical 
acceleration in the interior becomes 
Dw U2 8w öw äw äw 
_ 
U2 DZ 
Dt L 
(at 
+ßäx +vay + = -5=z '-E L Dt 
Hence 
Dwh_ Uö D-wh_ 2 Dwh E Dt 
I-L 
Dt - 9E DTI 
using U02 = gho = gLe. The scaled version of the first term in (4.6.46) is therefore 
all + 
Dt Ih 
=9 9l + E2 
Dt >> 
with a similar expression for the a22 term. In the shallow-water regime, the assumption 
(SWE-2) is satisfied if 
agl 
and 
- 
are of order one and 
1D 
IhI is bounded as e -+ 0. (4.6.47 
However, by introducing scaling and taking an asymptotic limit, other anomalies can be 
introduced. We have to ensure that bl and b2 are of the same order - or of higher order 
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- as the left-hand side of the momentum equations in (4.6.36). Look at the x-momentum 
equation 
w lh D Ut+UUx+VU +- ally D by+a12by=bl. 
U2 The left-hand side scales like = ge. With the standard scaling for fl, 
(1M2, Q3) _U L 
(cl1, 
c22,113) 
all the terms in bl in (4.3.24) are of ordere or higher except for the term gQej " e3 which is 
of order unity. In scaled variables it will be of order e-1. Hence this scaling puts a restriction 
on the angular velocity. A natural scaling that renders bi consistent is to take the angular 
velocity to be asymptotically vertical, like the vorticity, 
(ýi, ý2, ýs) = L(o 
(aS21, 
e522, SZ3) . 
(4.6.48) 
To verify that bi is now consistent it is necessary to show that 
1im 
1Q (t, e) el " e3 is of order unity (or higher in e) . e-+0 ý 
This property follows from the scaling (4.6.48). In scaled variables, Q (t, e) satisfies 
d_0 -523 e5Z2 
n3 0 -efl1 
dt 
-ESZ2 EStl 0 
(see (4.1.1) for the unscaled version). Hence, in the limit as e -+ 0, 
_ 
cos zb (tý - sin b (i) 0d_ 
l im Q (t, E) .-Q 
(t, 0) sin ýº¢ cos (t) 0 where 
ä= 
SZ3 , 
001 
and 
Q 
, 
O) ei-e3=ý, 
confirming that Q (t,, 0) el " e3 =0 (e) as e --+ 0. A similar argument shows that the term 
Q (t, 0) e2 " e3 =0 (s) as e-0, which appears in b2. 
The above shallow-water scaling does appear implicitly in the numerical results [181. We 
have found that roll-pitch type forcing (i. e. Ell and 12 nonzero) requires very small amplitude 
in order to avoid large fluid motions that would violate (SWE-1) and (SWE-2), whereas 
the amplitude of yaw (113 nonzero) can be much larger (e. g. §13 of [181) and similarly the 
amplitude of translation (q) can be of order unity (e. g. §15 of [18]). 
4.7 Derivation of the - NEW rotating SWEs - using an 
asymptotic argument 
The scaling in §4.6.1 is only one of many, even in the shallow-water limit. In this section it 
is shown that when the rotation matrix is restricted to pure yaw motion as in §4.6.1 the new 
SWEs can be recovered exactly by the classical small parameter argument that is found in 
most books (e. g. §2.6 of [771). 
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For pure yaw motion the rotation matrix is 
cos'i(t) -siný/i(t) 0 
Q= sin ' (t) cos (t) 0 
001 
and the angular velocity vector is 
0 
SZ= 0 
Hence, the SWEs in (4.6.36) simplify to 
ht + (hU), + (hV)y = 0, 
Ut+UUx+VUy+(g3+g)hy = 2ýV-}-ý2(x+dl)+ý(y+d2) 
VL+UVx, +VVy+(43+9)hy = 
-41coso -92sinz(i, 
-2z%U + ý2 (y + d2) -ý 
(x + dj) 
+91 sin V) - q2 cos . 
(4.7.49) 
(4.7.50) 
(4.7.51) 
Introduce the following scaling in addition to (4.6.39), 
dl 
ä2=d2ý Cý3 =d=91ý dl L'L ho 7 91 L 
q2 q3 p 
92 =L 93 = ho 'p P9ho 
Now use (4.6.39) and (4.7.52) to nondimensionalize (4.7.51). The result is 
,+ 
ChF% 
+ 
(W) 
,=0, 
Ut+UU, x+VUy+(E293ä+1ýby =2 +z -f-dl/+ ly { 
d21 
, -qltý cos - q2, sin 
O 
(4.7.52) 
vt+ÜV, ý 4 VVy 
(E2g3ti+1)by =2+i+ d2/ +dll 
+q1ýL sin - Q2ti cos ii . 
Taking the limit of the momentum equations as e -+ 0 simplifies the above system to 
,+ 
(hÜ) + (W) 
y=0, 
yr+vvy } VU, ý-+hy =2 +ýt (y+W, ) + +ä2) 
-qlt cos bi - 92tt sin /i , 
(4.7.53) 
Vt+ÜVý+VVg-{ by = -i +' 
(W+ W2) 
_ 
(3F 
+ Wi) 
+qlýi sin - q2tý cos lb. 
The strategy for deriving an asymptotic shallow-water model when the rotation matrix is 
restricted to pure yaw motion is to scale the full Euler equations, and then use an asymptotic 
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argument to reduce the vertical pressure field and vertical velocities. The full Euler equations 
when the rotation is only about the vertical axis (yaw motion) can be extracted from (4.1.7) 
with considering (4.7.49) and (4.7.50). They are 
De +P= 20v +0 (x + d1) + V) (y + d2) - 91 COS V) - 42 sin V), 
+P_ -2, Ou +, 2 (y + d2) - tlý (x + di) + 41 sin, 0 - 42 Cos V) (4.7.54) 
t- + p8z = -43 -9" 
Now nondimensionalizing (4.7.54) using (4.6.39) and (4.7.52) gives 
ilt+ilwy+vug+wuz+py =2 /t 
(x+dl) (y+d2) 
-gltt cos %- 92, t sin t/& , 
in + iii y i- vv, + Zvi += -2 + 
(y + d2) (4.7.55) 
+Cj, sin 4%J - (j2i Cos 
e2 (wt + iiw35 + vwy -i- ww7) + Az = -e293ýi -1, 
and nondimensionalizing the continuity equation (4.1.8) and the boundary conditions (4.1.9), 
(4.1.10) and (4.1.11) give respectively, 
üy+vy+wz=0, (4.7.56) 
and i1=0 at=0 and i_ie 
(4.7.57) v=0 at y=0 and y= ie, 
Z=O at z=0, 
and 
ht +ühy +vhb =w, at z= h(ýytý , 
(4.7.58 
and 
p=0 at z= h(x, y, tý . 
(4.7.59) 
Taking the limit of the z-momentum equation in (4.7.55) as e -+ 0 gives 
äz = -1, 
and so 
jh 
i 
h 8p 
- 
using the pressure free surface boundary condition. So the horizontal pressure gradients 
become 
ap` 
_ 
ah LP äh 
ax 3x and ay 
(4.7.60) 
The components of the vorticity vector, V :=Vxu, are 
V, = wy-vz, 
V2 = Uz - wy , 
(4.7.61; 
V3 = vy - uy. 
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The first two components are important in deriving the shallow-water equations. Scaling the 
first component in (4.7.61) gives 
uo 
Hence, if öV1 =E, for any P>0 then 
vz = e`wy - ell+11ý1 v- -+ 0 as e --p 0. (4.7.62 
Similarly by scaling the second component of the vorticity vector in (4.7.61) one concludes 
that if öV2 = EQV2 for any Q>0 then 
ü, = E2wy + e52+11 2=v, i --* 0 as e -+ 0. (4.7.63) 
(4.7.62) and (4.7.63) show that the horizontal velocity field is independent of the vertical 
coordinate z. 
Now substituting for and py from (4.7.60) into the (x, y) momentum equations in 
(4.7.55) and using (4.7.62)-(4.7.63) reduce these equations to 
ißt } üüy + iu-u -{ h=2+t 
(x 
+ dl 
)+(+ d2) 
-qltt cos zý - 42« sin , (4.7.64) 
it+wvý+ 'Uv+jly =2 'I cý +del -faa +dl 
+gl1t sin'/) - 92, cos Vi . 
Integrating the continuity equation (4.7.56) from z=0 to z=h gives 
o= fo (iiy+vy+wi)di 
= h(U3ý +vy)+iul 
= ht + 
(hi) + Chv) 
äy 
(4.7.65) 
using the bottom boundary condition and kinematic free surface boundary condition. This 
equation is exact. Equations (4.7.64) and (4.7.65) are the SWEs. This system is closed for 
the unknown variables 
(ii, ü, v) . Note that (4.7.64) and (4.7.65) recover exactly the SWEs 
in (4.7.53). 
From the assumptions (4.7.62)-(4.7.63) it can be concluded that wz is independent of z, 
since 
wz =- (iij + ii) and ill =ü 
(35, 
>v=v 
(ýý Ný 
. 
So 
_C hg + ä. h35 + v`hy w=- (üy -{- vyý z= i7, (4.7.66 h 
and this shows that the vertical velocity is a linear function of z. 
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4.8 Numerical algorithm for shallow-water sloshing in three 
dimensions 
The numerical method proposed for simulation of shallow-water sloshing in a vehicle under- 
going rigid body motion is an extension of the numerical scheme in chapter 3. It is a finite 
difference scheme, using centered differencing in space. It is fully implicit and has a block- 
tridiagonal structure. The basic formulation of the algorithm was first proposed by [86] and 
refined by Abbott and lonescu and is widely used in computational hydraulics [3]. The only 
new features in the algorithm are extension to include a fully 3D rotation and translation 
field, and exact implementation of boundary conditions. 
The one dimensional version of the algorithm was used in chapter 3 and the two dimen- 
sional version is just a concatenation of this scheme: the time step is split into two steps and 
an alternating direction implicit algorithm is used: implicit in x- direction and explicit in the 
y- direction in the first half step and explicit in x- direction and implicit in the y- direction 
in the second half step. One of the nice properties of the scheme is that the boundary 
conditions at the walls are implemented exactly, even at the intermediate time steps. 
The scheme has numerical dissipation, but the form of the dissipation is similar to the 
action of viscosity. The truncation error is of the form of the heat equation and so is strongly 
wavenumber dependent. Moreover the numerical dissipation follows closely the hydraulic 
structure of the equations. See the technical report of [8] for an analysis of the form of 
the numerical dissipation. The numerical dissipation is helpful för eliminating transients and 
spurious high-wavenumber oscillation in the formation of travelling hydraulic jumps. Without 
dissipation, in the formation of traveling hydraulic jumps, solutions are discontinuous and 
this is the source of spurious high-wavenumber oscillations. 
In contrast, [100] and [101] use Glimm's method. Glimm's method is very effective for 
treating a large number of travelling hydraulic jumps, but the solutions are discontinuous, 
and the scheme has problems with mass conservation. [72,731 use flux-vector splitting. This 
method involves computing eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices, and is effective for tracking 
multi-directional characteristics. It appears to be very effective and accurate but is more 
complicated to implement than the scheme proposed here. 
Setting up the equations for the scheme proposed here is straightforward and follows the 
one-dimensional construction in chapter 3, but the details are lengthy. Hence a detailed 
construction of the algorithm is given in a technical report [8] and in this section just the 
main features are highlighted. 
Rewrite the momentum equations in (4.6.36) with the assumptions (SWE-1) and (SWE- 
2) in a form suitable for the first half-step of the scheme, 
ht +h*Uy+U*hy+hVy+Vhy = 0, 
Ut + U* Uy +V Uy + 212 V hb + 2122 ht 
+ [cx(x, y, t) + 2SZ1 V* - 
(Q21 + S22) h*] hx = 2S23V - (S 2+ n1523 
)h+ Q(x, y, t) , 
Vt + U*VS + VVy - 2QlU*hx - 2Stlht 
+ [a(x, y, t) - 2SI2U - (SZi + Q2) h] by = -2f 3U + (a1- c2c3) h+ Q(ý, y, t) 
(4.8.67) 
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Figure 4.2: A schematic of the grid layout. 
where a, and Q are the terms that are independent of h, U and V, 
a(x, y, t) (Sti + Ste) d3 + 
(! äl + 02f23) (y + d2) + (c 1c3 - ! ä2) (x + di) 
+Qe3 "q+ gQe3 - e3 
, 
ß(x, y, t) _- 
(A2 + SZ1f13) d3 + (A3 -1112) (y + d2) + (S4 + SZ3) (x + di) (4.8.68) 
-Qei "4- 9Qei " e3 9 
ß(x, y, t) = 
(fll 
- fl2n3) d3 - 
(ý3+flich)(x+di)+ (1 ý- f3) (y '+" d2) 
-Qe2 "q- gQe2 " e3 . 
The terms with * superscript are nonlinear terms that are treated implicitly. In this first 
half step only x-derivatives are implicit and y-derivatives are explicit. The nonlinearity is 
addressed using iteration. 
The x- interval 0<x< Ll is split into II -1 intervals of length .x= yyLIT and so 
xý: =(i-1)x, i=1,..., II, 
and the y- interval 0<y< L2 is split into JJ -1 intervals of length Ay = and so 
BIS "=U -1)Ov, i=1, , JJ, 
and 
hnj = h(xis? ljstn)s 
rij 
"= 
U(xi, yjstn) and V j' s 
where t = nAt with At the fixed time step. A schematic of the grid is in Figure 4.2. 
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The discretization of the mass equation is 
n-F2 n n+2 n+2 n+2 h1 
j +l, j - 
hi-1j hie? - hi * 
Ui+l, 
j -y il, j 
hi 
2Ot + hi, j 20x 
+ Ui* 
13 20x (4.8.69) 
+h2 j 
VZ j+i i, a-1 + Vi ý 
hin hn'-1 
=0. 20y 20y 
The discretizations of the equations for U, V are 
-s. -1 
Ui -Ui Ui* 
,j 
Uýi-1ý 
ýUti '+t 
Uiý 
-ý1 Zd L 2+2 Yin - 
hs 
}1 ,7 
2 pt z, 7 2px 
+ Va, n7 
'20y 
+ 
,7 2Ly- 
n2 n+ 2*( +2 
t 
h{ +1} 
+ 2Vj - 
((n+)2 
+l1 h2px-ý 
} 
n+1 n+ 1 n+ 1+n+)+1 n+ 1 n+1 hni hi " ^n+ 
= 2ý3 2 Vi j2- 
ýý2 
2+ Q1 z n3 2 ýlij 2ý2 2 -ý7 i. At 
13 i ßi, j 
\ 
(4.8.70) 
n+ n+ý_ n++ý n+ n} 
V. Vi'' 
+Ut ýi+l 
Vi-1 
+ T/ ýVi"'+1 
Vn 
Zýi1+ýU 
ht+l ht 
2 pt z, 
i 2A X Yt, 7 2py ij 2Ax 
n+l n+. 
L 
n n+12 7)I 12 (ci) 
2-}- 
ri, ý - 2Uij ` 
(J 
+ T66 y 
1 
11111L1 
+Z 
-hin n+2 n+ý n+ý n+2 n+ý n+ n+' hth; ^n+ý 
_ -2923 Üi>i + 
(ý1 
2 ý3 hi>i +2 521 'i 
S+ Q{ J 
where 
a"j :=a i) , 
Q" = ß(x' i) and Q" = ß(x1, y', tn) x(xe yj fnt ,7x9 yj enx, j 7 
By setting 
, jj 
rhni 
nn 7'i, j x7 
LVn 
j 
equations (4.8.69)-(4.8.70) can be written in block tridiagonal form 
-f' n+-J, nii n+ nt 
ß n+ 'j 'I n+ l 
i, j Zi-lj +B 
'EZi + AZi+l, j 
Cij 
1+ 
Dn+ýZx, 
J (4.8.71) 
n+ j ý, n+ 
-iris) Z20 1+ 
ßi, 
j 
The * left subscript is an indication that the matrix depends on h* and/or U*. Expressions 
for the matrices are given in [8]. For fixed j=2,. .., 
JJ -1 the equations (4.8.71) are applied 
for i=2, ... , 
II - 1. To complete the tridiagonal system equations are needed (for each fixed 
j)ati=1 and i=II. 
4.8.1 The equations at i=1 and i= II for j=2, ... , JJ -1 
The purpose of this subsection is to show how the boundary conditions can be implemented 
exactly, even at the half-step. 
The equations at i=1 and i= II are obtained from the boundary conditions at x=0 
and x= L1. The only boundary condition at x=0 is U(0, y, t) = 0. The discrete version 
of this is 
Ul =0 and 
U0'ß + U2', 
= 0, for each j, and for all nEN. (4.8.72) 
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This interpolation gives the required relation for Uo .. 
for the discretized version of the equa- 
tions on the boundary line { (x, y) :x=01. To obtain a boundary condition for h, use 
the mass equation at x=0 
ht + h*Uy+ hVy + Vhy = 0, 
with discretization 
n+ I 
,j2+ 
2ýx 
i2j 
n+ I 2= hl, i - h1, j 
(Vl 
j+i - Vi, j-i) - V1, j 
(hi, 
j+i - 41, ß-1) hl 
(4.8.73) 
To obtain a boundary condition for V, use the y- momentum equation at x=0 
Vt + VVy - 2S21ht + [c (x, y, t) - 
(Qi + 12) h] by = 
(O1 
- Q2Q3) h+ Q(x, y, t) , 
with discretization 
Vii 2- IZSi1+2 + ! At l SZ1+2 - Si2+2c3+ý/ 
J 
h1'ß 2= At n Vl j- ZyV1, j 
(v 
+1 -Viz-1) 
Atn+2 hn h' 0y lj 
( 
1, j+i 1, j-1) 
-2521 2 hi ,j+ 
70tß1,, 2 
(4.8.74) 
where 
n-1 ((Q, )2 ai, j «z, j -+ (Q2)2) hi, 
2 
j 
Combining equations (4.8.72), (4.8.73) and (4.8.74) gives the equation for i 
En+TZ2 +*Fi, jz2 
ý2= Gl,. i 
7Zi, 
i-i + H"+ýzi, j - Gl, j 
7Zi, 
j+i +1 Al 
(4.8.75) 
Expressions for the matrices are given in [8]. A similar strategy is used to construct the 
discrete equations at x= L1. 
4.8.2 Summary of the equations for j=2, ... , JJ -1 
This completes the construction of the block tridiagonal system at j- interior points. For each 
fixed j=2, 
... , 
JJ - 1, and fixed h*, U* and V*, we solve the following block tridiagonal 
system 
zýE En+ll 
', 
+, 1, jZ2, ý = G1, ß Zi, i-1 +H n+. 5, 
n+ n n+ -G1,3 Z1, ß+1 +1 
12 -A2 l z1 
+ Bn+ z2 
J' + n+ ff 7= 9 z3 *A2 9-1 + Dn+l z2 9 C2 z2 , , > , , 
n+ 11 Zn 
n+' 
2,. 1 2,1+1 
+ Q2, ) ' 
n+4 n+ I 
*A3,3 z2,3 
n+ 
1 n+ 
+B z3,. 7 
+ n+ j n+, 
*A3,9 Z4, j _ 
n+ 2 
Zn 
n+ n 
- 
C3 z3, j-1 
D Zn (4.8.76) 
n4- n n-I -C3,. 7 z3,7+1 
+ $3,7 
- F'+ 
n+ 2 n+' Zn+'. n+-l' n n+ 
1n 
* rl, jZII-,, j +E It, j - Gll, j ZII, j-i +H 'IZII, j 
-Gn+ Zn 
n+ 
II, j Il, j+l +1 ß11, j 
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Figure 4.3: Diagram showing conventions for roll, pitch, yaw, surge, sway and heave. 
Special boundary systems are constructed for the lines j=1 and j= JJ. These systems 
are exactly constructed using boundary conditions and the details are given in [8]. 
This completes the algorithm details for the first half step n '--> n+ 71 . For each fixed 
h* and U*, it involves solving a sequence of linear block tridiagonal system for each j= 
1, ... , 
JJ. Then the process is repeated with updates of h* and U* till convergence h* 
11 
h'ti+ 2 and U* -+ Un+2. 
The second half step is constructed similarly with x- derivatives explicit and y- derivatives 
implicit, and the integration is along vertical grid lines. The details are given in the report 
of [8). 
4.9 Sloshing in vessels undergoing pure yaw motion 
The case of pure yaw forcing is of interest for several reasons. First, there is a simplified 
form of potential vorticity conservation [18]; secondly, the surface SWEs and the Huang- 
Hsiung SWEs agree in this case (assuming equal velocity fields) [12] and so the results can 
be compared, and thirdly this case is the closest to the rotating SWEs in geophysical fluid 
dynamics. 
In the case of pure yaw forcing (see figure 4.3), the coefficients in the surface SWEs reduce 
considerably. With 1= SZ2 =0 and 13 = Vii, where O(t) is the yaw angle, 
all = a22=9, a12=a21=O, 
b1 = 2123V+1 (x+dl)+S23(ß! +d2)+ 
b2 = -2130+1l (y+d2)-S13(x+dl). 
The surface equations and the Huang-Hsiung equations are identical (assuming equivalent 
velocity fields) and the momentum equations reduce to the classical SWEs with forcing 
Ut+UUy+VUU+ghy = 2iV+ý2(x+di)+- (y+d2), 
Vt + UVy + VVy { 9hß = -2iyU + ýG2(y + d2) - i(x + dl) . 
(4.9.1) 
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Figure 4.4: Velocity fields associated with the pure yaw forcing (4.9.2). 
The general expression for PV in equation (1.0.8) reduces in this case to (see §8 in [181) 
Pv 
Vy-Uy+2 
h 
Consider the yaw motion to be harmonic 
V (t) =e, sin (wyt) with ey = 10.00 , and wy = 4.1746 rad/sec. 
(4.9.2) 
Set the vessel and fluid parameters at 
LI=1. Om, L2=1.0m, h0=0.18m, dl=-0.5m, d2=-0.5m, d3=-0.3m. 
The forcing frequency is near the lowest natural frequency. The natural frequencies are 
w,,,,, pz 4.1746 m2 + n2 rad/sec. 
The numerical parameters are set at Ax = Ay = 0.02 m and At = 0.01 a. 
The field of velocity vectors is shown at different values of time in Figure 4.4. There is a 
very clear swirling motion set up. The initial conditions are vorticity free, 
Y, 0) =vfix, y, o) =o. 
The conservation of PV generates a vertical vorticity field, and this is evident in the figures. 
4.9.1 Comparison with results of [72] 
Now change the parameters in order to compare with the results of [72], Set the vessel and 
fluid parameters at 
L1=1. Om, L2=0.8m, ho=O. lm, dl=-0.5m, d2=-0.4m, d3=O. Om. 
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Figure 4.5: Surface profile and velocity field due to yaw at t=1.5 s: comparison of the 
numerics based on the surface SWEs qualititatively with Figures 28 and 29 of [721, respectively 
from up to down 
The numerical parameters are 
L x=0.02m, Ay=0.016m, Lit=O. Ols. 
The forcing is harmonic yaw motion as in (4.9.2) with parameters 
EY=4.0', wy = 6.0 rad/sec . 
The snapshot of the surface profile at t=1.5 ,9 and the corresponding velocity field are 
depicted in Figure 4.5. This result agrees very well with Figures 28 and 29 of [72], including 
the vortex pattern. The initial conditions are vorticity free. Hence the generation of vorticity 
is due to the imposed rotation, but it appears to be enhanced by the numerical dissipation-like 
truncation error. 
In conclusion, a new set of shallow-water equations which model the three-dimensional 
rigid body motion of a vessel containing fluid has been derived. The only assumptions are 
on the vertical velocity and acceleration at the surface. The equations give new insight into 
shallow-water sloshing, and numerical simulations include the effect of viscosity and are much 
faster than the full 3D equations. It has been demonstrated here and in [18,17,9,10,111 that 
the equations capture many of the features of 3D sloshing for the case when the free surface is 
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single valued: diagonal waves, swirling waves, curved hydraulic jumps, and interacting waves. 
A form of vorticity is captured by the equations and numerics, and the motion of the vessel 
can be specified in complete generality. 
In this chapter the vessel motion has been prescribed. The vessel motion can also be 
determined by solving the rigid body equations coupled to the fluid motion. And this is the 
subject of discussion in next chapters. 
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Chapter 5 
Variational principle 
motion with interior 
in three dimensions 
for rigid-body 
fluid sloshing 
The governing equations for the dynamic coupling between the rigid-body motion in three 
dimensions and interior fluid sloshing have been derived in [63,1171 for the case of sloshing 
in spacecraft based on the balance of linear momentum and angular momentum. These 
equations can be derived directly from a variational principle. The aim in this chapter is 
to introduce a variational principle for the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations for a 
rigid-body containing fluid and undergoing full rigid-body motion in three dimensions. 
5.1 The Lagrangian functional for the full three-dimensional 
motion of the rigid-body containing fluid 
In this section the Lagrangian functional which gives the full three dimensional Euler-Lagrange 
equations for the rigid-body motion with interior fluid sloshing is derived. 
For study of the dynamic coupling between fluid sloshing and rigid-body motion two 
frames of reference are needed. The spatial frame and the body frame. The equations of the 
fluid motion are usally derived relative to the moving frame attached to the rigid-body while 
the equations of the rigid-body motion are relative to spatial frame. 
The spatial frame has coordinates X= (X, Y, Z) and the body frame has coordinates 
x= (x, y, z). It is attached to the moving vessel. The distance between body frame origin 
to the point of rotation is denoted by d= (dl, d2, d3). The fluid-tank system has a uni- 
form translation q(t) _ (qi, 92i q3) relative to the spatial frame. Introducing the following 
Lagrangian action and taking its first variation with respect to the dependent variables then 
gives the governing equations of the rigid-body motion 
2=J 
12 
(KEIi 
- PEflu: d + KEve 
"- PEveeaell dt , (5.1.1) t 
where KEf laid is the kinetic energy of the fluid, KEveeae! is the kinetic energy of the vessel, 
PEf°uid is the potential energy of the fluid and PEveeael is the potential energy of the vessel. 
The governing relations are derived below. For the kinetic and potential energies the velocity 
and displacement in the spatial frame is required, but the analysis of the fluid motion is 
carried out in the body frame. The relationship between the two accelerations is developed 
using the kinetic theory of rigid bodies 199,96]. 
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Let Q(t) be a proper rotation in R3, 
qTq =I and det[Q] = 1. 
Then the relation between the spatial displacement and the body displacement is 
X=Q(x+d)+q, 
and the relation between the body velocity and space velocity is (see §4.1) 
X=Q (ic +1x (x + d) + QTq) . 
The kinetic energy of the fluid is 
KEfluid fvol 2 Iý X II2 pdVol 
= fvol (2 IIXII2 + k. (st x (x + d) + QTq) + QTq. (n x (x + d)) 
+2 JIgII2 +2 jýn x (x + d)lý2) PdVol . 
This expression can be simplified using the definition of the fluid mass moment of inertia, 
noting that 
fv, ý 71 11n x (x + d) 112 pdVol = 'Vol 
11 (f x (x + d)) " (SZ x (x + d)) pdVol 
=d»2= 
SZ " 
((Ul fvo, (llx + d112 I- (x + d) 0 (x + d)) pdVol) SZ) 
where I is the 3x3 identity matrix and If is the fluid mass moment of inertia tensor relative 
to the rotation point. So the kinetic energy of the fluid can be written as 
KEfluid =fVol 
(7 Il*II2 + is " (St X (X + d) I QTq) + QTq ' (SZ X (X + d)) 
(5.1.2) 
+. liq112) pdVol + 71 ST If fl. 
To derive the kinetic energy of the vessel note that the relation between the body velocity 
and space velocity is 
X=(Qx--q, 
or 
QTX=(fxx)+QT4. (5.1.3) 
Then the kinetic energy of the vessel is 
KEVesael = fVOI 1 
Ip 
dVol 
= fVol 1 IIQTA(I2PdVOI 
fvd (1 lin x x112 + (l x x) . QTe, + 11k1112) pd Vol . 
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Taking into account that 
fvol 110 x 42 p, dVol = fvo, 
((Il 
" n) (X. x) - (n. x)2) pdVol 
((2 fvoi ; 1x112 I-x0 x) pdVol) SZ) 
and that 
JVoI (f x x) " QTgpvdVol = (1 x mxv) " QTq, 
then the kinetic energy of the vessel simplifies to 
KEvessel = 7ýzv 1kkilt2 + (fl X , t.,, zv) " QTq + MSZ . jun. (5.1.4) 
In above expressions p is the density of vessel, I is the dry vessel mass moment of inertia 
relative to the center of rotation and x is the center of mass of the dry vessel relative to the 
body frame. 
The fluid potential energy is 
PEII, id = fvol pg (Q (x + d) + q) " E3dVol . (5.1.5) 
The dry vessel potential energy is 
PEvessel = mvg (QXv + q) - E3 i 
5.1.6) 
where E3 is the basis vector in the Z direction. 
Now the Lagrangian action (5.1.1) reads 
ý° = ft1 
(fvai (2 llkll2 + j. (SZ x (x + d) + QTq) + QTq " (St x (x + d)) 
+ 2II4II2-g(Q(x+d)+q)"E3)pdVol+. S2"Ifn (5.1.7) 
+1mIIell 12+(SZx mX). QTq+ 1fI-I, St - mg (QX+q)"E3)dt. 
This Lagrangian functional gives the exact equations for the linear momentum and angular 
momentum of a rigid-body with interior fluid sloshing undergoing full 3D motion. In this 
Lagrangian functional q(t) is relative to the spatial frame. 
With a similar derivation, the Lagrangian functional when q(t) is relative to the body 
frame can be obtained. In this case the kinetic and potential energies are 
KEftuia - fVoi 
(11 Ili -}- 4112 + (X + 4). (St x (x +d+ q)) + (n x (x + d)) ' (n x q) 
+ lin x qII2) pdVol + 
MSZ 
" If fl, 
(5.1.8) 
KEvesael = my IIgII2 f q' (SZ x m,, (Xv + q)) + ((ix mvX) ' (fl x q) 
(5.1.9) 
+ my 1111 x q112 +f 'Ivy 
pEf tuid = fud PgQ (X +d+ q) ' E3dVol , (5.1.10 
and 
PEveasel = mgQ (7tv + q) ' E3 , 
(5.1.11) 
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and so the Lagrangian action reads 
-ý - 
ft 
12 
(fvoº (2 ilk + q112 + (x + q) (St x (x +d+ q)) + (St x (x + d)) ' (SZ x q) 
+2 IIIZ x g1 I2 -9Q(x+d+q) " E3) pdVol+ 
2I 
"IfI 
+2mvIIgII2+q (SZxm(x+q))+(Stxm,, 3E, )"(SZxq) 
12 
+2m lilixg11 + in"IJI - rngQ(Xv+q)-E3 dt. 
(5.1.12) 
Special cases of the above general Lagrangian actions will be treated in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 6 
Dynamic coupling between 
shallow-water sloshing and 
a vessel undergoing planar 
rigid-body motion 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the Lagrangian functional which gives the exact form of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations for the linear and angular momentum of a vessel with interior fluid undergoing 
planar rigid-body motion is derived. The Euler-Lagrange equations of the vessel motion 
are then derived. The motion of the fluid is determined by the Euler equations and these 
equations are derived in chapter 4. Various reductions of the full equations of the fluid to 
the shallow water equations are explored, while maintaining the exact nonlinear equations 
for the vessel motion. 
6.2 Exact coupled equations for the vessel with interior fluid 
undergoing planar rigid-body motion 
In this section the exact equations for the coupling between fluid sloshing and a vessel un- 
dergoing planar rigid-body motion are derived. The equations simplify dramatically. The 
simplification arises since proper rotation matrices in two-dimensions simplify to the form 
t_ cos 
B(t) -sin B(t) Q() 
sin 9(t) cos B(t), 
for a scalar function 9(t) . 
The body angular velocity and spatial angular velocity coincide 
since 
QTGi=(4QT=6J, J= 
Lo 
1.0] 
Taking spatial coordinates X= (X, Y) and body coordinates x= (x, y) with fluid velocities 
(u, v), d= (dl, d2) and q(t) = (ql, q2), the momentum equations in (4.1.6) simplify to 
+P= -g sin B+ 29v + B(y + d2) + 62 (x + di) - ql cos 0- 42 sin 0 
. 2.1 } PF = -gcos8-26u-B(x+dl)+92(y+d2)+qlsin8-42cosB. 
(6) 
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Accompanying these equations is conservation of mass relative to the body frame 
8u civ 
T (6.2.2) ax+ = 0. 
The rigid wall boundary conditions are 
u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0, for all t, (6.2.3) 
and the impermeable bottom boundary condition is 
v=0 at y=0, for all t, (6.2.4) 
with the boundary conditions at the free surface 
p=0 and ht+uhy=v at y=h(x, y). (6.2.5) 
The governing equation for pressure can be obtained from the mass equation. Differen- 
tiating the mass equation with respect to time and using the momentum equations (6.2.1) 
then gives 
Op = -p (uiu + vLv + uVy - vV +2 (uyvy - u, vy)) + 2p9V + 2P92, (6.2.6) 
where 
a2 92 °-ä-X2+aye, 
and the vorticity is 
V 
='üy - uy. 
Equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.6) are the exact governing equations of the fluid motion relative 
to the body frame. 
The exact equations of motion for (0, ql , 42) can be obtained 
from a variational principle 
0 
by simplifying the Lagrangian action (5.1.7), noting that (I =0, and that the potential 
9 
energies of the fluid and the vessel modify to 
PEf tuid =f pg (Q (x + d) + q) " E2dVoI , 
ol 
and 
PEvesael = rnvg (QXv + q) - E2, 
where E2 is the basis vector in the Y direction. Then the kinetic and potential energies are 
KEf quid =f vol 
[. 1 (x2 + y2) e- 
9Jý (y + d2) + 
(x 
-8 (y + d2)} (41 cos 8+ 92 sin B) 
2) + 6ý (x + d1) + 
(ýl 
+6 (x + di)) (42 COS 8- 41 sin B) { (42 42 
+ IÖ2 ((x + di)2 + (y + d2)2)] pdVol , 
KEvessel = 
11 m, v 
(4 + 42) - mvüv (41 cos B+ 42 sin B) + 7nvOv (q2 cos 0- 41 sin B) 
+7IB2, 
PEfl"td = fvolP9(sin 8(x +dl)+coye(y+d2) +%)dVol, 
PEveeae! _ ß,, g (x sin 0+Y, cos 0+ 42) , 
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and so the Lagrangian action reads 
Y (9i, 92,8) = ft, 2 foL f0 
h [2 ýx2 f y2ý - 
9x (y + d2) 
(ý 
-9 (y d2)) (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) 
+©y (x+dl) + 
(y+6(x+d1)) (42 cos 0- 91 sin 0) +71 (q1 +q2) 
+ 262 
((x+dl)2+(y+d2)2) 
-g(sin B(x+dl)+cosB(y+d2)+q2)] pdydxdt 
+ fti 
{ rnv (4i + 42) - TnV OYv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) + rnu , 
(q2 cos 0- 41 sin 0) 
+ -I92 -rn.,, g(xsin0+ycos0+q2), dt. 
(6.2.7) 
Taking the variation of this Lagrangian functional with respect to 4i , q2 and 
0 then gives 
the governing equations of the vessel motion in each direction 
ay Tq-l 
fo fo [y sin 0- cos 0+ 82 (cos 0 (x + dl) - sin 0 (y + d2)) 
+9(2xsin 0+2ycos0)+8(cos 0(y+d2)+sin 0(x+dl)) -411 pdydx 
+m (Ö(vsinO+YcosO) - ijl + 82 (x cos 0- yt, sin 0), = 0, 
by= 0 
fL fö [i, cosO+thsinO _O2(cosO(yt d2)+sinü(x+ di)) 
+9(2thcosO-2ysin0)+6(cosO(x+dl)-sinO(y+d2))+92+g} pdydx 
+m 
(B (x cos 0- y sin 0) + 42 - 
62 (x sin 0+ y cos 0) + g) = 0, 
-o 
fo fo ti(y+d2)+(y+d2)(41cos0+92sin0)-y(x+di) 
- (x+d1) (92 cos0 - 91 sin B) -B 
((x+d1)2 
+ (y+ d2)2) 
-2B(±(x+ d1) +y (y + d2)) -g(cos 0(x+d1) - sin 0 (y + d2))] pdydx 
+mY (41 cos B+ 42 sin B) - rnvx (42 cos 0- 91 in 0) 
-IB - mg (x cos 0- y sin 0) = 0. 
Note that i and y represent the velocity and and y represent the acceleration of a 
fluid particle relative to the body frame in the x and y directions. They are Lagrangian 
variables. Replacing them by their respective Eulerian quantities the governing equations 
become 
fo fo [Bt'sin0-$cos0+B2(cos8(x+dl)-sin8(y+d2)) 
+9(2usin0+2vcos8)+B(cos 0(y+d2)+sin0(x+dl)) -411 pdydx (6.2-8) 
-}-m 
(B (x sin 0+ yv cos 0) - ql + 62 (x cos 0-y sin 0)) =0, 
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fo fo [ Dt cos B} öt sin B- B2 (cos B (y d2) + sin B (x } dl)) 
+9(2v, cos0-2vsin0)+B(cos0(x+dl)-sin0(y+d2))+92+g] pdydx (6.2.9) 
+m 
(B (x2, cos 0- y sin 0) + 42 - B2 (x sin 0+ y cos 0) + g) = 0, 
and 
Jo Jo j-t (y + d2) + (y + d2) (ql cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - 
Dt (x + d1) 
-(x+dl)(g2cos8-glsin9)-B((x+dl)2+(y+d2)2) 
-26 (u (x + dl) +v (y + d2)) -g (cos 0 (x + di) - sin 0 (y + d2))] pdydx 
(6.2.10) 
+m y (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - mx (92 cos 0- 41 sin B) 
-IB - mg (, cos 0- y sin 0) =0. 
Equations (6.2.8) and (6.2.9) are relative to the spatial frame. To obtain these equations 
relative to the body frame, multiply them by QT to obtain 
fo fo h (41 cosB+92sinB-B(y+d2)-82 (x+d1)-}-g-2v9+gsinB)pdydx 
+mv 
(41 
cos 0+42sin0-x92+gsin0) =0, 
/ (6.2.11) 
fo f oh sin O+ 42 cos 0}B (x + d1) - 
62 (y + d2) +g+ 2uO +g cos 0) pdydx 
+mv 
(-41 
sin 0+ 42 cos 0+ xB - yB2 +g cos 0) =0, 
(6.2.12) 
where ql and q2 in these equations are relative to the body frame. Equations (6.2.11) and 
(6.2.12) can be derived from equation (7) in [631. Equation (6.2.10) can be recovered exactly 
from equation (8) in [631. 
6.2.1 LPP formulation 
To transform the governing equations to the LPP setting consider the mapping (2.5.66), 
noting that here ý represents the horizontal coordinate of reference space and 77 represents 
the vertical coordinate of reference space with 0< L1,0 < <, L2 and rr > 0. Then the 
free surface is the map of the boundary line { 77 = L2 I. Transforming equations 
(6.2.1), (6.2.8), (6.2.9) and (6.2.10) to the LPP setting then gives respectively, 
U, =P Jp, ý-P pa-gsinO+29v+B(y+d2)+82(x+dl)-41cosO-g2sinO 
vT =P pc - 
P. p, ) -g cos 
O- 29u - 6(x + d1) + 92(y + d2) + 41 sin 8- q2 cos B, 
(6.2.13) 
f0, fö2 [vTsin6-UTcos0+62(cos 0(X+dl)-sin0(y+d2)) 
+e(2usine+2vcose)+e(cosO(y+d2)+sinO(x+dl))-411 pJdi7dý (6.2.14) 
+m (Ö(vsinO+Ycos6)-i + 62 (x cos 0- y sin 8)) =0, 
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fLl foe [vcoso+usino_o2(coso(y+d2)+s1no(x+d1)) 
+B (2u cos 0- 2v sin 0) +9 (cos 0 (x + dl) - sin 0 (y + d2)) -i- q2 + g] pJdi7de (6.2.15) 
+m 
(8(xcos 0-ysin 0)+92-02(xsin 0+ycos 0)+g) =0, 
and 
fol foe [u, (y+d2)+(y+d2)(g1cos 0+42sin 9) -vT(x+di) 
-(x+dl)(g2cos0-glsin8)-B((x+dl)2+(y+d2)2) 
-26 (u (x + di) +v (y + d2)) -g (cos 0 (x + dl) - sin 0 (y + d2))] pJdi de 
(6.2.16) 
+mvY (q1 cos 0+ q2 sin 0) - mx (92 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-IB-mg(xcos0-7, sin0) =0, 
where 
J= x0,7 - x, A . 
The exact equation for pressure in the LPP setting can be obtained by two times differ- 
entiating J with respect to rr. The result is 
-Abp + 2u4v - 2u, 7vZ + 
26 (v4y, - vy{ + uýx - u, 7x{) + 
2b2 J=0, (6.2.17 
where Obp is 
QbP _ 
09 (g22p-g'2p) 
+0 
(911P-12P\ 
5ý 57, 
with 
2222 +YC, 912 XCX77 X +yCy,?, 922 =X17+yn 911 =xC 
Equation (6.2.17) is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional 
(p) = fo 1 fo 
L2 (JIvbpl2 + 2p (uEv,, 7 - unvf ) (6.2.18) 
+20p (v{y. 7 - v,, yt + u{x,, - u,, x) + 292pJ) di7dý, 
where Vbp is 
Obp = 
YLpf 
- 
tpn l 
_. ýLpf +l Pr / 
Taking the first variation of this functional with respect to p recovers equation (6.2.17). 
Note that if at r=0, x (ý, 77) =c and y (ý, i) = 17 then J= Jo =1 and equations 
(6.2.13), (6.2.14), (6.2.15), (6.2.16) and (6.2.17) respectively simplify to 
u,. = P(yip, -y,, pE)-gsin0+26v+B(y+d2)+92(x+dl)-Q1cos0-Q2sin0 
vT = P(x, 7pý-xtp, 7)-gcosB-29u-B(x+dl)-}-92(y+d2)+g1sinB-92cosB, 
fol foe [V, sin 0-u, Cos 0+P (Cos 0 (x + di) - sin 0 (y + d2)) 
(6.2.19) 
+9(2usin0+2vcos0)+9(Cos 0(y+d2)+sinB(x+dl))-411 pdidý (6.2.20) 
+rn 
(8 (x sin 0+y, cos 0) - ql + 92 (x cos 0- y sin 0) j=01 
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fol f02 fvTcos0+Ursin0-B2(cos 0(y+d2)+sin0(x+dl)) 
+6 (2u cos 0- 2v sin 0) +B (cos 0 (x + di) - sin 0 (y + d2)) + 42 + g] pdi1dý (6.2.21) 
+m 
(B(7, 
cos 0-ya, sin 0)+qZ-02(xsin 0+yvcos 0)+g) =0, 
02 
IuT (y + d2) + (y + d2) (41 cos B+ 92 sin B) - v, (x + dl) f" fo` 
-(x+dl)(42cos0-41 sin 0)-B((x+dl)2+(y+d2)2) 
-2B 
(u (x + dl) +v (y + d2)) -g (cos 0 (x + di) - sin 0 (y + d2))] pdi7dý 
(6.2.22) 
+myv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - mx (42 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-IB - mvg (x cos 0- y sin 0) = 0, 
and 
922Pg4 - 2912PEn + Slip, 7,7 + 
(y1)yE7n - xfxnn - yeyn*ý + xnxEn) Pf 
+ (-y, ]y« + xExZ + yfyZn - xnxZZ) p - 
2uev + 2uvZ (6.2.23) 
-2B (výy - vy4 + uZx - uxZ) - 2B2 = 0. 
Introducing the dimensionless variables/ parameters 
x_r_u 
772, 
(6.2.24) v=ý Tý=P, d1) 112=ý 41=ý 92 7372 T 
h 
UO == Vý9ý2) 
equations (6.2.19), (6.2.20), (6.2.21), (6.2.22) and (6.2.23 respectively transform to 
üT =y ; ý-y f- sinBý-2 ý- 
(W+'I2+ý 2(+) 
8z.. 8z" }cos0- sin0 
'90 .ü- 
620 (I 
-I- dlý i- 
ý8ý2 (ý d2) 
(6.2.25) 
cos B-2 
zzJ 
+2 
- 
.; sin g- cos 0, -4 
4 
j f" [iY sin 0-üTcos 0+( )2(cos0(Y+d1 -sinB(y + d2)) 
+200 (ü sin B+v cos B) +e cos 8 
('-i- d2) sin 8 
(i dl) pLi djd 
+m (026 (sne + y cos 0)-e}+ý)2 
(i'COSO-Yv 
sin Bý 
1-0, 
(6.2.26) 
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fo foil [cosO + iiFsin B- (7)2 
(cosO 
\(+ 
)+ 
sin B 
\l 
+ 
21 
77- -9-77 B (35 {dl, - sin 0 
(y 
ßd2)) +/ a+ pLidýdý 
gym 
(äff (x 
cos 0- yv sin 8) + 
2-2 
-2 
(z 
sin B+7, cos o) ý- 
)=0, 
z 
42 
sin B) - vT 
(x 
-ý 
a) fo foil [uT (y + del + \y + del \e cos 0+ 
(6.2.27) 
- 
(ý 
} dl) 
(L2 -2 
cos B- sin B) ä 
((+a)2+ (y 
+ a2ý 2ý 
-2\ 
(ü (ý + d1) +v (y + d2)) - 
(cosO (+d1) 
- 
sin 
O (y + d2))] pL djd 
my 
(%cosO+ a sin B) mx 
( 
cos 0-ý sin B) 
-I 
ä- m 
(x 
cos 0 sin 0) = 0, with I = m 
(x 
+ Y) , 
(6.2.28) 
and 
P 
(922p44 
- 2912iý, + 9iiprj, 7) +P 
(y 
Z; - -l nv -+ 
EE 
(6.2.29) +P + 3ýEf ++ 2iiV 
-2 
(VýjÜý, 
--výyý+iý{ 2( D- )2=0, 
where 
911 + 912='Fij +yv , 922=. +ý1ý, 
and the dimensionless variables iF and y satisfy 
iiT=ii and yT=v. 
Note that the scaling introduced in (6.2.24) should be consistent with the mass equation and 
the kinematic free surface boundary condition. The mass equation in the LPP setting is 
ux + vy =ý (y, 7u4 - yZu, 0 - x, 7ve + xEv, 7) _01 
and the kinematic free surface boundary condition in the LPP setting is 
hT = V. 
The scaled versions are respectively, 
LO l +ý iý) =0, (J is defined below), 
and so 
and 
hT=vý 
showing that the scaling (6.2.24) makes good sense. 
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The coupled equations for ii 
(ý, ý, T) ,y 
(ý, ý, T) 
, 
ql (T) , q2 (T) and 0 (T) can be deter- 
mined from a variational principle using the Lagrangian functional 
(XI y(x, y)9li92>e) = ; 12f0 
foL [2 
yTJ -BTYr 
(y+d2) 
+ OF (y+d2)) (ýr cose+92r sine) +OT7T (F+dl 
+1 
öT 
+ BT\1 !+ a1JI/ I( 2T COS 
B- 
71T 
sill B) +7 
(Q 
'r 
+ 2T 
+2 
7' 
((y 
+ 
ýy+2)2 
-E l sin 0 (3F + J1) + cos 0 (y + a2) + q2) + pJ] pLidýd dT 
+f2 
{mv (. + 2T) -m 0T 
`, (91T cos 0+ 92 sin 0) 
{ rnBTxv (q'2; cos 0- Qi sin B) + 71 
2 IBT 
-m 
(x 
sin 0+ y cos 0+ 92 
)1 dT, 
(6.2.30) 
where 
Now taking the first variation of this Lagrangian functional with respect to 1 and y recovers 
the momentum equations in (6.2.25), respectively. Taking the first variations with respect to 
ql , q2 and 
B recovers equations (6.2.26), (6.2.27) and (6.2.28), respectively. Let 
1-9 (t'l = fo fö 
(21p 
; 
)2 
+ 
(-ý 
E+ 
)2) 
+ 2p 
(ii 
+2p 
(výý 
- v; ýyE ++ 
2p (30-0, )2) djd , 
(6.2.31) 
then equation (6.2.29) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for this functional. Taking the first 
variation of this Lagrangian functional with respect top gives (6.2.29). 
Note: another possible scaling is 
x ý: =I ii = -IL 
a2 e2i 
1 
2i! ýIa 
U0 ) 
92ýý, 
u0 =YyE2ý f= 
ý±. 
eüoý 
1ý= 
P 
6.3 Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9), (6.2.10) in terms of wave height 
and depth averaged velocity field (h, ü, v) 
As the solution of the exact coupled equations is complicated, in this section and in the follow- 
ing sections the governing equations of the vessel motion (6.2.8)-(6.2.10) are reduced in terms 
of the variables for the shallow water equations. The purpose is to derive one Lagrangian 
functional which recovers the shallow water equations, and to derive a Lagrangian functional 
which recovers the vessel motion equations and then think about a symplectic numerical 
scheme for the solution of the reduced governing equations by integrating the functionals. 
We will look at different possible formulations to see which set of coupled equations has a 
variational principle with minimum or no number of assumptions. 
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Introducing the depth averaged horizontal and vertical velocities 
u=h fo udy , 
vdy , v=T 
fo h 
and using the relations 
ät fLfh (v sin 0-u cos 0) dydx = f0 fo (Dt sin 0- Dt cos 0) dydx 
+ fL fh 6(vcos8+usinB)dydx, 
ät fLfh (v cos 0u sin 0) dydx = fö fö (S cos 0+ Irt- sin 0) dydx 
+f fo 6(ucos0 -vsin0)dydx, 
äc fo fo tu (y + d2) -v (x + dl)t dydx = fo fo 
[S (y + d2) _ Dv (x + di)] dydx, 
then equations (6.2.8) and (6.2.9) in terms of depth averaged velocity field read 
at f0 (v sin 0-ü cos 8) phdx + fö 0 (U sin 0+v cos B) phdx 
+mfyf02cos0-mf'yf92sin0+mfgföcos0+mfYfOsin0- (mf -+2, )41 (6.3.32) 
+m8(xsin0+ycos0) +mB2 (xcos 9-7, sin 0) = 0, 
and 
fö (v cos 0 -i- ü sin B) phdx + fö 0 (11 cos 0-v sin 6) phdx 
-7n, fy f02 cos 0-m fYf02 sine + mfYfU cos 0-m fyf0sin 
0 -F (mf +m,, )42 
(6.3.33) 
(mt + m) g+ mÖ (x cos 0- y sin 9) - m62 (x sin 0+y, cos 9) = 0, 
where 
x3 = mJ fö (x + di) Phdx, 
Ff = ,, 
n 
f 
fo (7 + d2 h) pdx 
Mf=fLf pdydx = phoL 
ho = Zfo h(x, t)Pdx. 
Equation (6.2.10) in terms of depth averaged velocity field reads 
fo ((c +d2h)U-h(x+dl)v) pdx+(91cos0+42sin0)mfyf 
- (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) m fx f- fo 
6 ((x + d1)2 h++ d2h + d2h2) pdx 
- 28 x+ di) h-u dx -L 29 
hz L fo (p fo (IT + d2 h) Updx -g cos OMfTf +g sin Omf Ff 
+mY (4i cos 0+ 92 sin B) - mx (42 cos 0- 41 sin B) - IB 
-mg (x cos 0- yt, sin 0) = 0. 
(6.3.34) 
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Note that the following assumptions are considered in deriving equation (6.3.34) 
fa ýý2h + d2ý fo yuydy] pdx - fo fa (2y2 d2y) uypdydx «1, (6.3.35) 
which results in 
äh2 + d2h) pUdx - fo (2h2 + d2h) pudx - fo fo (2y2 + d2y) u. ypdydx « 1, 
and the second assumption is 
fo [(2h + d-2) f yv dy] pdx - fo fo (2y2 + d2y) vypdydxl << 1, (6.3.36) 
which results in 
fo (2h2 + d2h) pVdx - fo 
(2h2 + d2h) pvdx - fo fo 
(ßy2 + d2y) vypdydxl << 1, 
where the surface velocity field is defined by 
U(x, t) "= u(x, h(x, t), t), 
V (x, t) v(x, h(x, t), t) . 
6.4 Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9), (6.2.10) in terms of wave height 
and depth averaged horizontal velocity (h, ü) 
Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9) and (6.2.10) can be derived in terms of (h, v, ) . For this purpose 
write these equations in terms of (h, U, V), substitute for V from the kinematic free surface 
boundary condition V= ht + Uhr, and use the following relation 
U='ý+ fo yu dy , 
to obtain 
th f [(ht + ühý) sin 0- Zcos B] phdx + fý 0 (ü sin 0+ (ht + ühy) cos 9) phdx 
+mfxf92cos0-mfgf62sin0+mfyfOcos0+mfYfÖsin0-(mf+m)41 (6.4.37 
+mB(xsin0+ycos0)+m92 (xcos 0-ysin 0) =0, 
and 
gt fö [(ht + ih) cos 0+ü sin 0 phdx + fo 0 («Z cos 0- (ht + Uh.. ) sin 0) phdx 
-m1 1 2cos0-mfIf 
62sin 0+mfTf6cos 0-mfyf6sin 8+(mf+m)g2 (6.4.38) 
+(mj+m)9+m, ä(xcos B -ysin8) -mv82 (X, sin8+yvcos8) = 0, 
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and 
((c +d2h ü-(x+di)h(ht+Zh,., ))pdx+(4icosO-{-42sinO)mfyf 
3 
-(42cos0-11sin0)mjj - fö B 
((x + di)2 h+3 +d2h+d2h2} pdx 
-fL 2B (x + dl) hüpdx - fö 2B 
(22 
+ d2 h) (ht + ühy) pdx -g cos Bm fl f 
ýg sin Om jf+ mvy (41 cos 0+ 92 sin 6) - mx (92 cos 0- ql sin B) - IvÖ 
-mg (x cos 0- y sin 0) = 0. 
(6.4.39) 
Note that the following assumptions are considered in deriving equations (6.4.37) and (6.4.38) 
fo by fö yuydydxl «1, 
(6.4.40) 
I 
f( fh yvydydxl « 1. 
The assumptions in deriving equation (6.4.39) are (6.3.35) with 
fo (x + di) hx f0 yuypdydz - fo fo (x + di) yvypdydxj «1, (6.4.41) 
and 
fo (71h + d2) hx fo yuypdydx - fo fo 
h (. y2 + d2y) vypdydxl « 1. (6.4.42) 
6.5 Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9), (6.2.10) in terms of 
wave height and surface velocity field (h, U, V) 
Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9 and (6.2.10 in terms of (h, U, V) read 
Tt fL (V sin 0-U cos 0) phdx +f oG 0 (U sin 0+V cos 0) phdx 
+mfYf62cos0-mjyfB2sin0+mfyfOcos0+mfTf6sin0-(m1+m, )41 (6.5.43) 
+mB(xsin 0+yvcos 0) +mB2 (xcos0-ysin0) = 0, 
and 
ae fL (V cos 0+U sin B) phdx +f 
19 (U cos 0-V sin B) phdx 
-msyf62cos0-mfxf62sin0+mfTjÖcos0-mfgfÖsin0+(mf+m, )42 (6.5.44) 
+(mf+m, )g+mB(xcos 0-Y sin 0)-m,, 92(xsin 0-} Y cos 6) =0, 
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and 
L ((h2 + d2h) U-h(x+dl)V) pdx+(glcos0+42sinO)mfyf d It f( 
-(42cos0-91sin0)mfTf- 
LÖ((x+d1)2h+ 33+d2h+d2h2)pdx 
-J 2B (x + di) hUpdx - fö 26 
(L + d2h) Vpdx -g cos 0m fTf +g sin Bm fy f 
+mvyv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) - mx (42 cos 0- ql sin 0) - I, 
5 
-mg (z cos 0- y sin 0) = 0. 
The simplifying assumptions in deriving equations (6.5.43) and (6.5.44) are 
fo fo yuydydxl «1, 
fo fo yvydydxl « 1, 
and for equation (8.3.16) are 
I 
fL fö p (x+ dl) yuydydxl 9 1, 
f0 fo p (x + di) yvy dydx 
1 
<G 1, 
fo IL h fo 1' ýy2 + d2y) uydydxl «1, 
fo L ffoh P (1 + d2Y) vydydx « 1. 
6.6 Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9), (6.2.10) in terms of 
wave height and horizontal surface velocity (h, U) 
+mfyf62cos0-mfyf62sinO+mfV, Öcos0+mfYfOsin0-(mf+m)gl 
To obtain equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9) and (6.2.10) in terms of (h, U) substitute for V in equa- 
tions (6.5.43), (6.5.44) and (6.5.45) from the kinematic condition V= ht + Uhr 
Tt f ((ht + Uhr) sin 0-U cos 0) phdx +fo6 (U sin 0+ (ht + Uhr) cos 0) phdx 
and 
+mvÖ (x sin O+ y cos O) + m82 (z cos O- y sin 0) =0, 
(6.5.45) 
(6.5.4 6) 
(6.5.47) 
(6.6.48) 
Tt fL ((ht + Uhr) cos 0+U sin B) phdx +f0 (U cos 0- (ht + Uh., ) sin 9) phdx 
-mfyf 
b2 
cos O- mfxf g2 sin O+ m fYi 
b 
cos O- mfyfÖs in 9+ (m. f+ m) i2 
+(mf+m)g+mÖ(xvcos0-ysin0) -m92(xsinB-{ ycos0) =0, 
(6.6.49) 
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and 
+d2h U-h(x+dl)(ht+Uhz) Pdx+( iiicosO+42sin8)mJyf u-t A 
«h2 
-(Q2cos0-g1sin0)mfxf- 
fQ 0((x+d1)2h+ +d2h+d2h2) pdx 
- fö 2B (x + dl) hUpdx - fö 2B 
(2- + d2 h) (ht + Uhr) pdx -g cos Omfxf 
+g sin Bm fgf + my (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - m'x (42 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-I8 - mug (xv cos 0- y sin B) = 0. 
6.7 Summary of the rigid-body equations (0, q1, q2) 
coupled to the shallow-water sloshing equations 
(6.6.50) 
In this section the closed sets of the governing equations for the vessel motion and shallow 
water equations in terms of (h, ü) and (h, U) are summarized. Armenio and LaRocca shallow 
water equations (ALR SWEs) [21] including the translation accelerations q and assuming 
(y = h) are 
ht+ü, hy+h2 =0, 
Ut (ii +28h) ix+ 
(9 (x+d1) -62(h+d2) +28-- (6.7.51) 
+g cos 0-gisin0+92cos0)hy 
--gsinO+Bd2+92(x+dl)-4icosB-q2 sin B, 
A review of the derivation of ALR SWEs identifying the key assumptions is given in 1141. 
A closed set of equations for (h, U, ql, 92 i O) are the 
ALR SWEs (6.7.51) coupled to equa- 
tions (6.4.37), (6.4.38) and (6.4.39) with the key assumptions (6.3.35), (6.4.40), (6.4.41) and 
(6.4.42). Noting that the key assumptions in deriving the ALR SWEs are [211, 
Dv 0 
" 29v 0, (6.7.52) 
"p in the x-momentum equation is evaluated at y=0, 
" Du Ut+ u-x. 
Here it should be mentioned that in the derivation of the vessel equations (6.4.37)-(6.4.39) 
the ALR shallow-water assumptions are not used. Equations (6.4.37)-(6.4.39) are just the re- 
duction of the full equations (6.2.8)-(6.2.10) in terms of h and the horizontal depth-averaged 
velocity U. See §6.10 for the reduced version of these equations considering the assumptions 
(6.7.52). 
Shallow-water sloshing equations in terms of surface velocity are (see §3.4) 
ht +Uhy+hUU=0, 
Ut + (U + 26h) U, + (9 (x + di) - B2 (h + d2) + 26U (6.7.53) 
+gcos0-Q1sin0+Q2cos0)hy 
= -gsin0+B(h+d2) 42 (x+ di) -gicos8-42sin0. 
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The key assumptions in derivation of the surface SWEs (6.7.53) are 
"I Dv Ihj is small compared with Ia(x, t)I 
(6.7.54) 
" IV + hU I« Vo , 
where a (x, t) is defined in chapter 3. See [161 for comparison of surface SWEs and ALR 
SWEs. A closed set of equations for (h, U, ql, q2i 0) are the surface SWEs (6.7.53) coupled 
to equations (6.6.48), (6.6.49) and (6.6.50) with the key assumptions (6.5.46) and (6.5.47). 
The exact form of surface SWEs (6.7.53) can not be obtained from a variational principle. 
So in the following sections we are looking for a variational principle for the ALR SWEs 
(6.7.51) coupled to the reduced form of vessel equations (6.4.37)-(6.4.39) to see if the coupled 
equations can be recovered from a Lagrangian functional. 
6.8 Variational principle for the ALR SWEs 
It has been discovered that the ALR SWEs can be deduced from a variational principle. 
Introduce the following Lagrangian functional in the Eulerian setting 
(h, u, q) =f12foL 
[-hii2 
- 
6h-u (h + d2) + 162 (ßh3 + d2h2 + d2h) 
+. h92(x+dl)2- 29(x+dl)h2-gcos0 (11 h2+d2h) (6.8.55) 
-gh sin 0 (x + di) -2 (-91sin0+42 cos0) h2 
-(gicos0+42sin0)h(x+di) +4 (ht+hu., +ßh)1dxdt, 
where 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. The first variation of this 
Lagrangian functional with 
respect to h, ü and 0 recovers the 
ALR SWEs (6.7.51) (see [14]). 
The ALR SWEs also have a variational principle in the Lagrangian setting. The twc 
equations in (6.7.51) in the LPP setting reduce to 
+2e ±a+ (e(x+di) -62 
(-x- +d2) +29±+gcos0 
0 
-qi sin B+ 42 cos B) 
(ä-4 
-+ g sin 8- 
6d2 
- 
92 (x + dl) (6.8.56) 
s aQ 
+gl cos 0+ 42 sin 0=0. 
This equation is the first variation of the following Lagrangian functional with respect to x 
-CO - 
fig fo [1±2 -6x +d2)+X92 42 +*x+del 
X82(x+d1)2-l9(x+di)---gcosü('iit +d2/ (6.8.57) 
-gsinB(x+dl) - 
17 (-41 sin0 +92cos6) L 
-(91cos0+92sin0)(x+dl)]Xdadt. 
6.9 Rigid-body equations (0, ql, q2) in the LPP setting 
As the ALR SWEs are in terms of the horizontal depth averaged velocity 9, the purpose 
of this section is looking for a Lagrangian functional which can recover the reduced form of 
the rigid-body equations in terms of U. After some analysis it is shown that a Lagrangian 
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functional in the LPP setting can be defined which recovers the Lagrangian form of the rigid- 
body equations (6.4.37), (6.4.38) and (6.4.39) with a few differences. Note that equations 
(6.4.37), (6.4.38) and (6.4.39) are in terms of i. 
Introducing the Lagrangian action 
2=f 
12 . 
I0 2x2 +2 
(_Lx. 
xa 
)2 ( )2 
- Bx 
(I 
-A- + d2) + th (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 8) 
(g2cosB-g1sin0) -B 
(2 +d2)(g1cosB+92sinB)-B (x+dl)- XxTa- 
aa 
+I (x+ dl) (92cos8-glsin0)+2(9'2 +t )+282(x+d1)2 
Oli(ý) 
+d2ý-ýý-gsinB(x +dl)-gcosB(2ý+d2)-992 PXdadt --282 
2 
+fti 
[. 
mv (4i+42) -MvYv6(41cos0+42sin0)+mvxvB(42cos0-41sin0) 
+2I82 -mg(xsin0+ycos0+92)] dt, 
(6.9.58) 
then taking the first variation of this functional with respect to ql gives 
fö cos8+2ý9sinB+ 
(2 
+d2 cos - ga 
9cos (1 
-1- 7 X. } d2) 
62sinB 
x. 
i- 
sin 0+2 sing +Ö (x + d1) sin 0+ B2 (x + d1) cos 0- ql] pXda aa 
cos B- B2 sin O) - mvgl + mvxv 
(B 
sin 0+ B2 cos 9) = 0. 
(6.9.59) 
Taking the first variation of the Lagrangian functional (6.9.58) with respect to q2 gives 
fö [_sinO-2±bcosO+( t+d2)sin - sin0+(+d2)62cos0 
+ y°cos6- 
2 cosB-B(x+d1)cos8+62 (x + dl) sinO - 42 -gIpxda -a 
+my 
(Ös1n0+2cos9) 
- m42 - rnv v 
(B 
cos 0- 92 sin 0) = 0. 
(6.9.60) 
Taking the first variation of the Lagrangian functional (6.9.58) with respect to 9 gives 
fo i +d2) (9icos8+42 sin 8) -2(x4 d1) y. 
ie 
+ý2 +d2)(g1cos9 ýg2sin8)+ (x +dl) 7--(x+dl)(42cos0-91sin0) a 
12 2- 
-Ö(x+d1)2-26b(x+d1)-B( 4+d2+a) +B y$+1 
d- a 
-gcosO(x+dl)+gsin0( -L+d2)J pxda+my'(41cos 9+Q2sin B) 
-mvx (92 cos 8- ql sin 0) - Iv9 - , ng (x cos 0- y sin 0) =0. 
(6.9.61) 
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Transforming equation (6.4.37) to Lagrangian coordinates gives 
f 
0L 
[-x 
cos 0+ 2-b6 sin 0 -} 
(2 
+ d2 cos Bý2 B cos 0 
(2 
+ d2) 62 sin B 
- +2Xi2 sin0+0(X+dl)sin8-ý92(X+dl)COS0-41 p)(da 
+mvy 
(8 
cos 0- 62 sin 0) - mvgl + m, t, x 
(9 
sin 0+ 62 cos 0) =0. 
(6.9.62) 
Transforming equation (6.4.38) to Lagrangian coordinates gives 
f0 [- sin 0- 2±9 cos 0+9 
(2 + d2) sin 6B sin 0++ d2) 92 cos 0 
} a_ 
x 
cos0- 
2z 
cosB-B(x+dl)cosB-} BZ (x+dl)sin0-q2 -g pxda XTa 
+my (ÖsinO-i--O2cosO) - mq2 mx, 
(B 
cos 0- B2 sin 0) =0. 
J 
(6.9.63) 
Transforming equation (6.4.39) to Lagrangian coordinates gives 
y 
0 
[ý f2 
sa 
+ d2 +2+I1+ d2) (91 cos B+ 42 sin 8) -2 (x {- dl) Uxa 
+ (x-f-d1)` -(x+d1)(92cos0-91 sin B)-9(x + d1)2-29x(x+d1) 
0 
-B 
(11', 
3+ d2 
) }1 B- "-+2 ed-- =-gcosB(x+d1) (6.9.64) 
+g sin 0(t+ d2) pxda + m2, y (41 cos O+ 92 sin 0) 
-mvz(42cos0-41 sin 0) -I0-rrag(xCOS0- y sin 0) = 0. 
Comparison of equations (6.9.59) and (6.9.62), (6.9.60) and (6.9.63), and (6.9.61) and 
(6.9.64) shows that only the boxed terms do not match. So the Lagrangian functionals 
(6.8.57) and (6.9.58) can be a starting point for the construction of a numerical scheme 
which includes the integration of these functionals together at each time step. 
6.10 Rigid-body equations (0, q1, q2) satisfying the ALR 
shallow-water assumptions 
Equations (6.4.37), (6.4.38) and (6.4.39) are the approximated forms of the planar rigid-body 
motion equations in terms of (h, U) which can be coupled to ALR SWEs (6.7.51) to get a 
system of differential equations for variables (h, i, ql, q2,0). The point here is that in deriving 
these equations the ALR shallow-water assumptions are not considered. So in this section 
the simplified version of these equations satisfying the ALR shallow-water assumptions are 
derived. 
Equations (6.2.8), (6.2.9) and (6.2.10) can be simplified considering the ALR shallow- 
water assumptions (6.7.52). Equation (6.2.8) with the assumptions in (6.7.52) reads 
foL - (üt -i üux)cos0+62 Cos6(x+dl)-62sin0(71 h+d2) 
+26 sin 6i +B cos 0 (1h + d2) +9 sin 0 (x + dl) - 41] phdx (6.10.65) 
+mB(xsin0+-y, cos0)-mgl+m,, B2('cos0-yvsin0) =0. 
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Equation (6.2.9) with assumptions (6.7.52) reads 
foL (üt+üu,, )sin0-B2cos0(2h+d2) -B2sin0(x+d1) 
+2BCOS O-+Bcos0(x+dl) -Bsin0(2h+d2) +42+g, phdx 
(6.10.66) 
+mB (x cos 0- y sin 0) + m92 - mvO2 (x sin 0+ y cos 0) = 0, 
Equation (6.2.10 with assumptions (6.7.52) reads 
fL ý(üt+ü-y) (2h+d2) + (2h+d2) (41 cos0+42sin0) 
-(x+dl) (g2cosO-gisin0) -Ö(x+di)2 -9(3h2+d2+d2h) 
-2e(x+dl)-gcosO(x+dl)+gsin B(7'h+d2), phdx (6.10.67) 
+mvyv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - mx (42 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-Iä - mg (xz cos 0- y sin 0) =0. 
Now we transform equations (6.10.65)-(6.10.67 to the LPP setting to look for a varia- 
tional principle for these equations. Equation (6.10.65) in the LPP setting reads 
fö [-icos0+92cos0(x+d1)-92sin01-ä-+d2 +2Ö±sin0 
+Ö cos 0( ý- + d2) +Ö sin 0 (x + dl) - 411 pXda 
(6.10.68) 
+mB(xsin0+ y, cos B)-mi41+m82(xcos 0-ysin 0) =0. 
Equation (6.10.66) in the LPP setting reads 
fö [i sin 0- 92 cos 0(1 -x- + d2) - 92 sin 0 (x + d1) + 26th cos 0 7 x. +Bcos0(x+d1) -Ösin9 ( -L+d2) +42+g1 pXda (6.10.69) 
+mB(xcos0-Y, sin0) +m, 42 -m,, 02 (x sin0+yvcos0) +mg = 0. 
Equation (6.10.67) in the LPP setting reads 
f0 [x (2 -L + d2) + d2) (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) x. 2 x. 
-(x+dl)(42cos8-41sin0)-6(x+d1)2-6( 
2+d2+ ) 
a 
-26±(x+d1) `9cos0(x+d1)+gsinB 
(ý-+d2)] 
PXda 
(6.10.70) 
+mvY (41 COs 0+ 42 sin 0) - mx (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) 
-IvB - m,, 9 (x cos 0- y sin 0) =0. 
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Introduce the Lagrangian action 
2= fti2 fo L [1x2 - Bx 
(1-& + d2) + (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) +0 
-B 
(1 
-X- -F d2) (qI cos 0+ q2 sin B) +B (x + d1) (q2 cos 0- qi sin B) 
+2 (91 + 92) + 192 (x + dl )2 + 2e2ß + 
d2 +d/ 
-g sin 9 (x + dl) -g cos B 
'-1-+d2 )- gq2] pXdadt 
+ ftl 
[gym (42 + 42) - mvYve (4i cos B+ 42 sin B) + IB2 27 
+mv7v6(42cos0 -41 sin0) -mg(xsin 0+yCOS 0+92)] dt. 
Taking the first variation of the Lagrangian functional (6.10.71) with respect to ql gives 
fL [-th cos0+92cosO(x+dl)-92sinB('-+d2) +29±sin0 
+8 cos O `2 xo 
+d2) J9 sin B 
(x} dl) -41 -7°-9 cos B pXda 
(6.10.72) 
+mB (x sin 0+ y cos 0) - m, ql + m02 (x cos 0- y sin 0) = 0. 
Taking the first variation of the Lagrangian functional (6.10.71) with respect to 42 gives 
fo [x sin 0- B2 cos 0(1 -1- + d2) - B2 sin 0 (x + dl) + 2B± cos 0 
ýB cos 0 (x + dl) -9 sin 0(1 -2L + d2) + 42 ++9 sin BJ pXda 
(6.10.73) 
+m6 (x, cos 0- y sin 0) + m i2 - m82 (x sin 0+ y cos 0) + mg =0. 
Taking the first variation of the Lagrangian functional (6.10.71) with respect to 0 gives 
foL [i (2-&+d2) + 
(91 -L+d2) (4i cos8+42sin0) 
-(x+ dl)(g2cosB-41 sin B)-9(x I dl)2-9ý +d2+ 
) 
-(91cosB}g2sin8)+ 
(2 21 dyä°) 
(6.10.74) 
+d2)1 pXda -29x(x+d1) -gcosB(x+dl)+gsin0 
( Uxa 
+m, Y (q1 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - mx (92 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-I8 - mvg (xv cos 0- y sin 0) =0. 
The boxed terms in equations (6.10.72), (6.10.73) and (6.10.74) are the extra terms in com- 
parison with equations (6.10.68), (6.10.69) and (6.10.70). This analysis shows that the 
Lagrangian functional (6.10.71) does not recover exactly the reduced equations (6.10.68)- 
(6.10.70). 
6.11 ALR SWEs with ql and q2 in the body frame 
In this section a variational principle is introduced for the ALR SWEs when ql and 92 are 
relative to the body frame. Armenia, and LaRocca shallow water equations (ALR SWEs) 
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[21] including the translation accelerations q with respect to the body frame and assuming 
(y = h) are 
ht+ by+hu, x =0, 
it +(ü+2Bh)w,, +(B(x+d1+ql)-82(h+d2+q2) 
(6.11.75) 
+26(ü+91)+9COS 0+92) hx 
_ -g sinB+B(d2 +q2) +B2 (x+dl +ql) -41 +2892 
Introduce the Lagrangian functional 
2h+ g2h2) Y (h, u, q) = 
ft1 fo L [2hä2 - 
9hä (h + d2 + q2) + Ö2 (3h3 + d2h2 +d2 
+2h92(x+dl)2-1Ö(x+d1+gi)h2-gcos0(2h2+d2h+q2h) 
-gh sin 0 (x + dl + qi) - 
(ý1 
+ ß42) h2 + 
(ý2qi 
- 942) (x + dl) h 
- 
(11 
- 2842) h (x + di) +0 (ht + (h-u))] dxdt. 
(6.11.76) 
The first variation of this functional with respect to h, is and 0 recovers (6.11.75). 
6.12 Rigid-body equations with ql and q2 in the body frame 
- considering ALR shallow-water assumptions 
The aim of this section is to write the vessel equations in terms of (h, U) considering ALR 
shallow-water assumptions and with ql and q2 relative to the body frame to see if any im- 
provement can be seen in the reduction of unmatched terms. The rigid-body equations when 
ql and q2 are relative to the body frame are (6.2.11), (6.2.12) and (6.2.10) respectively for 
ql, q2 and 0. Considering the ALR shallow-water assumptions, these equations respectively 
simplify to 
fo [-(t+x) -9`i+Ö(Ul h+d2+q2)+2692+92(x+dl+qi) 
-g sin 0] phdx - mql + mB (Y + q2) + 2mt, 942 
-ßm82 
(-X, + ql) - mg sin 0=0, 
(6.12.77) 
AL [-92-29(ü+9i)-B(x+dl+ql)+92(. h+d2+q2) -gcos8] phdx (6.12.78) 
-m92 - 2m941 - m9 (x` + ql) + m, 
2 (Y + q2) - mg cos 0=0, 
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and 
fo [(-Et +iw., +41)(2h+d2+q2)-q2(x+d1+q1)-2B(g2(2h+d2) 
q1(x+d1))-2842(2h+d2+q2)-2941(x+di +q1)-26ä(x+d1+q1) 
-Ö(qi+q2) -ß(x+d1)2 -6(3h2+d2+d2h) -gcos0(x+d1+ql) 
+g sin B (h + d2 + q2)] phdx (6.12.79) 
+mv41 (Yv + q2) - m42 (Xv + q1) - 2m6 (q2Y + g1Xv) 
-2m, 
b (42Y + 417 - me 
(91 + 92) - 2mve (4141 + 4292 
-IB-7ngcosB(x +Q1)+mgsin0(Y+92) = 0. 
Equations (6.12.77), (6.12.78) and (6.12.79) in the LPP setting are 
fö [- - qi +9 
(21 + d2 + q2 + 26cj2 + 92 (x + dl + ql) -g sin B, pXda 
(6.12.80) 
-mv41 + mve (Yv + q2) + 2mv642 + mv82 (Xv + q1) - mvg sin 
0=0, 
12- +d2+42) -gcos91 pXda fö 
[-q2 
-2B(±+41) -Ö(x+d1+q1)+e2 
( 
-mv42 - 2m, 
b41 
- mvÖ (xv + ql) + m, 2 (Yv + 42) - mvg cos 0=0, 
and 
(6.12.81) 
fL[( +9i)( +d2+92)-42(x+dl+4i)-28(92( +d2) 7 x. 77. 
ql(x+dl))-26Q2 
(2x 
+d2+q2) -29gi(x+di +qi)-29. ± (x+dl+qi) 
2 
-Ö(q2+92) -Ö(x+dl)2-6 12+d2+Ü -gcos0(x+dl+9i) 
+g sin 0 
(Z ,. + d2 + q2), pXda 
+m91 (Y + 42) - mv42 (Xv + 9i) - 2mÖ (92Y + 9,3Zv) 
-2me (92Yv + 9170 - mB (q1 + q2ý - 2m9 (9'191 + 9292) 
-IB-mgcos0('x+gl)+mgsin0(y'+q2) = 0. 
Introducing the Lagrangian functional 
(6.12.82) 
ftl fo ['(±+41)2+'42-9(±+41) (1 -x- +d2+g2)+942(x+d1+q1) 
+e2g2 
ýt+ d2) + B2g1(x + dl) + B2 42 + q2) + X92 (x + d1)2 
X92 + d2 Fdg sin 8 (x + dl + ql) -9 cos B+ d2 + 42)1 pXdadt 
+, rtl 
{rav (41 + 42) - mvb41 (Yv + q2) + mvO42 (Xv + ql) 
f mve2 (42Y + 91X, ) +'lEmB2 (q2 li + q22) + Iv92 
-m, gsinB(xa, + 41) - mgcos9(Y +42)] dt, 
(6.12.83) 
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and taking its first variation with respect to qi recovers equation (6.12.80) with an extra 
term on the left hand side which is i. Taking the first variation of this La an ian g gr g ýi : r, 
functional with respect to q2 recovers equation (6.12.81), and the first variation with respect 
to 0 gives 
fo [( + 4i) (+ d2 + q2) - 92 (x + dl + qi) - 28 
(q2 (+ d2) + 
qi(x+di)) -2842 
(2xd2+q2) 
-2Bgi(x+di+qi)-2B±(x+di +qi) 
z (qi+q2)(x+dl)2 3 +d2+d gcos0(x+dl+qi) 
-2 (± + th) +e ya±a x7. 
+ 
+m4'1 (Y + q2) - m42 (X, + q1) - 2m8 (Q2Y + giXv) 
-2mn,,, 
B (42Y + 913E, ) - rnvÖ (4i + 92) - 2mve 9191 + 924'2) 
-mgcosB(xz, +gl)+m, gsin9(Y+q2) = 0, 
(6.12.84) 
where the boxed terms are the extra terms in comparison with equation (6.12.82). So still 
there are a few terms which do not match. 
6.13 Rigid-body and fluid equations in the limit of shallow- 
water: an asymptotic argument 
In this section an asymptotic argument is used to reduce the full rigid-body equations (6.2.8)- 
(6.2.10) to the limit of shallow-water. And this is the key for the derivation of a variational 
principle for the coupled equations, as the higher order terms appeared in previous sections 
vanish in the shallow-water limit. The fluid equations in the limit of shallow-water derived 
by an asymptotic argument are (3.6.34). However, as the scaling of 42 is different here in 
order to retain the governing equation of q2 (t), one term should be added to the final form 
of the momentum equation which is -42 sin 0. A variational principle is introduced for the 
coupled equations in the Eulerian setting. Then the rigid-body reduced equations and SWEs 
are transformed to the LPP setting and it is shown that the LPP version of the coupled 
equations can also be determined from a variational principle. 
Introduce the standard shallow-water scaling 
xyy tUp uv 
= L' y= hp =-L 
t= 
L, 
ü= 
1p' v= eJ_ 
LLL, 
(6.13.85) h= öý 4i=9i 42 42, d1=d1, d2= hpd2 
2y: 
' 
uo = 'Ag To, 
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Use (6.13.85) and nondimensionalize equation (6.2.8) to obtain 
fofo (F Qi+üvi+vvy) sin B-(iit+ üüy +vuy) cos e+O cos e 
(x + dl) 
-EO sin 0 
(y 
+ d2) + 28 sin 0+ 2Ee cos 0+ Fett cos 0 
(y + d2) 
+Oit sin 0 (1 + al) - qlt, 
) 
phoLdydY 
+mBtt 
(T 
sin 0+ cos B) - mvgltt + mvOt 
(x 
cos y sin 0 
)=0. 
Taking the limit of this equation as e --> 0 noting that in the shallow-water limit üy =0 
simplifies this equation to 
(I 
+ d1) + 20tu sin 0 fo fo 
(- ýüi + üüyý cos 0+O cos 0 
+O sin 0 
(35 + dl) - 9i) phoLdydY 
{ m9tý 
ýx 
sin 0F yz cos 0)- mgltt + mBt 
ýý 
cos 0- y sin 0) -- 0, 
or 
fo (- (i -i- üüi)cosB+OCos B(5+dl)+2Osin B 
O sin 0 
(x d1) - 91ti) PhoLhdY (6.13.86) 
+mo 
Oil 
sin 0 +'y cos 0- mvglti + mBt 
('x 
cos 0 -'y sin 01 = 0. 
This equation in terms of the original variables is 
fo (-(Ut + uU)cosO+ ý2 cosO(x + d1) + 2ýUsinO + ÖsinO(x+ dl) -41 phdx 
+m6(Ysin0+ycos0) -mql +mB2 (Ycos 0-'ysin 0) = 0. 
Now nondimensionalize equation (6.2.9) to obtain 
(6.13.87) 
fo fo (E e++ vvy) cos B (vt + üüi + vuy) sin B- eBi cos 0 
(9+ d2) 
-Bt sin 0 
(3i + dl) + 2eß cos 0- 2E0J sin 0+o cos 0 
(i + dl) 
-EO sin 0 
(y + d2) g2tt + ö) ph0Ldyd! F 
I m0& 
(T 
cos 0- y sin o) + mg2tt - mvOf `xv sin 0} yz, cos B) + m ö=o. 
Taking the limit of this equation as E -º 0 noting that v, g =0 simplifies this equation to 
f1 ((+ ü-uy) sin 0-O sin 0 
(x 
+ dl) + 20t--u cos 9 
+Ocos 0 
(i 
+ dl) + g2tt + ö) phoLhdx 
+rrz Ot-t 
(x 
cos 8 -y sin 8) mvg2ti - ýnBi 
(x 
sin B} yv cos BI + MV ö =0. 
(6.13.88) 
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This equation in terms of the original variables is 
fL ((Ut + uu) sin 0- sinO (x + di) + 2ýu cos 0+Ö cos 0 (x + di) +q2 +g) phdx 
-i-mB (x cos 0- yv sin 0) + mi42 - m92 
(Y sin 0 +y cos 0) + mg =0. 
(6.13.89) 
Similarly nondimensionalize equation (6.2.10) to obtain 
fofo2 (ZGt + 2121y +vuy`ý 
(y 
+ a2) + e2 (y + d2) ( cos 9+ q2, -t sin O) 
-e' Tt + it + vvy) 
(jF 
+ dl) - 
(35 
+ al) (g2ti cos B- q1, t sin B) 
-Btt 
(x 
+ di)2 e20 
(y 
+ d2) 
2- 
2A + dl) - 2E2O 
(y 
+ del 
-ö cos o (y + al) + sin 0 
(y + d2)) phoLdydx 
t cos 
0 +92 
tt 
sin 0) - mx (Q2- cos 0- ql, t sin 
6) +7n,,, yv (qi-. 
)=0. 
-IBtt - m.,, 
ö Vv cos 0- y sin 0 
Taking the limit of this equation as e --4 0 noting that üy =0 simplifies this equation to 
fo + d1) ý92i cos B- glti sin 9) - 0-Ft 
()2 
-2 
(3ý 
+ dl 
/ 
-ö cos 0 (x + dl) + sin 0 
(7h + d2)) phoLhdx 
(6.13.90) 
+my (q' cos 0+ g2it sin 0) - mJx 
(g2tt cos 0- qltt sin 0) 
-IOL, -mho 
(ýý-cos8-ysin9) 
=0. 
This equation in terms of the original variables is 
fo (-(x+dl) (Q2cos0 -41sin8) -Ö(x+d1)2 -29u(x-}-d1) 
-gcosB(x+dl)+gsin8(11h+d2)) phdx (6.13.91) 
+my (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - mx (42 cos 0- ql sin B) 
-IB - mg 
(x cos 0- y sin 0) =0. 
The shallow water equations are (3.6.34) retaining the term 42 sin 0, 
ut+uuy+gCos Oh., = -g sin0+92 (x+dl) -41 cos 0- 92 sin 0, (6.13.92) 
ht + (hu). = 0. 
Note that 0 is of ordere for this shallow-water model. This shallow-water model is the 
simplified version of the new shallow-water model (3.4.12) introduced in chapter 3. 
In conclusion, equations (6.13.87), (6.13.89), (6.13.91) and (6.13.92) give a closed set of 
equations for (ql, 42,0, h, u) in the Eulerian setting. 
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6.13.1 A variational principle for the Eulerian form of the governing equa- 
tions in the shallow-water limit 
Equations (6.13.87), (6.13.89), (6.13.91) and (6.13.92) can be determined from a variational 
principle. Introduce the Lagrangian action 
2 (4l, 42, O, h, n, O) = ftý2 . 
fo (l hue + hu (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) +2h (4'2 + 42 
+h9(x+dl)(92cos0 -41 sin B)+ 2h62(x+dl)2 
-gh sin 0 (x + dl) - gh92 -g cos 0 (120 + d2h) 
{ (ht + (hu)y)) pdxdt 
+ ftl 
(27n (4 +42) - mv9, e (41 cos 9+ 42 sin B) 
+mv7ve(42cos8-7v6 
-mg(7, sin 0+y cos0+92)) dt, 
(6.13.93) 
with conservation of mass ht + (hu).,, =0 imposed as a constraint. The Lagrange multiplier 
0 is a velocity potential. Take the variations of this Lagrangian with respect to 0, u and h 
to obtain respectively, 
as` =0 ht -I- (hu) = 0, 77 
62 
=0 Qýy =u+41cos0+42sin0, 
6-21 
Th- =0 ot+- utx = 2u2+u(9icosO+g2sinO)+782(x+dl)2 -gsinO(x+dl) 
-942 +ý 
(q1 +422) +6 (x + dl) (42 COS O- ql sin B) 
-g cos 0 (h + d2) . 
(6.13.94) 
The first equation is mass conservation, the second equation in (6.13.92). To recover the 
momentum equation in (6.13.92), substitute for q52 from the second equation in (6.13.94) 
into the third one to get 
ot+2u2+gcosO(h+d2) = 192(x+dl)2-gsin0(x+dl)-g92+ (42 42) 
+6(x+dl) (92cos0 -41sin8) , 
a form of Bernoulli's equation. Differentiate it with respect to x and substitute for Ox to 
recover the momentum equation 
ut + uuy +g cos Ohz, = -g sin 0+ 62 (x + dl) - ql cos 0- 92 sin 0, 
The first variations of the action integral (6.13.93) with respect to ql, 42 and 0 recover 
respectively, (6.13.87), (6.13.89) and (6.13.91). 
6.13.2 A variational for the LPP form of the governing equations in the 
shallow-water limit 
Transforming equations (6.13.87), (6.13.89) and (6.13.91) to the LPP setting using the trans- 
formation 
e H_ u88 FL yara +F 
818 
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gives respectively, 
fý (-utcosO-i- B 2cos6(x+dl)+2usin9+BsinO(x+d1) -PXda 
(6.13.95) 
+mB (7 sin 0 +'F, cos 0) - mql mB2 (x cos 0- y sin 0) =0, 
fL (utsino_o2sino(x+di)+2eucoso+ecoso(x+dl) + q2 + gl pxda 
+mB (T cos 0- y sin 0) + m42 - m B2 (Y sin 0+ y cos 0) + mg = 0, 
and 
fL(-(x+dl)(g2cos8-41sin0)-B(x+dl)2-29u(x+dl) 
-g cos 0 (x + dl) +g sin 0 
(e- 
.. 
+d2 
)) 
pXda 
+rnyv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - mT2, (92 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-IB-mg(7, cos 0-y,,, sin 0) =0. 
The SWEs (6.13.92) in the LPP setting reduce to 
ut+ -L 
(--2L) 
a 
cosB = -g sinB+92(x+dl)-glcos0-92sinB. 
Introducing the Lagrangian functional 
ý° (41,42, O, x) =f 12 
f( (x2 +x (41 cos 0+ 42 sin O) + (42 +42) 
+9 (x f dl) (42 cos 0- ql sin 9) + X82 (x + d1)2 
-g sin 0 (x+ dl) -9q2 -g cos B 
(712- + d2)) pXdadt 
f ft12 
(mv (9i + 42) -' mß, ! 8 
(41 cos 0+ 42 sin 9) 
+mxv8 (42 cos 0- ql sin B) + I82 
-mg(Ysin 0+ ycos0+92))dt, 
(6.13.97) 
(6.13.98) 
(6.13.99) 
and taking the variations with respect to ql, 42,8 and x recover respectively equations 
(6.13.95), (6.13.96), (6.13.97) and (6.13.98). Note that 0 is of order e for the rigid-body and 
vessel equations. 
In conclusion, this Lagrangian functional can be a starting point for the construction of 
a symplectic numerical scheme. 
6.14 Pendulum sloshing: Hamiltonian formulation 
A prototype of coupled motion is the "pendulum-slosh" problem shown below, with prescribed 
translations of the pivot point. The vessel length is L, the mean water depth is hp , which 
is independent of time, and the vessel height is d. The pendulum length is P. There are two 
coordinate systems. The system (X, Y) which is fixed in space, and placed at the suspension 
point. The system (x, y) is attached to the moving vessel such that the distance from the 
body frame origin to the point of rotation is d= (-i, -P - d). 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of "pendulum-slosh" coupled problem. 
Some experiments are (a) take quiescent initial conditions, but with some initial angular 
velocity, and determine the resulting fluid and angular motion; (b) take quiescent initial 
conditions, but with a forced harmonic translation 
q= (el sinwlt, 62 Sin W20 7 
and solve for the resulting angular displacement of the vessel and the fluid motion. 
The governing equations can be determined from §6.13. The governing equations for the 
pendulum-slosh problem in the LPP setting are equations (6.13.97) and (6.13.98). Note that 
q (t) is prescribed. These equations can be recovered from the Lagrangian action 
f1 fL (i2+x(glcos8+42sin0)+9(x+dl)(42cosO-41 sin 0) 
+192 (x + dl)a -g sin O (x + dl) -g cos 8 
(11+ d2)) pxdadt 
+ ftl 
(-mvVvý(icos9+c2siii9) 
+ my9 (42 cos 9- ql sin B) 
+-Ive2 - mvg (yv sine + yv cos e)) dt. 
(6.14.100) 
Introducing the momentum variables 
w= x+41cos8+42sin8, 
p= fj ((x + dl) (42 cos 0- ql sin 0) +9 (x + dl)2) PXda (6.14.101) 
+Iv9 - My-Vv (qi Cos 0+ 42 sin 0) -} Mvß, `y (42 COs 0- 41 sin 0) , 
the coupled system can be expressed in Hamiltonian form with canonical variables (0, x, p, w). 
Taking the Legendre transform of the Lagrangian functional (6.14.100) gives the Hamiltonian 
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functional 
-y (0, X, p3W) _ 
fo (2 w2 +2 (41 cos 0+ 42 sin j9)2) pXda - (41 cos 8+ 42 sin 8) 
fö wpXda 
-t (42 cos 9- 41 sin 0) f' (x + dl) pX"da +g sin 0fä (x + di) pXda 
ý B)2 L2 i+t (42 cos B- ql sin 
(f0 (x + d1) pXda 
+gcosO fö 
(1-1-+d2 
2 
)pXda+m, 
g(YsinB+ycosO) 
-7 
T ((mvyv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0))2 + (m'y (42 cos B- 41 sin 0))2) 
+ It mvyv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) (42 cos 9- 41 sin 0) 
(fö (x + d1) PXda) 
(4 
- i) 
+ jt mvxv (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0)2 
(f (x + di) PXda/ \1 -l 
+! -L 2t P2 + 
It Pmvyv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - 
It Pmv v 
(42 cos 0- 41 sin 9) 
-T(92cos0-91 sin B) 
(fö (x+dl)pxda) x 
(y (41 cos0+42sin0) -xv(92COS0-Q1sin0)) 
+"L 
t 
(my (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B) - mY (42 cos B- ql sin 0))2 
I M2yvgv (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) (92 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
-2 (42 cos B- 41 sin 0)2 
2 (fo (x + dl) pXda) 
rn 'S T + fL (x + di) pXda) (42 cos 0- 91 sin 8)2 x -( 
(fo (x + di) pXda) 
(f0 (x + dl)2 pXda 
+* (m, -x, + fo (x + di) pXda) my (q1 cos 0+ q2 sin 0) x 
(42 cos 0- ql sin 0) 
(f(x + dl)2 pXda) , 
(6.14.102) 
where L 
Ii=I+ J (x+di)2p da. 
0 
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The governing equations in Hamiltonian form are 
x= -- =w-(gicos0+q2sinB) 
w=-= -- 
(X) 
cos B-g sin B 
a 
+- (x + di) [p2 + (, my, (9i cos 0+ 92 sin B) 
-Mvyv (42 cos 0- ql sin 9))2 
2 
+(42cos0-41sin0)2 
(1L (x+dl)PXda) 
-2mvy (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) (42 cos 8- 41 sin 0) 
(fö (x + dl) pXda) 
+2mß Y (42 cos 0- 41 sin B)2 
(fJ (x + dl) PXda) 
+2pm(1 cos B+2 sin 0) - 2pmT (92 cos 0- 41 sin 0) 
-2P(42cos0-41sin0) 
(fö (x+dl)PXda) 
+ItP- TI, (42cos0-41sinO)2 
(fL( 
+ di)pda) 
+T. my (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) 
- 
It mvx (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0)2 
B=_- (92 cos 0- ql sin 6) 
(. % (x + dl) PXda) +TP 
+ It M, -9, (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) - 1m7 (42 cos 0- ql sin 0) , 
(6.14.103) 
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p= --- _ 
mf (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) (42 cos B- 41 sin 0) - (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) fL wpXda 
-2(-42sin0-4jcos0) 
(foL(x+dl) 
pXda) +gcos0 fL(x+dl)pXda 
2 
-{- 
It (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) (-42 sin 0- 41 cos B) 
(f L (x + dl) pXda) 
-g sin 0fL 
(I-L+d2 
2pXda + mg 
(Y cos O- y sin B) 
(m'y)2(41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0) (-41 sin B+ 92 cos 0) 
- 
It (mß)2 (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) (-42 sin 8- ql cos 0) 
+I myv 
{(42cosO- 41 sin 0)2 - (41 cos B+ 92 Sill 0)2 x 
(fG(x+di)pxda) ( 
-1) 
+ IL m' (42 cos B- 41 sin B) (-42 sin t9 - 41 cos 0) 
(fö (x + di) pXda) 
(1 
-ý 
{ It pmvy (-41 sin B+ 42 cos B) - 
!t pmx (-42 sin B- 41 cos 8) 
-7tý (-42 sin 0- 41 cos B) 
(f(x+di)pxda) 
x 
['9v (41cos0+42sin0)-7, (92cos0-41sin9)1 
- It 
(42cos0-41sin0) (fL(x+dl)pXda) x 
(gv (-41 sin B+ 42 cos B) - y (-42 sin 0-4, cos 9)) 
+-Z (my(41COS 0+92sin 0) -mY(92cosB-4l sin B)) X 
(my (-41 sin 0+ 42 cos 0) - Mx (-92 sin 0- 41 cos 0)) 
+I mvxy,, 
[(-41 
sin 0+ 42 cos B)2 - (41 cos 0+ 42 sin 0)2] 
2 
- (42 cos 0- 41 sin 0) (-42 sin 0- 41 cos B) 
(fö (x + dl) pXda) 41 
- 
(m, Yv + fö (x + di) pXda) (q2 cos 0- ql sin 0) x I'r 
(-42 sin 0- 41 cos B) 
(fo' (x + di) PXda) 
(f L (x + d1)2 PXda) 
Irmvyv (m, Tv + foL (x + di) PXda) 
x 
[2cosO 
- 41 sin 0)2 - (41 cos 0+ 42 sin B)2, 
(fö (x + dl )2 PXda) 
where L 
pXda. mf =f0 
Note that 
mf f=f (x + di) pxda, 
0 
where Tf is the center of mass of the fluid. 
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In conclusion, in this section a Hamiltonian formulation is introduced for the coupled 
pendulum-slosh problem, which is the simplest prototype problem in dynamic coupling be- 
tween shallow-water sloshing and rigid-body motion with rotation. The next steps can be 
developing symplectic integrators for the numerical integration of this problem and also lin- 
earizing the governing equations and developing analytical solutions. 
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Dynamic coupling between 
shallow-water sloshing and 
horizontal vehicle motion 
The coupled motion between shallow water sloshing in a moving vehicle and the vehicle 
dynamics is considered, with the vehicle dynamics restricted to horizontal motion. This study 
is motivated by Cooker's experiment and theory for water waves in a suspended container [401. 
The derivation of the coupled problem in the Eulerian fluid representation is given. However, 
it is found that transformation to a Lagrangian representation leads to a formulation which 
has nice properties for numerical simulation. In the Lagrangian representation, a simple and 
fast numerical algorithm with excellent energy conservation over long times, based on the 
Störmer-Verlet method, is implemented. Numerical simulations of the coupled dynamics are 
presented. 
7.1 Cooker's equations 
The experiment in COOKER [401 involves fluid sloshing in a suspended container, as shown 
schematically in Figure 7.1. The vessel length is L, the mean water depth is h0, which is 
independent of time, and the vessel height is d. The tank is suspended by two rigid cables 
of equal length f, and the cables make an angle 0 with the vertical. The base of the tank is 
assumed to remain horizontal. The fluid occupies the region 
0<y<h(x, t) with 0<x<L, 
and relative to the body frame the Eulerian fluid velocities are u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t). There 
are two coordinate systems. The system (X, Y) which is fixed in space, and placed at the 
suspension point of the left-side cable. The system (x, y) is attached to the moving vessel. 
The relationship between the two coordinate systems is 
with the constraint 
X=x+ qi 
(7.1.1) ý' _ y+92-d, 
ei +92 =e2. (7.1.2) 
Equations for this coupled problem have been derived by Cooker [40). Cooker solves the 
linearized form of the shallow-water equations coupled to the container equation with linear 
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coupling which are 
ht+hou, = 0, 
ut+ghy = 0, (7.1.3) 
mv9 + (m, J) q=2 pgho (h(L, t) - h(0, t)) 
relative to an inertial reference frame. The boundary conditions are 
u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 4, for all t, (7.1.4) 
where m is mass of the dry vessel, mf is mass of the fluid, p is the fluid density and q(t) is 
the tank displacement relative to the inertial (X, Y) -laboratory frame. The fluid and vessel 
are assumed to have unit width. 
The third equation in (7.1.3) with the fluid nonlinear coupling term on the right-hand 
side is 
mv9 +Q (mv + mf) q=1 pg 
(h(L, t)2 - h(0, t)2) (7.1.5) 
The coupling is nonlocal since the right-hand side of this equation can be interpreted as an 
integral 
fL ý pg (h(L, t)2 - h(0, t)2) = pg J hhy dx. 0 
Equation (7.1.5) is equation (9) in [40] with appropriate change of notation. Note that 
Equation (7.1.5) can be coupled to the non-linear form of the SWEs 
ht+uh+huy = 0, (7.1.6) 
ut+uu+ghy = 0. 
Shallow-water equations (7.1.6) relative to the body frame are 
ht+uh, +huy = 0, (7.1.7) 
ut+uux+9hß = -4 
with appropriate change of the boundary conditions 
u(0, t) = u(L, t) =0, for all t. 
In [19] the nonlinear SWEs (7.1.7) are coupled to Cooker's equation (7.1.5) and it is shown 
that the nonlinear coupled problem is Hamiltonian in the LPP setting. 
7.2 Governing equations for the fluid motion 
In this section new exact equations of the fluid motion for Cooker's experiment including the 
vertical motion of the vessel are derived. Let 
ql (t) =2 sin O(t) and q2 (t) _ -P cos 9(t) . 
(7.2.8) 
Differentiate (7.1.1) with respect to time 
X= i+41 =x+ecosob 
(7.2.9) 
Y= 0+42 = y+esin89, 
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<1 
Y 
Figure 7.1: Schematic of experimental configuration in [40]. 
where (x, y) are the Lagrangian velocities relative to the moving frame. In the Eulerian 
representation they are 
X= u+PcosO9 
(7.2.10) 
Y= v+PsinO6. 
Differentiating one time more gives 
X= q1+x=x+Pcos99-Psin062 
(7.2.11) 
Y= 42+y=y+PsinOO+PcosO62, 
where (x, y) are the Lagrangian accelerations relative to the moving frame and in the Eulerian 
representation they are 1l 
= 
-+PCOSee-Psinee2 
(7.2.12) 
. 
g+Psin99+Pcos992 
Newton's second law for the fluid is 
PX = -- 
Pk = -Oy-Pg 
(7.2.13) 
or, using (7.2.12) 
+Pcos00-Psin962 =p 
D, +PsinOO+PCOS062 = -P -g. 
(7.2.14) 
Rearranging 
Du 1äp 2 = -Pcos99+Psin0 Dt Pax 
Dv 1 ap (7.2.15) 
= Dt P ly g-Psin99-Pcos962 . 
Accompanying these equations is conservation of mass relative to the body frame 
On av 
äx + 6Y = 
0. (7.2.16) 
The boundary conditions are (7.1.4) and 
v=0 at y=0, for all t, (7.2.17) 
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with the boundary conditions at the free surface 
p=0 and ht+uhy=v at y=h(x, y). (7.2.18) 
The governing equation for pressure can be obtained from the mass equation (7.2.16). 
Differentiating the mass equation with respect to time and using the momentum equations 
(7.2.15) then gives 
Op = -p 
(uLu + vZv + uVy - vV +2 
(u v, - u, v )) , 
7.2.19) 
where 
and the vorticity is 
a2 a2 °-äx2+ßy2, 
1ý=vy-uy. 
7.3 Exact vessel equation for Cooker's experiment -a varia- 
tional principle 
In this section the exact equation for the vessel motion in Cooker's experiment is derived based 
on a variational principle. The governing equations of motion for the suspended container 
in the X and Y directions can be obtained by taking the first variation of the following 
Lagrangian action with respect to 0 
2' (x, Y, 8) -J 
12 
(KEf iuia 
- PEf 
Lind + KEVeeael - PEveasell dt, 
where 
KEf quid = Jo 
L Jo 2IIX II2pdydx 
= foL fo 
h1 (2+2)pdydx 
= fö fh 
(ý2 + y2 + e292 + 2e8 cos B}y sin B)) pdydx, 
PEILuid =fö fo (y -e cos B- d) pgdydx , 
and KEveaee! _ mv (41 + 42) =; '1fmvt292 , 
PEvesse! = m, ge (1 - Cos 0) 
and so the Lagrangian functional reads 
-`L°(X, y, 8) = 
ft12. % L fh('lip(±2+y2+e2B2+2PB(xcosB+ysinB)) 
-pg (y -P cos B- d)) dydxdt (7.3.20) 
+ f: 
( 
mve2B2 - mvge (1 - cos 0)J dt. 
Now the first variation of 2 with respect to 0 is 
Wig- =0 fö fö 
(Q29 
+P(. t cos 0+g sin 0) + ge sin B) pdydx 
+mv¬28 + mvge sin 0=0, 
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or, converting the fluid accelerations into Eulerian form, 
jLjh (e2ö+ 
Q 
(cosO+ 
sin 0+ gsin 0 pdydx + m2B + mgesin 00. 
(7.3.21) 
This equation is the vessel motion governing equation in terms of 0. 
Let 
cl = f0 fo pu dydx , 
C2 = fo f0 pv dydx. 
Note that 
dfL fo pudydx = fo htuI ! -hpdx + fo fo pdydx 
= fö htuI y-hpdx +fL fo pdydx -f o' 
fo (uuz + vuy) pdydx , 
using 
Du au au au 
Dt = ät +u ax +v ay 
Let u= (u, v), then 
fo L fo (uux + vuy) pdydx = fö fö u" Vupdydx 
=fL fo V" (uu) pdydx 
= fuu"npds, 
where 
n1{ by 1 
y) and ds =1I hydx . 
The line integral runs clockwise. Since u" 
/n 
=0 along the rigid boundaries, the line integral 
reduces to LjL 
uu npds =ju (-uh+ v) lyhpdx = uhtl pdx, 
j 
0 
using the kinematic free surface boundary condition. So 
fG rh Lh cl = 
at 
JJ pudydx = 
110 Du 
pdydx. 
This is an example of Reynold's transport theorem. A similar argument proves that 
djL /ýh L1 
pvdydx = Jo Jo t pdydx . 
Using these identities, equation (7.3.. 21) simplifies to 
8 -I- sin 8=-1 (cl cos B+ 62 sin 0) . (7.3.22) (M" 
To summarize the set of exact equations (7.2.15), (7.2.16), (7.2.19) and (7.3.22) are the 
governing equations for Cooker's experiment with unknown variables (u, v, p, 0). Once this 
set is solved for 0(t) then ql(t) and 92(t) can be obtained from (7.2.8). Reducing this latter 
equation to the limit of shallow-water and using the approximation sin 00 then give 
B+gB=--- -Cl. (mv + mf) e 
(7.3.23) 
This equation will be useful in study of the coupling of SWEs to the horizontal vehicle motion. 
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7.4 Exact equations for Cooker's experiment - Hamiltonian 
formulation 
To transform the governing equations for Cooker's experiment to the LPP setting consider 
the mapping (2.5.66), noting that in this chapter ý represents the horizontal coordinate of 
reference space and 77 represents the vertical coordinate of reference space with 0<ý<, L1, 
0<< L2 and T>0. Then the free surface is the map of the boundary line { (e, i) :7_ 
L2 1. Now transforming (7.2.15) to the LPP setting using (2.5.68) gives 
uT = 
Papi 
-P pa -Pcosoö+Psin092 
(7.4.24) 
V, =PLN-pjp, ý -g -P sin 
O-P cos 0 92 , 
and transforming (7.3.21) to the LPP setting gives 
1L2 1L1 (2Ö 
+e (cos 0+ vsin 0) + gsin 0) pJdd+ mQ2B + mge sin 0=0, (7.4.25) 
where 
J= xOn - x, A . 
The exact equation for pressure in the LPP setting can be obtained from the continuity 
equation (7.2.16. Transform this equation to the LPP setting, 
uy + vy = J-1 (y, 7u£ - yZu, 7 - xgv4 + xZv, 7) =0, 
or 
YgUU - yCU71 - X, 7Vt + XtV, 7 =0. 
(7.4.26) 
Note that this equation is the derivative of the jacobian of the mapping with respect to r, 
JT = ynu4 - yEun - XI7v4 + Xev? =0. (7.4.27) 
This equation gives that J is independent of time and so 
J= JI 
_, 
hence define Jo = (x(y, 7 - x,, yf) 
r-0 z=0 
Differentiate Jr with respect to r to obtain an exact equation for the pressure field, 
Jrr = UZryi7 + U4M7r + XZrvn + XEM7r - ui7rYý -U JEr - xi7rvE - xI7vE7- =0. 
Now substituting for uT and vT from (7.4.24) and after some analysis JTT simplifies to 
z JTT = 4P17yn - 
7p? 
ny'7 + 
4PEýy7 
- PEYý +yY PE - 
Opa 
77 
a Jx szJ2 ý2 + pEýE - -PExý + 'pE1nsn - -pýºxE + XP+7 - Pý77 
z 
- pnv{ + ; 4p, 74 - -p,,,, + p{ýe - '; 4v"Pe + espen 
Z - 'p{x7-jpExý - 
4p« 
+ ljýpx, -J xp,, + X_ Lp 
+2uev, 7 - 2u, 7vE =0. 
Using the Laplace-Beltrami operator Ab, (see page 86 of [811), this equation reduces to 
JTT = -Obp + 2uEv,. - 2uv4 = 0, (7.4.28) 
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and 
P 
(922pß 
- 29i2P ;ý+ 911pýin) +P 
(y 
g; ý - ýiý -y ýý 
+ xýýEn/ ýf 
(7.4.37) 
(_++ 
n+y + 
where 
911 =y+ 912 = XF; ý + YC; ý ) 922 =ý+y; ý ý 
and the dimensionless variables Y and y satisfy 
YT=ü and yT=v. 
The governing equations for the Cooker's experiment in the LPP setting, (7.4.35), (7.4.36) 
and (7.4.37) are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the following functionals. Let 
0)2+ 274 (ýT cos 0+W, - sin B) J x 
8) = fn fo fo L 
(2 (x +y+e ('9 77 
- 
(ty 
- Pt cos 0-ý+ pJ) pLidýdýdT 
(7.4.38) 
2-rn P(1-cos0))dT, +J 
(2mJP2( 
277 2 
where 
and let 
J=- 
(__2 
(ý 
O 
foý (2P 
((-y 
yýn)2 + 
(-ý 
f+ 2j djd , 7PZ 
\ 
(7.4.39) 
then the momentum equations in (7.4.35) are the first variation of the Lagrangian functional 
(7.4.38) with respect to x and y respectively, and the vessel equation (7.4.36) is the first 
variation of this functional with respect to 0. The pressure equation (7.4.37) is the first 
variation of the Lagrangian functional (7.4.39) with respect to T. 
7.4.2 Hamiltonian formulation 
The coupled system can also be expressed in Hamiltonian form with canonical variables 
(35, y, 0, rl, r2, r3). The momentum variables are 
ri = +P cosO, 
r2 =yT+Q 317 sin B, (7.4.40) 
F2 80 
l 
377 foL (P2 +i (ii cos 0 -{- v sin 0)) p0drýdý -i- Trt, ý r3 = Jo 
It is a mixed system in the sense that 55 
(ý, 4) T) ,9 
(ý, ý, T) 
, rl 
(ý, ý, T) , r2 
(ý, 4, T) depend 
on , as well as 
T but 0 (, -7r), r3 (T) are dependent on T only. The Hamiltonian formulation 
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is derived by taking the Legendre transform of Y. The Hamiltonian functional is 
L 
(i, 0, r1, r2, r3) = fo fo 2 
(ri + r2ý pLidý)dý 
-- fo fö' (ri cos 0+ r2 sin 0) pLidrýdý Mýe 
+fo fLi (L2y-PLcosB-d-PJ)PLidýldý 
2 
+21 -L v 
(fo 
föl 
(r1cos0 + r2sin0)pL2 d4d 
l 
+- r3 + m hB (1 - cos 0) 
The governing equations in Hamiltonian form are 
7 rl - --l-r3 r3 cos 9F MV 
fo f' (rl cos B+ r2 sin B) pLidgdý , 
-= yei - YOý, 
a- i sine 1Lz r2 - eve 
r3 sin B+ nLV 
fo fo (r1 cos 0 H- r2 sin B) pL ldýdý , 
rr 6) L 
ao 6-)r 
-_ -7 r3 - bve 
fo fö 1 (ri cos 0I r2 sin 8) pLidýdý , 
(7.4.41) 
my 
(ji 
f `L (rl sin 0- r2 cos 0) pLidýd 
) (fo f (ri cos 0 r2 sin 0) pLjd4dý) 
+ fo fo' 
( 
-L-r3 r3 (-rl sin 8º r2 cos 9) - 
11- 
sin 81 pLidýdý - rri e sin 0. \/ (7.4.42) 
Pressure, p, in this Hamiltonian system can be determined by solving the underlying dif- 
ferential equation (7.4.37). From the viewpoint of the constrained Hamiltonian system, p 
is the Lagrange multiplier that can be determined in different time levels by imposing the 
constraints 
J 
(7.4.43) 
In numerical integration of this constrained Hamiltonian system in addition to the con- 
straints (7.4.43), it is desirable to preserve the sysmplectic structure of the system. Symplectic 
integrators for constrained Hamiltonian systems are well developed in [871. The Shake-Rattle 
algorithm which was developed for natural mechanical systems in molecular dynamics is de- 
signed precisely to preserve the constraints and the symplectic structure [20,87,881 . 
This 
algorithm is based on the explicit Störmer-Verlet time integrator for the unconstrained system 
and separable Hamiltonian systems, which is second-order accurate. To see how Shake-Rattle 
algorithm can be implemented for a separable Hamiltonian system see [281 where the global 
orbits of the forced spherical pendulum are numerically computed using Shake-Rattle. The 
Hamiltonian system (7.4.42) is a non-separable Hamiltonian system in the sense that the right 
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hand sides of the first, third, fifth and sixth equations in (7.4.42) depend both on position 
and momentum variables. So we propose here to modify the Shake-Rattle algorithm by using 
the generalized Störrner-Verlet algorithm [87] which is an implicit scheme. The Generalized 
Shake-Rattle (GSR) algorithm for (7.4.42) and (7.4.43) is 
n+ 
r3 
x +1= +OT - brl 
1 
n+2 n Dr ö3i° 
(y 
p2 (7.4.44) ri -ri --r 77 1\ J 
11\ 
r2+ 
2_ 
r2 - 
6. Y, - +2 
y 
(7.4.45) 
111 
r3 _ 
AT Sä (fin 
r1 ' r2+ , r3+ 
(7.4.46) 
n+ n+ 
2 
n+ 26 n+1 n+ 
2 
n+ n+ 
21 
0', r1 ' r2 ' r3 
)+ 
Srl 
(e 
r1 > r2 r3 15 %II(7.4.47) 
^n+l _^ 
OT o3v (On, n+ n+ n+ 1o (on+I, n+ n- - n+ U n+ y-y2 r1 ' r2 ' r3 /f 
+ öf 1' r2 r' 
r3 
(7.4.48) 
en+i Bam. . 
Oz öw (0- 
rn+ 
2 
rn+ rn+ 
\& (en+l 
rn+ rn+ 
" 
rn+ 
/ '1 2 '3 2 8r '1 '2 '3 J 5r3 
(7.4.49) 
n+l _ 
n+ OT D ýi ^. n+l n+l) rl - r1 2 bx 
ýy P (7.4.50) 
r2+1 ` r2+ý _ 
DT 
2 bi 
(7.4.51) 
n+ 
ATÖJY 
n+ n+ n+1 
/ 
r3+1 _ r3 2 60 
Bn+i rl r2 'i r3 (7.4.52) 
{+lYý+i -Xjy +1y +i (7.4.53) f 
n+ivi-n+i --n+l-ý,,, +i -+l-ý, +1 ýr+17+1 _ - yf Uý - x, ý,, 5 of xf ý-0. (7.4.54) 
1 
The Lagrange multipliers p+ 'g and P-" can be determined by imposing the constraints 
(7.4.53) and (7.4.54), respectively. Discretizing (7.4.53) and using (7.4.41) and (7.4.48) result 
in a very complicated system of nonlinear algebraic equations for I for each gridpoint. 
Similarly, discretizing (7.4.54) and substituting for P +1 , 
9'+1 and V'+1 give a system 
of nonlinear algebraic equations for j P+1. As solution of this numerical scheme is very 
complicated, we start our analysis on Cooker's experiment by coupling the simplified form of 
the vessel equation (7.3.23) to the SWEs in the following sections. 
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7.5 Towards shallow-water equations 
Following the strategy of §2.2, the free surface velocity 
hh 
U(x, t) := u(x, y, t) I> V(x, t) := v(x, Y, t) I, 
satisfies 
(DV 
1 
Ut + UUý, +g+ Dt + 
E62 cos 0 -}- PB sin 0) hx = E62 sin 0- P6 cos 0, (7.5.55) 
where 
P92cos0 +6 sin9 = 92, 
£02 sin 9- QB cos 9= -di . 
The kinematic free surface condition can be written in the form 
ht+(hU)y=V+hUt. 
These two equations combine with (7.3.23) to give the governing equations for (h, U, 0). 
However they are not closed. Assume the following 
0 
IV+hU., l 
«Vo, 
" I-I«I9+92I, (7.5.56) 
0, " 42 
" ql P8. 
Note that ql = PB is the linearized form of ql defined above. Under these assumptions, the 
equations for h and U simplify to 
ht + hUy + Uhy = 0, 
(7.5.57) 
Ut + UUy + 9hß _ -¬0 . 
As the momentum and mass equations in (7.5.57) are in terms of the surface velocity U (x, t), 
the vessel equation (7.3.23) should also be written in terms of U U. A more familiar form of 
the motion equation, involving the pressure, can be derived using the governing equations. 
Differentiating the total fluid momentum and using the horizontal momentum equation in 
(7.2.15) considering the above assumptions on ql and 42 
D 
cl 1LJ0h 
Lh 
f/ý= 
JJ 
(-px 
- pM dydx 
L &: 
PdY =i -phyl dx 
rh 
= -m feo -J pdyI 0 y=0 
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where the boundary condition p1h =0 is used in the last line. mf is the mass of the fluid: 
m with ho = 
jLfhpdydxphL 
The still water level ho is independent of time because fL h(x, t) dx is a constant of the 
motion (for both the two-dimensional problem and the shallow water approximation). Com- 
bining this equation with (7.3.23) gives 
mQB+g(mv+mf)B=Jhp(L, y, t)dy-fh p(O, y, t)dy" 
0 
Th is latter equation is the one most often used in the literature on dynamic coupling (e. g. 
equations (3)-(4) in [75], and equation (27) in [911). However, we will find that it is the form 
(7.3.23) that will be useful in the numerical simulation. 
To construct a shallow-water approximation for the coupled motion, first note that 
fLfh 
o 
fL fL h 
pudydx J phU dx -J pyuy dydx . o 
Substitute into the governing equation (7.3.23) 
dL 
dt phUdx+(m+mf)eO) 
+g(m, +mi)B= 0, (7.5.58) 
0 
assuming 
fLjh 
"Id pyuy dydx« 1. (7.5.59) dt 
The set of equations (7.5.57), (7.5.58) is closed considering the first two assumptions in 
(7.5.56) and the assumption (7.5.59). All three assumptions are familiar from shallow water 
theory. The second assumption in (7.5.56) requires that the Lagrangian vertical acceleration 
at the free surface be small. 
This condition is a special case of the usual assumption in 
shallow water theory that the Lagrangian vertical acceleration 
be small everywhere in the 
flow (77]. The first assumption in (7.5.56) and the assumption (7.5.59) are special cases of 
the usual assumptions in shallow water theory that the horizontal velocity is independent of 
y (hence uy = 0) and the vertical velocity is a linear function of y (77]: assuming u(x, y, t) is 
independent of y in (7.2.16) gives v+yux =0 and evaluation at the free surface is consistent 
with the first assumption in 
(7.5.56). To see that (7.5.58) is the same as Cooker's equation 
(7.1.5), use (7.5.57) to transform 
d JL 
/'hU dx 
L 
=J p(htU + hUt) dx 
JG p 
[(hU2)y 
+ ghh,, + heö)] dx 
ILJ 
-m feg - pghhy dx. 
Substitution into (7.5.58) then gives 
mtö +9 (m +M f) 0=7 P9 (h(L, t)2 - h(0, t)2) " (7.5.60) 
Consider the last assumption in (7.5.56) and let q= ql , then this latter equation recovers 
(7.1.5). 
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7.6 Hamiltonian formulation for equations (7.5.57) and (7.5.58) 
For convenience change the notation of the reference frame time coordinate, T, to t and 
consider the mapping 
(t, a) i--> (t, x(a, t)) , with 0<a<L, t>0. 
Assuming non-degeneracy (xa 34 0) and using a similar analysis to §2.3 to transform equations 
(7.5.57) and (7.5.58) to the LPP setting, a Hamiltonian formulation can be derived. Equations 
(7.5.57) and (7.5.58) in the LPP formulation are respectively, 
+ P8 + 9Xa _ 
9Xxaa 
_0 
x2 xg aa 
(7.6.61) 
and L 
B+ 
P8+ (m +mf)P PX. 
Ma =0, (7.6.62) 
v 
where the two equations in (7.5.57) are reduced to one taking into account that 
hxa = hXal 
t=0 
= X(a)" 
The coupled equations for x (a, t) and 0 (t) can be determined from a variational principle 
using the Lagrangian functional 
(x, 0) =f 12 
fL 
[12 (th 
+ Q9)2 - 
1ge02 
- 
Ugý pXdadt 
(7.6.63) 
ftl (mve2B2 - UmgeO2) dt. 
Taking the first variation of this Lagrangian action with respect to x and 0 recovers (7.6.61) 
and (7.6.62), respectively. Introducing the momentum variables 
w(a, t) = -ý +PB, 
p (t) (m» + mf) £29 + fö P±pxda (7.6.64) 
= mt28 + f' ewpxda, 
this coupled system can be expressed in Hamiltonian form with canonical variables (B, x, p, w). 
Taking the Legendre transform of 2 (x, 8) gives the Hamiltonian functional 
(0, x, P, w) = fo 
[WW2 
- -WP + ge82 + ug 
] 
pXda 
2 (7.6.65) 7, n (fJ WPXda) +- p2 + 7mtigeB2 . 
The governing equations in Hamiltonian form are 
x= -rw =w- n- p+ 
ry fp wPXda , 
w=-_- gxa + =oa 
' rx- ya Xn (7.6.66) 
B=_º. p- fö wpxda, 
P=- _-(mv+mf)9P8. 
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This Hamiltonian system is very similar to the Hamiltonian system for the nonlinear formu- 
lation of Cooker's experiment in terms of the horizontal vehicle motion in [19]. To compare 
let q=M. Then the momentum variables (w, p) in [19] (see (4.4)) transform to 
w (a, t) =± -}- PB, 
p (t) = (rn +m f) P6 +fL ipXda . 
Comparing with (7.6.64) shows that 
w=w and p= ep . 
(7.6.67) 
Letting s (m + mf) =v and substituting for w and p from (7.6.67) into (7.6.66) recovers 
(4.6) in [19]. Associated with the Hamiltonian system (7.6.66) are the boundary conditions 
(0, t) =0 and x (L, t) =L, for all t, 
and L 
w(6, t) = w(L, t) =m1 ¬p -1f w(a, 
t) pX(a)da, for all t. (7.6.68) 
 m 0 
Note that nonlocal term 
: - u(t) (a, t) PX(a)da, (7.6.69) 
/L 
w 
appears both in the equations and in the boundary conditions. This nonlocal term will be 
one of the challenges in developing a numerical method. The symplectic form associated with 
this Hamiltonian formulation is 
L 
SZ =f bW A Sx pXda + 5p A 50. (7.6.70) 
0 
The Hamiltonian functional (7.6.65) is the total energy, and it is conserved along solutions. 
7.6.1 Linearization 
Let x (a, t) =a+X (a, t) and h (a, t) = h0 +H (a, t), and linearize the governing equations 
about the trivial solution. Then X(a) = h0 and X (a, t) and H(a, t) satisfy 
X+6- ghoXa, a = 0, (7.6.71) 
with boundary conditions X (0, t) =X (L, t) =0 and 
H+h0Xa=0, 
and the linearized vehicle motion equation is 
(7.6.72) 
L 
0+70+ (mv + Mf) P 
PXXda = 0. (7.6.73) 
Jo 
The Hamiltonian functional for the linear system (7.6.71)-(7.6.73) is 
i (0, X, P, w) =f wP ughox ] Lda 
2 (7,6.74) +'lE,, 
aveýP2 
i (m Im f) 9e62 I 'i 
m (fOL WZtda) 
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with Hamiltonian equations 
ii rL 1 X== W- Rive P+ m, lpWG 
da 
e 
W sye =9hüXaa 
(7.6.75) 
B=- 
mvtj p m, 7 
fo w da , 
L zt 
70- 
and momentum variables 
w(a, t) =X +PB, 
p(t) _ (m v+mf)£26+ fö ek da 
= me2B +fü ew-tda. 
The Hamiltonian functional (7.6.74) is the total energy, and it is conserved along solutions. 
Associated with the Hamiltonian system (7.6.75) are the boundary conditions 
X (O, t) =X (L, t) =0, braut, 
and L 
w(0, t) = w(L, t) = 
mvP 
p-vJ w(a, t) da , 
for all t. (7.6.76) 
0 
The symplectic form associated with this Hamiltonian formulation is 
SZ= LJöwABXda+6pA60. (7.6.77) 
COOKER 1401 shows that the linear problem has two important dimensionless parameters 
R= 'r' v and G= 
(1 + R) L2 (7.6.78) 
Mf 4eho 
and they are equally important for the nonlinear problem. The other key dimensionless 
parameter is the fluid aspect ratio ho/L. 
7.6.1.1 Analytical solution 
Consider solutions that are periodic in time of frequency w, 
X (a, t) =X (a) sin wt , 
H(a, t) = H(a) sin wt , 
9(t) =9 sin wt . 
(7.6.79) 
Substitution into (7.6.71)-(7.6.73) results in the coupled integro-differential system 
Xna + a2 
X= 
-a2PB, 
ft + h0Xa = 0, (7.6.80) 
fo X(a)da +(mv+mj)e9= (mv+mj)0, 
where w a= 1 (7.6.81) 
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and the boundary conditions are 
k (O) =k (L) = 0. The first two equations of (7.6.80) can 
be solved for B, X and H, 
0= -C a_oe 
cot 2 aL, (7.6.82) 
where C represents an arbitrary nonzero multiplicative constant, 
and 
X (a) =C 
aha 
cot 2 aL(1 - cos aa) - sin aa) , 
(7.6.83 
H(a) =C cos as - cot 
2 aL sin ca) (7.6.84 
A key assumption in this derivation is 
sin 2 aL 
0. (7.6.85 
The implications of this singularity are discussed below. Substituting the expressions (7.6.82)- 
(7.6.84) into the third equation in (7.6.80) and using the integral 
X (a) da =C ho 
(1 aL cot aL - 1) I 
gives 
a2 ah LC(Scots-1)- 0(M,, 
+ n, f)Cots =-gw-2(M"+mf)ýh ecots 0 
where 
or since C#0, 
8=1 aL, 
(-. 2-(MV +M f) - m', 
) 
Cots = 
Sf 
. 
To see that this agrees with Cooker's result recast in terms of the dimensionless parameters 
R and G in (7.6.78). Then 
O(s) = 0, with 0(s) =G- Rs - tans , 
(7.6.86) 
8 
which is precisely equation 
(15) in [401. Cooker shows that equation (7.6.86) has a countable 
number of solutions, sj with j=1,2, .... 
Moreover, for fixed R, G and s>0 the derivative 
satisfies A'(s) < 0. Hence all roots of s(s) =0 are simple. Given a root sj satisfying 
0(sß) = 0, the natural frequency of the coupled system is then given by 
wcoupled =2 . iL 9jL0 sj ý (7.6.87) 
For comparison, the natural frequencies of the uncoupled problem are recorded. The fluid 
natural frequencies when the tank is fixed (the sloshing frequencies) are 
wf .=2y 
3r 
1L2 
The natural frequency of the dry vessel is 
"v -g-2 
\Igro G (7.6.88} L (1+R)* 
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This is the natural frequency of the dry vessel plus fluid with the fluid treated as rigid body 
in [19]. In equation (7.6.73) approximate k with M. Then this equation reduces to 
6+ 
1+R 
8=0. (7.6.89) 
P 2+R 
Let w f, be the natural frequency of this system, then 
g1+R 
_ 
gho G 
wf" f2+R2L (2+R) 
Cooker shows that 
1l°upled is in fact strictly less than all other natural frequencies: 
wcloupled < wi ' Wcoupled 
< Wv , W1 
'pled <w fv . 
(7.6.90) 
The first inequality follows from the fact that sl < . it [40]. Furthermore, wioupled __4 wi 
only in the limit G --i oo. The second inequality in (7.6.90) is verified as follows. Use the 
inequality tan(si) > sl (since 2si < it) and then 
G- 
Rsl =tan sl > S1 si <1GR r°upled < wv . 
A similar argument confirms the third inequality in 
(7.6.90). 
The singularity (7.6.85) means 
sin , 
i2 ciL =0 cxL = j7r c. ýýouPtý =2L j7r. 
But when sj = jx then tan sj =0 and so (7.6.86) reduces to 
j- 
Rjx =0 or 
G= 
j2ir2 ,j=1,2, ... . 
Cooker refers to this as resonance and the main consequence of this singularity is that the 
class of periodic solutions 
(7.6.79) no longer exists. Now substituting G= j2ir2R into (7.6.88) 
shows that in the resonance case 
c. 1v = 2v 
L0 j7r 
(1 
RR) 
< wcouplea 
From the definition of C in (7.6.78), resonance occurs if 
Q_ 
1+R L2 
7691 = 1,2, .... () R 4h0j2ý2 73 
This is equation 22 in [40). 
7.6.1.2 Numerical solution of the linear problem 
Discretize the reference space by letting 
ai = (i - 1)Da ,i=1, ... ,N+1, with Aa= 1 
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and let xi (t) :_ x(ai, t) and wi(t) := w(ai, t). For the integral of w that appears in (7.6.75) 
the trapezoidal rule is used 
N 
QNýt) Wi(t) O[t + (Wl(t) + WN+l(t)) Aa. (7.6.92) 
i=2 
The choice of quadrature formula for o, will affect the symplecticity of the semi-discretization 
(see [191). Using a centred finite-difference formula for X,,, a,, the full semi-discretization is 
then 
9hQ 
ýn+i = Qa2 
(Xi+1 - 2Xi + Xi-1) ,i=2,... ,N, 
(mv+mf)9Pe, 
_11 Xy Wa m PP+m 
UN, 2,..., N, 
vv 
l 8 
PCP 
ON 
with boundary conditions 
X1(t) = XN+i(t) = 0, and Wi(t)= WN+i(t) = 
-p(t) 
-, 
vaN(t) M, 
e 
The semi-discretization is symplectic with symplectic form 
N 
QN =E bWi A bXi 
L Da -} bp A 60. 
i=2 
(7.6.93) 
The semi-discretization is Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian functional is a discretization of 
the energy, 
YN = Qa2 
(X 
i+l - X, 
)2 rtIf AO + Wi Aa 
i=2 
L 
17 liý Da (w1 + WN+1) - rn-, 7 '1Z m- p2 
(7.6.94 
-77 
+ (m+mt)9. B2+'liaN 
This energy is conserved along orbits of the semi-discretization. This latter property can be 
verified by introducing an appropriate inner product for the semi-discretization and using the 
fact that 3l°N is the Hamiltonian function that generates the equations (7.6.93). 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet algorithm to the semi-discretization (7.6.93) then gives the 
following equations for each time step n º-º n+1 
p"`+2 = P" - (mv + mj) 9Pen, 
n+7 
wi wi + 
At ghp (X +, - 2X7 + Xi 1) ,i=2, ... , N, 
Xy +l 
en+l 
pn+1 
Wn+l 
i 
11 1) 
ep 
+m QN ' 
Xi + At 
ýw. +-l n+j 
v 
1 
on + 
At pn+ý 
- Crn+l M, tPN 
1 
pn+7 - A' (mv + mf) geon+l, 
wn+'E + 
At 9hß Xn+i - 2Xn+i n+i ti 2 Dal i+l t 
Xi-i ý 
i=2,..., N, 
i=2,..., N, 
(7.6.95) 
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where 
WZ =W (Qi, tn) , 
Xi = %' (di e 
tn) 
epn=p 
(tn) 
, 
on =B (tn) to= 7LOt , 
and the boundary conditions are 
X n+1 +1 - ý{N+i -0 (7.6.96) 
and 
n+ 2 n+ 
2_ 1 
n+. 
11 n+ 1 
wl wN+l M' fP2- , 
mv am (7.6.97) 
Comparing (7.6.97) with the definition of UN shows that w1 
+2 
also appears in vN 
I 
However, combining these two equations gives an explicit expression for aN 
7 
N 
QN 21+y wz 
+7L Oa 
(I T -Y) 
Pn+ 7 (7.6.98) 
i=2 
where ry is independent of time 
Da 
y_ LR 
Now (7.6.97) is implemented with the revised definition of QN " in (7.6.98). Similarly 
N 
ýn+l =1 Wn+1 
117' f Aa + 
1' n+1 
N 1+ (i_2 iL (1+-Y)eP 
and 
n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1 W1 - WN+1 = 
veP 
mvaN 
The vehicle energy for this system is defined by 
E" 
2m 
(e 
-ON)2 +m9P(1 - cos 0) . (7.6.99) 
The Störmer-Verlet discretization (7.6.95) is symplectic. The symplectic form of the 
discretization is 
N 
QN =E 6w A öX 
ý Oa + cpn A 60n. 
i=2 
This symplectic form satisfies SZN 
1= SZN for all n. 
7.6.1.3 Simulations - away from resonance 
The first simulation is a comparison with the exact oscillatory solution of §7.6.1.1. For this 
simulation, take initial data 
X(a, 0) =0, and 0(0)=O, 
and for the momenta, 
m w (a, 0) = Pw6 -}- wX (a) and p(O) _ (m -}- m f) e2wO ew 
L 
0LX 
(a) da, (7.6.100) 
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Table 7.1: Input data for the numerical experiments in Figures (7.2-7.12. The fluid density 
p= 1000 kg/m3, the gravitational constant is set at g=9.81 m/s2 , and the tank 
length 
is L=0.525 m. In all cases the space step is La = 2.625 x 10-3 m and time step is 
At = 10-4 sec, the number of time steps is typically 106. 
Figures 7.2-7.5 7.6-7.9 7.10-7.12 
h0 (m) 0.073 0.073 0.073 
e (m) 0.185 0.185 0.8926 
mf (kg) 38.32 38.32 38.32 
m (kg) 4.59 4.59 4.59 
C (m) 0.03 0.005 - 
w (rad/sec) 4.2975 
coupled = wl 
20.6513 
coupled = w3 
- 
- 
ho/L 0.1390 0.1390 0.1390 
R 0.12 0.12 0.12 
G 5.7145 
>ir2R 
5.7145 
>7r2R 
1.1843 
=ir2R 
, coupled-res e -Te8(rad/s) 10.1278 10.1278 10.1278 
wl (rad/sec) 5.0639 5.0639 5.0639 
w (rad/sec) 7.2819 7.2819 3.3151 
w f (rad/sec) 5.2928 5.2928 2.4095 
tcpu (sec) 63.1479 62.5839 62.4399 
where 0 and X are defined in 
(7.6.82) and (7.6.83). Once the parameters are fixed, the 
frequency w is obtained by solving s(s) = 0, defined in (7.6.86), using Newton's method, 
and then substituting the value of s into 
(7.6.87). The chosen values of the parameters are 
listed in Table 7.1. The values are guided by the experiments in [401. 
With the parameter values tabulated in the first column of Table 7.1, Figure 7.2 shows 
the numerical and exact solutions for the vehicle position, and in Figure 7.3 the energy error 
is shown. In part (b) of Figure 7.3 the energy of the vehicle, E,,, is shown. The energy is 
very well conserved and follows the pattern predicted by the theory 
1871. There is a shift in 
the mean value of the energy and the oscillations remain bounded, and appear to be close to 
order Ate . 
There is no noticeable drift in the energy over the 106 time steps. The energy 
of the vehicle remains bounded 
for all time, so there does not appear to be any error in the 
partition of energy between the vehicle and the fluid. Snapshots of the Eulerian wave profile 
for this case are shown in Figure 7.4. Figures 7.2 and 7.4 show periodic oscillation of the 
tank containing a standing waves. In part (a) of Figure 7.5 the computed vehicle position 
for t= 50 sec to t= 55 sec is shown and in part (b) snapshot of the Eulerian wave profile 
at t= 50 sec is shown. 
Comparing parts (a) and (b) shows that the water and tank motion 
are in phase: as the tank swings to the 
left, the water line at the left-hand end of the tank 
rises until maximum runup coincides with the time of extreme displacement of the tank to 
the right [401. 
Consider the same parameter values as Figure 7.2 but take the frequency equal to the third 
natural frequency of the coupled problem, with a> X2 R. With the input data tabulated in 
the second column of Table 7.1, the numerical solution for the tank motion is shown in Figure 
7.6, energy error in Figure 7.7, and snapshots of the Eulerian wave profile in Figure 7.8. In 
Figure 7.8 a multi-peak wave shows up due to the fact that a higher mode is simulated. 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Computed vehicle position 0(t) (in degrees) versus time (in seconds). 0 is the 
angle that cables make with the vertical as shown in Figure 7.1. (b) Comparison of numerical 
and exact solution for the last 20 seconds. 
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Figure 7.3: (a) Energy error associated with Figure 7.2. The horizontal axis is time and 
the vertical axis is AOlvn - J, which is the time discretization of , in (7.6.94), (b) The discretized energy of the vessel defined in (7.6.99) for 106 time steps. 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Computed vehicle position 0(t) (in degrees) versus time (in seconds). 0 is the 
angle that cables make with the vertical as shown in Figure 7.1. (b) Comparison of numerical 
and exact solution for the last 20 seconds. 
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Figure 7.3: (a) Energy error associated with Figure 7.2. The horizontal axis is time and 
the vertical axis is K1 - -YNO, which is the time discretization of 3i°N in (7.6.94). (b) The 
discretized energy of the vessel defined in (7.6.99) for 106 time steps. 
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Figure 7.4: Snapshots of Eulerian wave profile associated with Figure 7.2. Plotted using the 
parametric representation of x(a, t) and h(a, t) for 0<a<L as in (2.4.44). 
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Figure 7.6: (a) Computed vehicle position versus time. (b) Numerical solution for the sub- 
interval 50 <t< 55 seconds. 
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Figure 7.7: (a) Energy error associated with Figure 7.6. (b) Energy of the vessel versus time 
for the interval 0<t< 100 seconds. 
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Figure 7.6: (a) Computed vehicle position versus time. (b) Numerical solution for the sub- 
interval 50 <t< 55 seconds. 
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Figure 7.7: (a) Energy error associated with Figure 7.6. (b) Energy of the vessel versus time 
for the interval 0<t< 100 seconds. 
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Figure 7.8: Snapshots of Eulerian wave profile associated with Figure 7.6. 
To contrast the Eulerian representation of the free surface in Figure 7.8, obtained by 
transforming the Lagrangian description, the linearized Eulerian profile is shown in Figure 7.9. 
As noted in §2.4.2, the linearized Eulerian representation is just the Lagrangian representation 
with a replaced by x. 
7.6.1.4 Simulations -near resonance 
Consider the case of of "resonance", when G =2ir2R. The most interesting case is j=1. 
In this case w is less than w Ot1P and w Oupl = 2wi . This line in parameter space is of 
interest since the harmonic solution of §7.6.1.1 is no longer valid. 
In the resonance case the initial conditions (7.6.100) are no longer valid, and so the 
following initial conditions are used 
h (a, 0) = ho, X (a, 0) = 0,8(0) = 8° , 
w (a, 0) = B9 (0) ,p (0) = (m + m1) 
£8 (0) 
, 
with 9 (0) specified. 
Setting 9 (0) = 0, and with the parameter values ho, R and L the same as previous 
simulations, resonance (G = j21r2R) occurs when 8= 
IV 2 
Ir = 
0.8926. The results of 
numerical test for tank motion and energy error are shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. Snapshots 
of the Eulerian wave profile are shown in Figure 7.12. This simulation shows that distinctly 
non-harmonic behaviour of the solution near resonance. 
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Figure 7.9: Snapshots of linearized Eulerian wave profile associated with Figure 7.8: a plot 
of a versus h(a, t) for 0<a<L. 
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Figure 7.10: Linear simulation at resonance: (a) Computed tank position for 108 time steps. 
(b) Expansion of the time sub-interval 50 <t< 70 seconds. 
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Figure 7.11: (a) Energy error associated with Figure 7.10. (b) Energy of the vessel versus 
time. 
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Figure 7.12: Snapshots of Eulerian wave profile associated with Figure 7.10. 
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7.7 Hamiltonian formulation for the full nonlinear system 
In this section the Hamiltonian formulation for the full nonlinear coupled system is derived. 
The surface momentum equation (7.5.55) with the following assumptions 
' 
IDaI«9, 
(7.7.101) 
42Pzý 0, 
reduces to 
Ut+UUU+gh_, =fb2sin0-hcos0. (7.7.102) 
The mass equation takes the usual form 
ht +hUU+Uhy =0, 
assuming 
"IV +hUyI «V0. (7.7.103) 
Now assuming 
"f fö pädydxI «g (mv + mf) , (7.7.104) 
then the vessel equation (7.3.22) simplifies to 
B+e sin 0=- (mv + m1) ecl 
Cos 0. (7.7.105) 
Write this equation in terms of the surface velocity U (x, t), 
dt 
phUdx, (7.7.106) 9 -I- sin 6=- (MI, +m f) e 
cos 0L 
considering the assumption 
(7.5.59). The first assumption in (7.7.101), and the assumptions 
(7.7.103), (7.7.104) and (7.5.59) are consistent with the usual assumptions in shallow water 
theory. 
Transforming (7.7.102) and (7.7.106) to the LPP setting gives 
-} 
9 
2a - 
9X 
3aa = PB2 sin 0- eB cos 0, (7.7.107) Xa xa 
and 
cos BL 0+ e sin B=- (m + Mf) e Jo 
ipXda (7.7.108) 
respectively. The coupled equations 
(7.7.107) and (7.7.108) can be determined from a varia- 
tional principle using the Lagrangian functional 
2 (x, e) = ft12 fo R±+ e2e2 + eye COS 0+ ge pos 0-gj. 
] 
pXdadt 
(7.7.109) fti (me262 + mgP cos 9) dt. 
Introducing the momentum variables 
w(a, t) = ±+McosB, 
(7.7.110) 
P(t) = (m-F-mfsine0)e26+Pcos0 fo wp, da, 
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this coupled system can be expressed in Hamiltonian form with canonical variables (0, x, p, w). 
Taking the Legendre transform of 2' (x, 0) gives the Hamiltonian functional 
l da2 BP w) =1 w2PXda -1 w/X 22 my+nf sin2 B 
(fp L 
Q mv+m f 
0in2 
9 JOL wpXda 
+fL2 P9 da 7.7.111) 
12 
-(m+mj)gPCos 0+ 2 e2 m+m f sine B 
The governing equations in Hamiltonian form are 
=b= w- 
cos B+ cost 0 fGw da 
Q my+m f sine B my+m f sine Bo 
PX 
6 VV =___a+, 
djcP p_ case fL A PX B=- e2 my+m f sing Be mv+m f sin B0W 
ua , 
6,3£° 
_ sin0csi0 
(fowpXda)2+ 
(mfSin0cos30 wiý%lJ 
da)2 
(7.7.112) 
3-0 
mo+Mf sin2 B0 mv+m J sing B) 
(JO 
_ 
sing ýO WPXda - 
2mfpsin0 cos2 B7 rG wpxda C m+m f sine B C(mv+m j sine Bl 
JO 
- 
(m+ rnf)g sin9+ mfp2sinBcosB 
1 
t2 (m f-m f sing B> 
Associated with the system (7.7.112) are the boundary conditions 
x (0, t) =0 and x (L, t) =L, for all t, (7.7.113) 
and 
w(0, t) = w(L, t) =e Dtv+m 
Cos 0f 
sine BP 
(t) 
X0828 rL 
(7.7.114) 
m+m f in B Jo 
w (a, t) pX (a) da, for all t. 
The nonlocal term I. 
a (t) :_1w (a, t) PX (a) da , (7.7.115) 
appears both in the equations and in the boundary conditions. The symplectic form associ- 
ated with this Hamiltonian formulation is 
IG 
S2 = OW A dX + Öp A 60) PXda. (7.7.116) 
The Hamiltonian functional (7.7.111) is the total energy, and it is conserved along solutions. 
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The proof is given below: 
ddr (ýL WW da -( 
Bsin0cos0 + mfOsinBcos3B 
rfLW 
da2 dt 
f0 p\ 
m+m1 sin2 B (m+m f sing B)21 )( 
px ) 
(' CA82 0 
(f 
OL 
ßcos 
WPXda -e 
m+m f 
sin 
0 
f0 wpXda 
m +m f sin2 9 
(JOL 
WpXda) 
(f 
OL 
L 
BsinB 
2 
(ýLwpxda+ 2mfBsin0cos2 B rL WpXda +e 
my+m f sin 2J e(mv+m1 sin2 0) 
JD 
r 2" 
e my+mssin2 e Jo 
WPXda -f 
L1 da + (m + rnf) 9eösin B 
t 
m fösinocosop2 +e2 
my+mfsin B e2(mv+mfsineB)2 
Noting that 
dYf BsinOcosO mf0sin0cos30'\r (LwpXd a)2 + 
Osin0 LW 
dB l\ mv+m f sing 0+ (mv+m f sin' 0) 
2 `JO 2 mv+m f sin2 B 
f0 P%ldQ 
2mfOsin0cos2Bp G m16 ainOcosOp2 
z C(m+mJsin2 B)a 
fo WPXda + (mv +mf) 9Q9 sin B- 2(mfmf sin2B) 
and that Lf cosB fL yý da P dP E , rne +M f sine 9 Jo 
Pi + 
e2 m+m f sin B 
d 
-4r then the right hand sides of these two latter expressions vanish when summed and so 
simplifies to 
a, = wWpxda +oB 
(f 
o 
) 
ý Ft 
G Wpxdawpxdaf0 
m fimf ein 
) (fp 
1 2- 
e T,,, +m f sin B 
fo `p da - fö ýP9 da . 
Noting that 
- 
fo l pg 4° da =- fo } ä°°) xpxda, 
using integration by parts and the boundary conditions ± (0, t) _± (L, t) = 0, then 
ll 2- - fo PXda - fo g da = fo w-( -F- $ /1 pXda 
-}-PB cos 9 fo wpXda 
= QB cos B fo wpxda, 
taking into account that w=+ PB cos 0. Now ä- simplifies further to 
jJIF 
_ 
(1L 
WPXda) 
z 
my+m fän 97 
fo 
WpXda -e- Coll nay+m f sin B+ 
ee COS 8 
= 0, 
since 
cos 2 B wPXda -- 
P Cos e=ý_w= 
-to cos B. (m +mf sin B) oC (m +mf sin 0) 
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7.7.1 Numerical algorithm - the semi-discretization 
Discretize the reference space by letting 
ai=(i-1)Da, i=1,..., N+1, with Da= 
N, 
and let xi(t) :_ x(ai, t) and wi(t) := w(ai, t) . 
After choosing a discretization for the deriva- 
tives and integrals with respect to a, the governing equations can be written as a large set 
of ordinary differential equations. There are only two tricky points: how to discretize the 
right-hand side of the second equation in (7.7.112), and secondly how to discretize the integral 
term in the first, third and fourth equations. 
For the first difficulty, a variational discretization is used [92]: discretize the Hamiltonian 
functional first, and then take a variation of the discretized Hamiltonian [92]. In this case 
the functional that generates the term is 
27(x) =fL 
92 (a) 
PX(a)da. 
0 
Discretize using a finite difference formula for the derivative 
N 
9Xi4a 
>XN+1) =Ei- xiPXiDa. i_1 i+1 
) 
Now take a variation in (x1, ... , xN+l) and use 
integration by parts to get, 
Nr2 Oa X? Oa C ý(x1 + 8Z1 , ... r XN+1 + SZN+1) =Z9l_ 
'Yi-1 
2_x ý2 
ilSiXiDa. 
ds 
I 
s=0 i=2 
2Xi \ xi - xi-1)1 
(xi+1 
- xi 
This argument suggests that the natural semi-discretization of the second equation in (7.7.112) 
is then 
gAa 2 
2 
w- 
Xi-1 
- 
XZ i=2N. 
2Xi (xi - xi-1)2 (xi-{-1 ' xi)2 ' 
For the integral of w that appears in (7.7.112) the trapezoidal rule is used 
N 
aN(t) :=E Wi t) PXiAa + 'flP(XlWl(t) + XN+IWN+1(t)) Da . 
(7.7.117) 
i=2 
The full semi-discretization is then 
_-p 
cos 8 cost B Wi e m+m f sine B+ m+mr sin B 
ON 2= 2ý ... 
N 
90d (_xLi _ 
Xi2 
WZ 2Xi 
(TX-j 
- Xi-1)2 
(x 
+1 - Xi)2) 
i=2, 
... 
N 
e 
£2 my+m f ein 8 
cos BZ 
m+m1 sin 2B 
ýN 
P= sin B cos B 0,2 + mI sin 
B cos3 8ýý2 
-p sin 
B 
aN 
n'+v+m! sin2 B (mo+m f sine B)N Q m {-m f sin 8 
2mfpsinOc22B 
UN - 
(mv + in1)gesin0+ mjp2sinOcosO 
Q(mv+m f sin B) 22(m+mf sine 9) 
with boundary conditions 
x1(t) _ 0, XN+i(t) = L, 
(7.7.118) 
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and 
()2 cos B cos 8t/ 
W1(tý = WN+1(tý 2 P(t) -2 QN\t) P (7n +f sin 0(t) ) (m +mf sin 0(tý 
The semi-discretization is Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian functional is a discretization of 
the energy, 
N= 2w pXiAa +4pa, 
(Xiw + XN+1WN+1) 
i=2 
2 (7.7.119) 
1 cost B or 
2N 
- 
cos B 
ON 
1 . 
ii OCL2 
+2 
m+mfsin2B 
Ne 
m+ 
p 
mfsin28 
+7P9(xi+l 
-xi) i=1 
2 
- (mv +m f) ge cos 0+ 
2 
e2 Mv+m f sine B 
This energy is conserved along orbits of the semi-discretization. 
7.7.2 Numerical algorithm - time discretization using Störmer-Verlet mid- 
point rule 
The semi-discretization (7.7.118) is of the form 
P= 9(9, p) , 
q= f(q, P), 
where 
P= (P) `ro2i..., wN) and q= (0) x2,..., xN) . 
The precise form of f (") and g(") can be deduced from (7.7.118) but will not be needed. The 
important point here is the fact that the right hand side of the p and q equations depends 
both on q and p. There are appealing numerical methods for equations of this form: split- 
step methods, or partitioned 
Runge-Kutta methods (e. g. Section 6.3 of [87] & section 2.2 of 
[66]). One of the simplest of this class of methods is the discretization 
Pn+2 = Pn + At g qn, pn+ 
qn+1 = qn + ýt 
[f(qfl, 
pfl+)'ý -4- f(qn+1 , pn+71 /J 
pn+1 = pn+7 + 7'Ot g 
(qn+1 
, pn+7l 
This scheme is implicit, and has second-order accuracy in time. If in addition the equations 
are Hamiltonian as in 
(7.7.118) then this scheme is called the generalized Störmer-Verlet or 
Störmer-Verlet midpoint method and it has additional properties 187,65]. It is symplectic, 
and has excellent energy conservation over long time intervals. 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet midpoint algorithm to the semi-discretization (7.7.118) then 
gives the following equations for each time step nHn+1 
1212 
n+ =n 
At sin on cos on 
(an+ý ý 
at f sif On (co, B^)3 n+j 
pp+2 m+mf(sin9n) N+ -r(tnv+mf(sinon)2)2 aN J 
11 n+ 11 
- 
at n p sin on n+-i 
- At 
mf pý sin on (cos on )2 n+ 
2e my+mf(sinOn) 
UN 
e(mv+m, (sin9n)2`2 
0N (7.7.120) 
121 
m1 pn+'g sin on cos on At At --- (m -t- m f) 9e sin On 
PZ Z (mv ý-m f (ein B^ )2 
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n+2 9AtAa X2_1 X? 
wi = wi +(2-Z2i=2,..., N, (7.7.121) 4Xt 
`xi - x1-1 / \i+ - xi / 
1 
on+1 = on + 
At n+2 
2 e2 m+m f (sin on ) 
1 
At n+ 2 +2 
e2 m+mf(sin0n+1) 
At COs Bn 
2P m-+mf(sin on) 
At COs Bn+1 
2P m+mf (sin B"+1). 
n 
aN 
(7.7.122) 
n+ý 
ýUN 
n+l n n+ 2 At "+1 2 cos on At cos on 
2 n+ 
xi = x" + Otw -+-v zz2P On)77 22 m+mf(sin0^) N 
1 (7.7.123) 
at "+2 cos on+1 At coson+1 
2 n+i 
2 2(mv+mf(sinon+l) 
+2 
2(mv+mf(sinen+1) 
UN i=2,..., N 
22 
n+l n+l At sin B"+tcosB^+ 
n+2l Otmfsinon+t coson+t)3 n+7 
PP2+2 
m+mf(sinon+t) 
\aN 
/+2 (m+mf(sinü^+1)2)2 
\aN 
1/1 
at +2 sing^+t n mfp"+2 sin0^+t(cos8 +1) n+ 
2e my+mf(sinon+t) 
QN - Ot 
e(mv+mf(sin9^+1)2)2 
UN 
12 
mf(") 
+7 
sin Bn+1 COs on+1 
- 4' (mv + mf) gP sin Bn+1 +2 e2(m+mf(singn+1) ) 
(7.7.124) 
nß-1 n+ 
2 gOtAa X? X? 
4Xi (Xn+1 
- Xn-l-1 
(Xn+l 
- Xn+l 
2=2,... N Wi Wz +- 
i+l 
(7.7.125) 
where 
WZ =w (di, ta) , xi =x 
(ai, ta) 
, Pn =P 
(tn) 
, 
on =0 (in) , tin = nAt, 
and the boundary conditions are 
xi+l =0 and xN+1 = L, (7.7.126) 
and 
1 )2 
11 Cos 0" 
71 
n+ n+71 
_ cosO n+ý _ 
n+ 
Wi WN+1 -(1P (7.7.127) 
e m+m fI sin B'7 
(m+mi(8inon)2JaV 
Comparing (7.7.127) with the definition of aN shows that wl+ also appears in aN 
However, combining these two equations gives an explicit expression for aN ' 
I11 
QN _- 
EN 
2 Wi 
+" 
PXiAa +11 pAa (X1 + XN+1) cos 0"+ý 
1 Pn+I , (7.7.128 
e m+m f 
(i3in0"+ý 
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where y is time dependent 
Coe on 
1 )2 +2 
ry =1+ 
7pAa (XI + XN+1) 
1)2) 
'mv+mi 
(Sin 
Bn+2 
Now (7.7.127) is implemented with the revised definition of vN 2 in (7.7.128). 
This scheme for the nonlinear problem has been implemented for the case where sin B0 
[191. The next step is the numerical analysis of the full nonlinear coupled problem using the 
above algorithm. 
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Chapter 8 
Coupled rigid body-sloshing 
dynamics in two horizontal 
dimensions 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter considers the dynamic coupling between a vehicle undergoing general rigid- 
body motion in a horizontal plane and the interior fluid sloshing. It is a generalization of the 
experiment in COOKER 1401. The vessel length is L1 in x direction and L2 in y direction, 
the mean water depth is ho, which is independent of time, and the vessel height is d. The 
tank is suspended by four rigid cables of equal length f, and the cables make an angle 0 with 
the vertical in the x-z plane and an angle a with the vertical in the y-z plane. The base 
of the tank is assumed to remain horizontal. 
There are two coordinate systems. The system (X, Y, Z) which is fixed in space, and 
placed at the suspension point of the lower left-side cable. The system (x, y, z) is attached 
to the moving vessel. The relationship between the two coordinate systems is 
with the constraint 
The fluid occupies the region 
X= x+ql, 
Y= Y+q2, (8.1.1) 
Z= z+q3-d, 
4i + 92 + 92 = e2 (8.1.2 3 
0<z<h(x, y, t) with O<x<L1,0<y<L2, 
and relative to the body frame the Eulerian fluid velocities are u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t) and 
w(x, Y, z, 0 
8.2 Governing equations for the fluid motion 
The position of the end point of the lower left-side cable relative to the inertial frame is 
ql(t) =esin B(i)cos a(t), 92(t) =Bsince (t) and q3(t) _ -e cos 8(t) cos a(t) . 
(8.2.3) 
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The angles 0 (t) and a (t) are chosen so that when 0=a=0, the vessel is at rest with 
ql=q2=0 and93=-e- 
Differentiating (8.1.1), 
x+e 
(B 
cos B cos a- cz sin 8 sin a) 
Y=y+ Pä Cosa (8.2.4) 
Z= z+e(BsinBcosa+äsinacosB) 
and JC =x-Q 
(62 
+ ä2) sin 9 cos a- 2eOä cos 0 sin cx 
+6 cos6cosa - e&sinBsina 
Y= -eä2since +e&cos a, (8.2.5) 
Z=z+P 
(62 
+ ßx2) cos B cos a- 2f b& sin 0 sin a 
+eösi\n0cosa -- £& sin a cos 0. 
(x, y, i) are the Lagrangian velocities relative to the moving frame and (ii, y, z) are the 
Lagrangian accelerations relative to the moving frame. In the Eulerian representation they 
are 
u +i 
(ocosOcosa-czsinüsina) 
1' = v+fa Cos a, (8.2.6) 
w+P(BsinBcosa+asinacosB) 
and 
X=-P (82 + ä2) sin B cos a- 2COi cos B sin a 
+P9 cos 0 cos a- P& sin 0 sin a 
Y= pt -Pä2sina+Päcosa, (8.2.7) 
+P 
(82 
+ ä2) cos 0 cos a- 2P9ä sin 0 sin a 
PB sin 0 cos a+ Pä sin a cos 0. 
Newton's second law for the fluid is 
pX =- 
pý' _-, (8.2.8) 
PZ = -i-P9, 
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or, using (8.2.7) 
-Pa= 
Dt 
-e 
(92 
+ ä2) sin 9 cos a- 2e9ä cos B sin a 
+QBcosBcosa - Päsin9sina 
1 (9 -P= 
pt 
- e&2 sin a{ Pä cos a, (8.2.9) 
-PR -g= +Q 
(92 
+ ixe) Cos BCos a- 2eck sin Bsina 
ý2B sin 0 cos a+ Pig sin a cos 0. 
Rearranging 
=e 
(62 
+ ä2) sin B cos a+ 2thi cos B sin a 
-eBcosBcosa -}- Päsin0sina -P 
Dt = e62 sin a- eä cos a-P, (8.2.10) 
LW = -e 
(92 
+ ä2) cos B cos a+ 2e66 sin B sin a 
-QBsin0cosa -Edsinacos0- 
P4 
-g. 
Accompanying these equations is conservation of mass relative to the body frame 
au av aw +ay+ 
Z =0. (8.2.11) 
The boundary condions are 
w=0 at z=0, u=0 at x=0, L1 and v=0 at y=O, L2. (8.2.12) 
The boundary conditions at the free surface are 
p=0 and ht+ uh,, + vhy =w at z= h(x, y, t) . (8.2.13) 
8.3 Towards shallow water equations 
Following the strategy in chapter 2, the free surface velocities 
U(x, Y, t) := u(x, Y, Z, t) 
h, 
V(x, Y, t) v(x, Y, z, t)1 , 
W(x, Y, t) w(x, Y, z, t)1h, 
satisfy 
ut + UUX + vUy + 
(gie(ý2 
+ X2) cos B cos a- 266c sin B sin a 
+tjsin0Cosa+e&sinacos0+_DW 
/ 
h" rt 
) 
=e 
(62 
+ &2) sin 0 cos a -- 2¬ cos 0 sin a 
(8.3.14) 
-6cos0cosa+ e&sin0sina, 
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and 
Vi+U1; ß+VVy+ 
(g 
+Q 
(62 
+ßx2) cos Bcos a-2PBäsin Bsin a 
-}-QB sin 0 cos a -i- eä sin a cos 0) by 
(8.3.15 
= eä2sin a-e&cos a, 
and the kinematic free surface condition can be written in the form 
ht+(hU), t+(hV)y =W+hU,, +hVy. (8.3.16) 
This set of equations is not closed since it contains terms involving W (x, y, t). A closed set 
of equations for h (x, y, t), U (x, y, t) and V (x, y, t) is obtained considering 
0 IW+hUX+hVyl KWo, 
1 (8.3.17) 
Ihl « 
I9 
+ 9s1. 
I 
ut- 
Linearizing the acceleration terms ql , 
42 and 43 gives 
" 91 eo, 
" 42 Pä 
" 43 c0. 
Then equations (8.3.14), (8.3.15) and (8.3.16) simplify to 
ht +hUX+Uh,. +hVy+Vhy = 0, 
Ut+UUX+VUy+gh. = 
Vt + UVX + VVy + ghy = 
8.4 Vessel equations 
Following the strategy of chapter 7, the vessel equations can be obtained from a variational 
principle. Let 
KEftuid = fLI 0L2 j0 IIXII2pdydx 
= fLi ` f02 fo 
((*2 
}2t e) +M cos a (x cos + sin 8) 
+P(y cos a -x sin 0 sin a+z sin a cos 0) 
+ Q262 cost c+ 2ix2) pdzdydx, 
PEED"d = fö 1 f0 2 fö (z - ecosBcosa - d) pgdzdydx, 
KEvessel = 71 mv 
(e2B2 
Costa + e2&2) J' 
PEvessel = mvge (1 - Cos 0 COS a) s 
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and so the Lagrangian action reads 
2- fti` fL' fL2 fö 
(2 (x2+y2+i2)+PB cosa(xcosa+ sin 0) 
+Q& (y cos a-x sin 0 sin a+z sin a cos 8) + 
12O2 cost a 
+7 Q2ä2 -g (z -e cos 0 cos a- d)) pdzdydxdt 
+ ft2 
(2m (e2B2costa+e2ä2) 
-mgf(1 -cos0cosa)) dt. 
Taking the first variation of this functional with respect to 0 gives 
FO- 
fo 1 fo 2 f1 e cos a (R cos 0+z sin 0) pdzdydx + (m +m f) e2 
B cos` a 
+(m+mf)gfsin 0cos a-2(m+mf)e2Bäsin aCos a=0, 
or 
fo1fo2fof(Du Dt sin 0) pdzdydx + (m + m, f) Q2B cost a (8.4.19) 
-}- (m -- m f) gf sin 0 cos a-2 
(m +m f) e2B6e since cos a=0. 
Let 
Cl = f0 1 fo 2 fo pudzdydx, 
c2 =f 
Ll fö 2f pvdzdydx, 
C3 = f0 
L, f2 fo pwdzdydx, 
then d L1 L2 h L1 L2 h D, ýl =A fo fo fo Pudzdydx =fo 
fo fo Phi dzdydx , 
ý2 =Afo1f 
G2 fo pvdzdydx = fo ' fö 2 fo p$dzdydx , 
ý3 = fo 1 fo' 2 fo pwdzdydx = fo 1 fo 2 fö P4dzdydx , 
and so equation (8.4.19) simplifies to 
B costa +s sin 0 cos a- 26& sin a cos cx my+mý Q 
(c1 cos 0 -{- c3 sin 9) 
or 
B cos afe sin 0- 26a sin a=- mV+m se 
(c1 cos B+ c3 sin 9) . (8.4.20) 
Reducing this equation to the limit of shallow-water, neglecting the nonlinear term 20o sin a 
and using the approximations sin 
0 %" 0 and sin a=a then give 
8+o=- 
-+m e61. 
(8.4.21) 
I 
Equation (8.4.21) in terms of the surface velocity U (x, y, t) reads 
e+ Qe =-,. ý+mf Päß 
fo 1 
. 
ý0 Z phUdydx, (8.4.22) 
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assuming 
"d 
jL1 f Gz 
Jh 
l 
<G . pzu, dzdydx1 (8.4.23) 
Now let vi =e (mv + m1), then (8.4.22) simplifies to 
ät (fo 1 fo 2 PhUdydx + (mv + m. f) q1) _ -v191. (8.4.24) 
Taking the first variation of the Lagrangian functional with respect to a gives 
Ta- 
fo'fo2fo P(-x sin Bsin a+ycosa+zsinacos 0)pdzdydx+(m+mf)e2ä 
} (m +mf)P2B2sin acos a+(m+rnf)gPcos 0sin a=0, 
or 
fo i fo 2 foe (-$ sin 6 sin a+ Dv Dw cos a+ sin a cos B) pdzdydx 
+(m+mf)P2ä+ (m +mf)P2B2sinacosa+ (mv+mf)gecos0sina = 0, 
(8.4.25) 
or 
1 
d+82sin acosa-{ cos8sina = (mv+mf) p(61sin0sina-62 cos a- 
Cg sin a cos 0) 
(8.4.26) 
Reducing this equation to the limit of shallow-water, neglecting the nonlinear terms 
62 sin a cos a 
and 
Mv 
1f 
@61 sin 
0 sin a, and using the approximations sin 00 and sin a ýzz a then give 
I 
CY +a 
my+m f Q62- (8.4.27) 
Equation (8.4.27) in terms of surface velocity V reads 
1d Li L2 ör +a=- 
my+m fei 
fo 
. 
f0 phVdydx , (8.4.28) 
assuming 
d L10LZ0h 
" pzvZdzdydxl « 1. (8.4.29) 
Idt o 
Now let v2 = (m +m f) , then 
(8.4.28) simplifies to 
at 
(fo 1 fo 2 phVdydx + (mv + m1) 92) _ -V292" (8.4.30) 
Note that 
v1 = v2 = (mv +mf 
Noting that 
d'e fö ' fö 2 phUdydx = fo ' fö 'p (htU + hUt) dydx 
_- fö 1 . 
%2 p 
[(U2h),, + (hUV)y + ghh,, + hij1 dydx 
L1 L2 
= -mi91 - fo fo pghhxdydx , 
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and 
d fo 1 fo 2 PhVdydx =f o' 
`f L2 p (htV + hVt) dydx 
=- fo I fo 2P 
[(v2h)y + (hUV),, + 9hh,, + h421 dydx 
G1 L2 
_ -m142 - fo fo P9hhydydx , 
then equations (8.4.24) and (8.4.30) can be written in the following forms 
m41 + vi41 = f0 2 2P9 
th (L1, Y, t)2 -h (0, Y, t)2) dY, 
(8.4.31) 
ma92 + v242 = Jö '2 pg 
(h (x, L2, t)2 -h (x, 0, t)2) dx, 
which are the extended versions of the Cooker's equation in two dimensions (see equation 
(7.5.60)). 
Note: The left-hand sides of equations (8.4.20) and (8.4.26) with the right-hand sides 
equal zero are the governing equations for the spherical pendulum. 
To verify this take the 
first variation of the associated Lagrangian action for the motion of a sherical pendulum 
which is 
/'t2 
(B, a) =J 
(T 
mp 
(82 
cost ai ä2) - mpge (1 - cos B cos a)) dt, 
tl 
with respect to 0 and a to derive the governing equations. The pendulum mass is denoted 
by mp and its length by Q. They are 
9cosa+ Jsin0-29äsina = 0, 
(8.4.3`l) 
ä+92sinacosa+ JcosOsina = 0. 
The vertical component of the angular momentum vector for a spherical pendulum is 
A=my(9192-9291) =mP2 
(asinB-9cosBsinacosa) 
. 
(8.4.32) satisfies conservation of the vertical component of angular momentum 
A=0. 
8.5 LPP formulation of the governing equations 
To derive the LPP form of the equations consider the mapping 
(t, ý, i7) i (t, x (C 77, t) ,y 
(c, 77, t)) , with 0<ý< Li ,0<q< L2 ,t>0. 
Assuming non-degene 
e 
a gy- 
a Tt 
where 
racy (xtyn - x,? yg $ 0) the derivatives in (8.3.18) are mapped to 
7 
(YI? 
_7 Y4 N)' 
ýý 1 
(-x 
19 8) 
'-' j 
((X,? 
Yt - Y,? xt) ,+ (YFxt - Xtyt) 9) -i 9, 
J=Xyn - XIN - 
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Substitution into (8.3.18) transforms the mass equation to 
hJ =X (ý, 7l) , 
where X (ý, 77) := hf 
l 
t_o 
is determined by the initial data. Now setting U= xt, V= yt and 
h= 14'2111 and transforming the momentum equations in (8.3.18) to the LPP setting gives 
x=- Y'? Xe + ITTXY-qJJ + YYýXn - I3XYEA - 41, 
gg 
(8.5.33) 
Y= ý2XnXý - ý3XX? IJý - XýX?? + jf3XXEJ7I - 42 
Noting that the surface horizontal linear momentums in the reference space (ý, 77, t) are 
f L1 f L2 phUdydx = fo 1 fL2 PhUJdr1dý =f1 
f. 2 px (ý, 71) xtdiidý , 
fo 1 
0 phVdydx = 
fo 1 ft 2 PhVJdgd = fo 1 fo 2pX(, il) Ycdýd , 
then the vessel equations (8.4.24) and (8.4.30) in the LPP setting become 
ä (fo 1f L2 Px (£, 77) x (e, 77, t) dllde + (mf + rnv) 9i (t)) + v19i (t) = 0, 
(8.5.34) 
d2 (f0 1f L2 px (x, '77) y (ý, 77, t) di1dý + (mf + m) 92 (t)) + v242 (t) =0. 
8.6 Linear system 
Let 
y77, t) = rl +t! (ý, 77, t) 
h( 77, t) = ho+H(ý, 71, t) 
and linearize the governing equations about the trivial solution. 
Then X (ý, 71) = hp and 
x (ý, r7, t) ,y 
(ý, 71, t) and H (ý, r1, t) satisfy 
- 9ho (x«E +%) 
(8.6.35) 
y-9ho(x +yin) 
with boundary conditions x 
(0,77, t) =x (Li, 77, t) = 0, y (C 0, t) =y (ý, L2, t) =0 and 
H+ ho (x + y, 7) = 0, (8.6.36) 
and the linearized vessel equations are 
%lfLZxdýde +(ýn+mf)9i)+vl91 = 0, 
( 
271 
(8.6.37) 
dt fo 1 
. 
IfLZ ydijd4 + (m,, -F mf) 92) + v292 =0. 
The potential vorticity is 
PV = OF - U. 1, 
and (8.6.35) satisfies 
a 
3i (PV)=o. 
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This system is Hamiltonian with functional 
iýýLý Lý 
2 
(x, y, q1, q21 P1> P2, P3i P4) = 2m 
ý 
j- 0' J0 pidiidý - p3ý 
2I 
1L p2di7dý - P4) + 
(ii fo 
+2 La 
fo 1 fo 2 (p2 + p2) dijdý 
J 
(8.6.38) 
±2L 9h0 f0' L fo 2 (x + y77)2 di7dý 
+2vig1 + 2v242 
where the canonical momenta are 
P1 71,0 _ th 
(, 77, t) + 41 M 
P21 77, t) - y1 77)t)+ 42(t) 
P3 (t) _ m41 + fo fo 2 p1didý , 
P4 (t) = my l2 +f 
L1 j'0 2 p2dr7dý 
The governing equations in Hamiltonian form are 
*n fOL 
, 
6dr pi =- = gho (x«4 + yyii) 
=1'2-n;, +myi fö1fö2p2 d77dý, 
P2 =-= 9h0 (xE, 7 + y, 7,7) 
(8.6.39) 
mf (L 1 
3p 
dd 41 =- ß-P3 mo L1 L2 JO 01 ý1 i TPF3 
p3 =- is-e Tq-l =-v141, 
or_ 11m L1 2 42 =- mv, 7J4 - m4 
f0 f0' P2didý , 
P4 =-_ -v2g2 
The corresponding Lagrangian functional is 
ýp L1 L2 
(1(. 21212m fo fo 2+ 4i) +2W+ 42) - 29ho (xE + ?! +º)) &7dß 
f MV (qi + 42) -'ýEvi41 - 
7v242. 
(8.6.40) 
Note that the vessel energy is 
Ev = 7f zv 
(9i } 42 2 71 
)+ 
vi 41 '1 q2 
and in terms of the momentum variables it is 
221 
FA E _- 
(ps 
- 
ýa1) + 
M7 
i1+2 (P4 - a2) + 
7vlgi + 7v2g2 (8.6.41) 
where L1 L2 L1 Jo 
p2 
L2 
al =ff pldi1dý and a2 = 
Jo 
dr7dý . 00 
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8.7 Numerical algorithm for the linear system - the semi- 
discretization 
Discretize the reference space using a rectangular discretization, 
xi, j 
(0 
=x 
(ýi, 
j e 77i, j, 
0' 
yi, J 
(t) 
=y 
(ýi, 
j, rli, j, 
0 
pi,, 
3 
(t) = pl 
(bi, 
j Th, j, t) P2,, 
3 
(t) 
= p2 
(Si, 
j, Ti, j, t) 
Then after choosing a discretization for the derivatives and integrals with respect to ý and 
the governing equations can be written as a large set of ordinary differential equations. 
A variational discretization is used to discretize the Hamiltonian functional first, and 
then take a variation of the discretized Hamiltonian [921. The semi-discretization of second 
equation in (8.6.39) is 
9Lo 
_i+l, ]-Qi '_}, 1_ yi-1 '-yi '+1-yi-1 '+1 -yij 
for i =2, """ M, j=1, """ N, 
and the semi-discretization of the fourth equation in (8.6.39) is 
yi, j+1-2yi '+yi 1 ýi '-1-yi '+ý{+1 -mai+t 1 
for i=1, """, M, j=2,... N. 
For the integrals of pi and p2 that appear in (8.6.39) the trapezoidal rule is used 
al(t) :=4 Aý0r1 
(ptl, 
l 
(t) 1ýli, N+i 
(t) + plM+i, i 
(t) + piMt1, N+I 
(t)) 
NM 
+ 0ýA71 
j=2 i=2 
(Pli. 
i(t)f plM+i, i(t))+ 
7Aýz 
ii (pz%"(t) + plc, N+i(t)) (8.7.42) 
MN 
+ý0ý1 EE pt:, j (t) ,l=1,2. 
i=2 j=2 
The full serni-discretization is then 
_11m ýi J= pii, j my 
P3 + my 
ial 
i=2, ... , M, j=1, ... , Ný 
_ 9ho 
x; +1, i-Q{ + N{-1 '+y. '+1-y 1 '+1-! li 
1 
7ý1: j -`Js 
_m Yi j= P2., i P4 + ,,  LI 2 
0'2 
i=1,..., M, j=2,..., N, 
(Yi. 
i+1_2v+vii_t yi "-1-2{ "+Si+t '-y1+1 "-11 (8.7.43) P2;, j = 9hO Al? z I 
Z-1ý... 'M, j-2, ... N, 
-LM, 
+ 
91 = P3 7n,, 
P3 = -v19i, 
11 'n+ 
42 = my 
iý4 - my Q2 
p4 = -v242 , 
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with boundary conditions 
x1, i (t) = XM+1, j(t) = 0,7 = I, -.. , N+ 1, 
yi, 1(t) = Yi, N+1(t) = 0, i=1,... , M+1, 
i+n Pli, i (t) = P1M+i, j 
(t) = m 
(Ps(t) 
- al (t)) , .7=1, ... ,N+1, 
(8.7.44) 
1 .2 
P2,,, (t) = P2;, N+1 (t) _v 
(P4(t) - 77, ,i =1, ... ,M+1. 
Note that p1;, I 
(t) for i=2, """, M can be obtained from the second equation of (8.6.39) and 
consequently xi, I (t) for i=2, "", M from the first equation of (8.6.39). Also p213 (t) for 
j=2, """, N can be obtained from the fourth equation of 
(8.6.39) and consequently yl, 3(t) for 
j=2, """, N from the third equation of 
(8.6.39). p1ti, N+1(t) and xz, N+l 
(t) for i=2, """, M, 
and p2M+1, J 
(t) and yM+1, ß(t) for j=2, """, N will be defined in next sections. 
8.8 Numerical algorithm - time discretization using Störmer- 
Verlet 
The semi-discretization (8.7.43) is of the form 
P= g(q), 
4= f(P), 
where 
P= (P1;, i, P2., i)P3, h4) and q= 
(xi, j, yi, 3,91,92) 
Applying the Störmer-Verlet algorithm to this semi-discretization then gives 
I 
pn+7 = pn t At g (qn) 
qn+l = qn + Ot ff 
(pn+) 
pn+l = pn+I + 17 At g (qnn+1) 
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or the following equations for each time step nHn+1 
pn+1 
2= p3 _ 
Otv14i 
> 3 
n+ý 
p4 = p4 _- -v242 
n-f 
2n 
pt +, 
_ 
2xi +x iy1fy; `+1 X -Y 14-1 
i=2,... M, j=I, --- N, 
/ 
19 
n+ 
12nLhy: 
+1-2y. +ynj-1 ýi _1-y; 
+s +1 i_-13_1) 
i=1,... Al, j=2,... 'N> 
n+l 
__ 
n 
(n4 n+ 1 "m, n+ 
(8.8.45) 
ßi, 7 xl 
+ ýt l: rnv 
P3 + 
my Lý2 1 
i=2, ... , M, j=1,... N, 
11 
n+l 
_n 
(n±2 n+ý mf n+2 
yW Z"i + Di Tý2; 3 ; 7v 4 MV 2 
ý2 
i=1, ..., M, j=2, ... 'N, 
1 
n+1 Te At 
(;;; 
1 
_a41 - 4Lth2 111 
n+1 n1 
n+2 1 mf n+ý 
42 - 42 
+ Ot ( my P4 'n'+ T°2 ' 
I 
p3n+1 = P3+7 - 
Av1gn+1 
1 
pý+l = P4+7 - 
-tv292+1 
n+l 
n+i 
_2ýn+l+yn+1 
n+l n+l n+l n+1\ 
__ pi 
2y +9hQ 
r+l, 
i 
Qs 
'1+ yi-l, j-yi,. '+1-yi-1 
Pl n 
+1 
,, i :, i \\ En 
i=2,.,. 'M, 
j=1,.,. N, 
I/ n+' n+1 n+l n+1 n+l n+1 f 
1- p2+ + 9ho 1 
yi '+1-2bi ' +yi -1 + ýi 'i-y ' 
+ýi+1-zi '-1 
P2ii = 
t. i \\ nE +I 
i=1, M, j=2, """, N, 
where 
p1 
,, j - 
Pi (Sij) 77i, j) tn) 7 p2; j= P2(Si, j)77i, j)tn) 1 
41J = X(C j977i, j) tn) 9 
yj= Y(ýij ý %i, j) 
tn) pS= 7ý3(tn) p' 4- 1ý4(tn) 91 = 41 (tn), 
qn = 42 
(tn) 
, 
to = nAi, 
and the boundary conditions are 
n+l n+l xi,. i = ýM+1, j 0j=1,... N+ 1, 
n+l n+l (8.8.46) yi, l = Yi, N+l = 0, i=1, ''' , M+ 1, 
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and 
n1 n+1 ný 
1 
n+1 
ill 2__ dim 
'i 
_ my 
p3 2 mG Q1 21 
111) (8.8.47) 
n+72 n+7 m n+7 
72., 1 = 
p2., 
ly+i - m 
P4 - jýQ2 ýi-1'... ýMj. 
n+ 
Note that pl,, l 
for i=2, ", M can be obtained from the third equation of (8.8.45) and 
consequently XZ 
i1 for i=2, ", M from the fifth equation of (8.8.45). Also psi for 
j=2, """, N can be obtained from the fourth equation of 
(8.8.45) and consequently yj i 
for j=2, ,N 
from the sixth equation of (8.8.45). phN 1 and xi, 
N+1 for i=2,... 
, 
Al, 
and 
n+ 2 and yM+l j for 
2, " "", N will be defined in next sections. p2m+l, i 
Comparing the first of (8.8.47) with the definition of al shows that p1 and pl 1+Ij 
n+ 
also appear in Ql . 
However, combining these two equations gives an explicit expression 
n+ 
2 
for a1 
on+2 =j1 )-1 
(iap3+ 
+ pi±ý Limy N+M 
N2 
(pl 
1 
+007] i1 
ýý ' 
i=2 j=2 
and comparing the second of 
(8.8.47) with the definition of a2 gives an explicit expression 
for Q2 
n+ 7 
Q2+2 =I1+11D, 
/Li 
p4+ + 10 017 
(p2 ''E + p2M l, j j=2 
MN1 
n+ 71 +DUL 11 P2j, j i=2 j=2 
8.9 Symplecticity of the numerical algorithm (8.8.45) 
The Störmer-Verlet discretization (8.8.45 is symplectic with the symplectic form 
Sin = w" + Spg A 6ql + 5p4 A bq , 
where MNmMN 
w" _ MNbP1 n+f dp2t, j n 
dy 
j i=2 j_1 i_1 j=2 
MN 
(8.8.49) 
(8.9.50) 
if the al, 2 -integrals are 
discretized using the trapezoidal rule, and considering the following 
two assumptions 
n+ 
_ 
n+7 
p1., 1 = P1., N+l ' 
for (symplectic-1) 
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and 1 
P2 
n+ 
= p2M2 , 
for j=2, --. , 
N. (symplectic-2) 
I, j 
The symplectic form (8.9.50) satisfies 
SZ"+1 = SZ" for all n. 
The proof of this identity is an essential but lengthy digression for this chapter, and therefore 
it is given in the technical report [71. 
8.10 Energy of the semi-discretization 
Claim: The following functional 
M 
1- N0 0141 + 10 0 E-f- Pi 1 2'rRv 12ý \Pli, l i, N+1 / 
i=2 
MN2 
+z / 1j 
EE 
p1i. i - p3 
i=2 j=2 
N 
2mv 
IL LM2 
+L &1 (ý 
iT 
P2+) 
j=2 
MN2 
+DýO17 E P2j, j 
]_P4) 
i =2 j=2 
MMN 
2 Ný O7191 + AýAý 
(', 
+ P1i, rv+1) + 
A077 EE pli, i (8.10.51) 
i=2 i=2 j=2 
}1 FLs MAý07192 +'AýA71E 
(P21, 
j 
+ PL+1,1) -+ - A077 L. ý2.. i 
j=2 i=2 j=2 
1mh[: E 
(Xi+1j xi, j + 
yi, j+l ý/i, j ý2 Q OM ý-2L9oL 
i=1 j=1 
i jv14i + 7jV242 
is conserved along orbits of the semi-discretization (8.7.43) if 
Pli, lxi, i = P1, N+lXi, N+i ,fori=2, ... , M, (E-1) 
and 
pz,. 
j yl, j = P2M+i, iYM+1, i , 
for j=2, --- , 
N. (E-2) 
The proof of this claim is an essential but lengthy, and therefore it is given in the technical 
report [7]. 
8.11 The complete nHn+1 step 
In order to satisfy (symplectic-1), (symplectic-2), (E-1) and (E-2) the proposed numerical 
algorithm is: 
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8.11.1 First momentum half step 
i 
P3 
+z 
= Pn - oti4i , 
1 
P4 = P4 n- 
Ti 
ßv292 
n+2 At ho 
_ I. 1 
__ 
'+2i 1+y1 +yi _+1 
_ 
-Y n 1 '+1gti 
i=2,. .. , 
M, j=1, ... , 
N, 
+ /yn _2yn }yn xi yn +yn _Zn TL At t, J}1 b, j t, i-1 t}i 
P2. 
;J 
P2., 
3 
+2 9h'0 1 0,7Z 
+ 
Z- 1,... , 11'1\, j =2,... 'N, 
n+2 n+2 
pii, N+i Pit, i , 
n+2 
- 
n+2 j= 
P2M+i, j = p21, ß ' 
2, 
>N, 
a2 = 
+ zý I1+ 
)ý1 +7+'NýO77 AL2Pn 
M 
i 
Pi 
j , Lr i=2 j=1 
n+ 
l, 
pig,; 
n+ 2 
-_ 
1 
p1M+1, j my 
( 11 n+ 7Z m n+ ý p3 al ,j=1, ", 
N+1, 
a2+ý +m 
)ý1 1MN °m I1ý4+7 + 0ýA77 72 
I 
i=1 j=2 
n+ 
P2; , 
1 
= P2; N+ý _v( 
n+l m n+ 12 p4 - a2 M+1. 
8.11.2 Position step 
n+l 
__ 
n n+ 
n+7 m- n+7 
/ 
z,, 7 113 
+ 
(pli'l 
; 7, -P3 + 
i1 
Lz 
01 ' 
i=2, """, M, j=1, """, N+1, 
xiý1 = xij0, j =1,..., N+1, 
n+l n xM+l, j - xM+j - 
0, j=1,... 
,N+1, 
11 
n+l _n 
At 
( 
n+1 1 n+7 1m n+ 
yi, 7 -v ,7+ 
P2t 
j m 
p4 + 
m a2 
i=1,..., M+1, . 7=2,..., 
ßt, 
yn l= 7ý: 1=O, i=1,..., M+l, 
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n+l _ yi, N+l Yin, N+l =01 
i_ 1ý... 
'M. 
+1, 
- 
11 
n+l n1 n+2 1 n+ n+ T2 
q1 = 41 + At my 3- my O1 
11 
n+1 n1 n+7 1m n+rl q2 = 42+Ot 1, p4 -M. 
102 
8.11.3 Second momentum half step 
P3+1 = P3+2 - 
Otv1g1+1 
1 
n+1 "+'E At n+1 P4 = p4 -2 x/292 
1 n+n+1 n+1 n+l n+l 
n+1 pi+2 +L ttgho 
(xn+l Q, ' p 1, ß + 
y: -1 +v: '+1 y: -1 +1 y: 
) 
(V7+1 +l+n+t n+1 n+1 n+1 n+t 
nF1+2+ Ot ho : i+1-2yi, ý _ -1y+ 
' +ý'+t -.: +1 1 P2; 
i= 
P21-0- 29 D, I f *ý 
i=1,... 'M, j =2,... 'N, 
n+l n+1 Pli, 
N+l 
= iýl,, 
l f 
i=2 
, ... ,M, 
n+l n+1 
P2M+l, i = 
P21,. i 
2' 
, 
N, 
_MN 
Qn+l _i+01 
QfLZn+l +, Q n+l 1( 1m)-l m 77 pli. j 
i=2 j=1 
n+1 X71+1 == T1 
(pn+1 
^ Qn+1) i=1, ... ,N1, p11, j M+ilj 
MN 
in ( 01-1ýLIn+l QQE n+1 
2-+ 2mmv J , nv 
74+ ý% iý2, 
j 
i=1 j=2 
n+1 = pn+1 
1V (g+1 I 
_ 
1_ý2 i= 1ý... 
ýM 
} 1. ý2j, 
1 2i, N+L 
LG 
The next step is solving the coupled equations numerically using the numerical algorithm 
of this section. And also solvimg the coupled 
linear system (8.6.35)-(8.6.37) analytically to 
compare the results with the numerical solution. 
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Spherical-pendulum sloshing 
dynamics 
This chapter considers the dynamic coupling between shallow-water sloshing and the motion 
of a spherical-pendulum. The pendulum mass is a rigid container containing fluid and free 
to rotate on the surface of sphere. The motion of the pivot point is assumed to be prescribed 
along the spatial coordinate axes. The exact equations for the rigid-body motion are derived 
from a variational principle. The exact equations for the fluid motion are derived by simplify- 
ing equation (4.1.6). Then an asymptotic argument is used to reduce the fluid and rigid-body 
equations to the limit of shallow-water. The reduced coupled equations are transformed to 
the Lagrangian particle path setting and a variational principle is introduced for the coupled 
system. 
9.1 Exact equations for the fluid motion 
Consider a spherical-pendulum (SP) with interior fluid sloshing illustrated in Figure 9.1. The 
pendulum length is P. The mean water depth is h0, which is independent of time. There 
are two coordinate systems. The system (X, Y, Z) which is fixed in space, and placed at the 
suspension point. The system (x, y, z) is attached to the moving vessel such that the distance 
from the body frame origin to the suspension point is d= (- , -1, -e - d), where L1 is 
the vessel length in the x- direction, L2 is the vessel length in the y- direction and d is the 
vessel height. The relationship between the two coordinate systems is 
X=Q(x+d)+q, (9.1.1) 
where q= (ql, q2) q3) is the prescribed motion of the pivot point relative to the spatial frame 
and Q the rotation matrix for a pitch-roll sequence. 
The motion on the surface of a sphere can be parametrized using two angles. Assume that 
at the initial time to the pendulum makes an angle 9 with the vertical in the X-Z plane 
(pitch motion) and makes an angle a with the vertical in the Y-Z plane (roll motion). 
Then using a rotation tensor formulation [99], the rotation matrix for the pitch-roll sequence 
can be defined 
cos0 -sin0sina -sin0coseeQ 
=0 cos a- sin a (9.1.2) 
sin8 cos9sina cos9cosa 
Use this rotation matrix to derive the governing equations of the fluid motion relative to the 
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Figure 9.1: Schematic showing a configuration of the spherical-pendulum-slosh (SPS) coupled 
problem. 
body frame from equation (4.1.7). They are 
Du +!;. E = -2(SZ2w-13v)-Ste(z+d3)+Sts(Y+d2)-SZh12(y+d2) 
+(D2+03)(x+dl)-fliff3(z+d3)-glcos9-g3sin9-gsin9, 
(9.1.3) 
Lt 
+P 0' = -2 ( 3U -1 iw) - ý3 (x + dl) -} ý1 (z + d3) - 1Zafl3 (z + d3) 
+ (1l + n3) (y + d2) - (1122 (x + dl) + Ji sin 6 sin a- iq2 cos a (9.1.4) 
-43 cos 0 sin a-9 cos 0 sin O t, 
and 
+p -2(SZly-12u)-SZl(y+d2)+O2(x+dl)-I1SZ3(x+di) 
+ (SZ1 + i22) (x + ds) - St2SZ3 (y + d2) + ql sind cos a+ Q2 sin a (9.1.5) 
-q3 CO8 19 COs a-9 cos 0 cos a. 
The fluid occupies the region 
0<z<h(x, y, t) with 0<x<Ll, 0<y<L2, 
and relative to the body frame the Eulerian fluid velocities are u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t) and 
w(x, y, z, t) . 
Accompanying these equations is conservation of mass relative to the body frame 
8x 3 8z 
The boundary condions are 
w=0 at z=0, u=0 at x=0, L1 and v=0 at y=O, L2. (9.1.7) 
The boundary conditions at the free surface are 
P=O and ht + uhx + vhy =w at z= h(x, y, t) . (9.1.8) 
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9.2 Towards shallow-water equations 
Noting that the body angular velocity is a time-dependent vector 
n(t) 
- 
(n1(t)122(1)1931t» 
with entries determined from Q by 
0 -S13 02 
QTQ = 03 0 -ßi1 = (9.2.9) 
-Si2 Sit 0 
then by differentiating (9.1.2) and substituting into (9.2.9) the body angular velocity vector 
can be obtained ix 
St = -9cosa 
(9.2.10) 
9sina 
Before proceeding with derivation of the rotating SWEs, substitute for f2', SZ2 and ft 
from (9.2.10) into the momentum equations (9.1.3)-(9.1.5) to get 
t D+ P= 20wCos a+20vsin a-1-0Cos a(z+d3) -2Bäsincx(x+d3) 
+Bsina(y+d2)+29äcosa(y+d2)+92(x+di) (9.2.11) 
-41 COS 19 - 43sin0 - gsin0, 
_ -29usina+2äw-Bsina(x-+dl)+&(z+ d3)+B2sinacosa(z+d3) S+ 
P 
-FV 
+B2 sin2 a (y + d2) + &2 (y + d2) + qi sin 8 sin a- 42 cos a 
-43cos0sina -gcos0sina, 
(9.2.12) 
and 
Dt +p jE = -2äv - 20u cos a+& (y + d2) -B cos a 
(x + dl) + a2 (z + d3) 
+O2cos2a(z+d3)+62Sin acosa(y+d2)+ij sin0cosa+92sina 
-43cos0 cosa - gcosBcosa. 
Introduce the standard shallow-water scaling [46] 
u 
uo 
dl =L, 
q2 
4a =L 
with shallowness parameter 
y zz tuo 
L, z=ho=EL, tL, 
v v= w w= - h 
h 
= uo, EUO , ho, 
da= 
L12 , d3=hö, 9i = 
L, 
43= 
L, 
p=P9hoý 
_ 
ho 
L 
(9.2.13) 
(9.2.14) 
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where L is a representative horizontal length scale and uo = ghp is the representative 
horizontal velocity scale. 
Now use (9.2.14) to nondimensionalize the momentum equations (9.2.11)-(9.2.13) to get 
üt + üüy }vuyi+ pý = 2e cos a+ 2O sin a+ eO cos a 
(2- 
+ d3) 
-2¬Osin a 
(z 
+ d3) + Osin a (y + a2) 
_ 
(9.2.15) 
+2Btaicosa 
(y+d2) 
+9t 
(55 
-+dl) 
-glt2 cos O- q3tý sin 0- e-1 sin 0, 
vt -+ 
üvý + vvy +Z+ py = -20tü sin a+ 2saqw - O-sin a 
(35 
+ dl 
l 
+ Ecett 
(z 
+ 4) + Of sin a cos a 
(z' 
+ 4) 
+O sine a 
(y 
+ d2) + at 
(y 
-{- d2) 
(9.2.16) 
+q, sin 0 sin a- q2ý cos a 
-g3ti cosOsina -s-1 cosBsina, 
and 
gee (iv-t- + üwýE + vwy + iv-iv-1) + gpi = -2geat ü- 2gEO cos Or - geait 
(y 
+ d2) 
-geOcos a 
(: + dl) + ge2at 
(z + d3) 
+ge20 costa 
(z 
+ 13) + ge sin a cos a 
(y 
+ d2) 
+gEgI sin 0 cos a+ ge92- sin a 
-gE6i-t cos 0 cos a-g cos 0 cos a. 
(9.2.17) 
The mass equation (9.1.6) and the boundary conditions (9.1.7)-(9.1.8) scale as 
üy+vk+zz = 0, (9.2.18) 
and u=0 at x=0 and x_- 
v=0 at y=0 and y=4 (9.2.19) 
Z=O at z=0, 
and __ p=0 and h+ üh- + vhy =w, at (9.2.20) 
Taking the limit of the vertical momentum equation (9.2.17) as e -+ 0' gives 
ýp 
=- cos 0 cos o. 8z 
Integrate from z to h, and use the dynamic free surface boundary condition in (9.2.20) to 
get 
pýý, y, z, tý =cos 0cos aCh -z) 
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and so 
py = cos 0 cos ahy , (9.2.21) 
py = cosOcosahy. 
Now substitute for py and py from (9.2.21) into the horizontal momentum equations 
(9.2.15)-(9.2.16), and note that the horizontal velocity field is independent of the vertical 
coordinate. Take the limits ass --p 0 to obtain the shallow-water equations 
üt + üwy +3k+ cos 9 cos aha = 2O sin a+ sin a(+ d2) 
+2Btat cos a(+ d2) +O(+ dl) (9.2.22) 
-6i-t cos 0- 43ti sin 0-W, 
and 
vt+ii-vi +vvy+cosBcosahy = 
with the assumptions 
-2O sin a- O- sin a 
(3ý 
+ di 
) 
+tq sin2a(y+d2)+at 
\y+W 
} glýi sin B sin a- Q2tt cos a 
-93ti cos 0 sin a- 
B= EG, 
E&. 
Equations (9.2.22) and (9.2.23) can be simplified to 
and 
9Lt ýL7by Uýy i %Lä = -- - 
B 
(9.2.23) 
(9.2.24) 
(9.2.25) 
4L'Uj + Z)vy + hg = -Q2ri - de . 
9.2.26) 
The shallow-water models (9.2.22)-(9.2.23) and (9.2.25)-(9.2.26) are the simplified versions 
of the precise new 3D rotating shallow-water model (4.6.36). We will use here the shallow- 
water model (9.2.22)-(9.2.23) for constructing a variational principle for dynamic coupling 
between spherical-pendulum motion and shallow-water sloshing. 
The mass equation can be obtained by integrating equation (9.2.18) from 0 to h, 
o= fo (u; j+vy+@j) dz 
= hýuylvyýiu'ih, 
using the bottom boundary condition for Z. Substitute for wIh from the kinematic free 
surface boundary condition in (9.2.20) to get 
ht + (7i)+ (iii)= 0. (9.2.27) 
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The shallow-water equations (9.2.22)-(9.2.23) and (9.2.27) in terms of the original vari- 
ables are 
ut+uu, z+vuy+gcosOcosah, z = 29vsina+6sina(y+d2)+26äcosa(y+d2) 
+82 (x + dl) - ql cos 0- 43 sin 0-g sin 0, 
vt+uv, +vv, +gcosOcosahy = -2Busina-Bsina(x+dl)+B2sin 2a(y+d2) 
+&2 (y + d2) + ql sin 8 sin a- 42 cos a 
-43cosOsina - gcosOsina, 
ht + (hu)y + (hv)y = 0. 
(9.2.28) 
9.3 Exact equations for the rigid-body motion 
In this section we use a variational principle to derive the exact equations for the pitch-roll 
motion of the spherical pendulum. The exact equations for 0 (t) and a (t) can be derived by 
taking the first variation of the Lagrangian action 
=I1 KEf 
laid 
_ PE 
f laid +K,. vessel -PE vessel 
l dt 
, 
with respect to 0 and a, respectively. The exact equation for 0 (t) is 
Q1 fo 2 fo f -2vä cos a (x d1) 2wä sin a (x + d1) + cos a (z + d3) 
+tsina(y+d2) - Tt- sina(x+d1) - 
jcosa(x+dl) 
+Q1cos Bcos a(z+d3)+g1cos Bsin a(y+d2)+g3sin Bcos a(z+d3) 
+43 sin Bsin a (y+ d2) + qi sin (x+ d1) - 43 cosB (x+ di) 
-2B sin a cos a (y + d2) (z + d3) - 2Bw costa (z +- d3) - 20ä costa (y + d2) (z + d3) 
+2Bä sin a cos a (z + d3)2 - 2Ba sin a cos a (y + d2)2 -B sine a (y + d2)2 
+286 sine a (y + d2) (z + d3) - 26 sin a cos aw (y + d2) - 26v sin2 a (y + d2) 
-26vsin acos a(z+d3) -Bcos2a(z+d3)2 -2Bu(x+d1) 
+6t2cosa(x+d1)(z+d3)+a2sina(x+d1)(y+d2) -9(x-+1)2 
+dsina(x+d1)(z+d3)-&cosa(x+dl)(y+d2)-gcosO(x+dl) 
+g sin 0 sin a (y + d2) +g sin 0 cos a (z + d3)] pdzdydx 
+7n (y sin a+, cos a) (qj cos 0+ qg sin 0) + mvT (41 sin 0- qg cos 0) 
-IyyB costa + 21yyB& sin a cos a- Izz0 sin2 a- 21,,, z6ä cos a sin a 
+Ixy& cos a- Iyyix2 sin a- Irzä sin cY - I"&2 COS a 
+21y, 6 sin a cos a+ 2I ÖZ cost a- 2Iy,, b& sine a 
-mg (cos 07 - sin 0 sin ay - sin 0 cos az) = 0. 
(9.3.29) 
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And the exact equation for a (t) is 
LL, J2 fö [2uýsin(z + d3) - 2u6 cos a (y + d2) + Dt (z + d3) 
- 
DIE (y + d2) -gjsin0sina(z+d3)+42cosa(z+d3)+g3cosOsina(z+d3) 
+41 sin Bcos a(y+d2) +g2sina(y+d2) - 43cos0cosa(y+d2) 
-2w6t (z+d3)+Bsina(x+dl)(z+d3) -ä(z+d3)2 
-2ixv(y+d2) -ä(y+d2)2 -8cosa(x+dl) 
(y+d2) 
-gcos0cosa 
(y + d2) +g cos 0 sin a (z + d3) -B2 sin acos a(z+d3)2 
-92sin2a(y+d2)(z+d3)+92cos2ce(y+d2)(z+d3) 
+92 sin a cos a (y + d2)2] pdzdydx 
+mv z (93 cos 0 sin a- 41 sin 0 sin a+ 42 cos a) 
+'M, y (41 sin 0 cos a- 43 cos 0 cos a+ 42 sin a) 
-Iyxä - Iyy92 sin a cos a+ 
Izz62 cos a sin a+ Iyyö cos a 
-Ij sin a+ Iyz62 
(sing a- cost a) 
-m gyv cos 0 cos a+ mgz cos 0 sin a=0, 
(9.3.30) 
where I., J, I,,, Iy. y , 
Iyz and I, are the entries of the dry vessel mass moment of inertia 
matrix relative to the pivot point and 7 , yv and z are the coordinates of the center of 
mass of the dry vessel relative to the 
body frame. 
9.4 Roll-pitch equations in the shallow-water limit 
We are interested to derive a variational principle 
for the coupled roll-pitch motion of the 
spherical pendulum with interior shallow-water sloshing. The rotating shallow-water equa- 
tions are derived in §9.2. So the only thing left is to write down the roll-pitch equations in 
the limit of shallow-water. For this purpose we need to scale the exact equations of 9 (t) and 
a (t) derived in §9.3 and use an asymptotic argument to reduce the governing equations to 
the limit of shallow-water. 
Introduce the dimensionless parameters 
Tv Yv xv 
Xv =Tl yv =L, xv =L. (9.4.31) 
Now use (9.2.14 and (9.4.31) and scale the pitch-roll equations (9.3.29)-(9.3.30). Take an 
asymptotic limit as e --> 0 and write the reduced equations in terms of the original variables 
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to obtain the pitch-roll equations in the limit of shallow-water. They are respectively, 
LL 1 fL2 [-2väcosa(x+d1)+(ut+uuy+vuy)sina(y+d2) 
-(vt +uvx+vv, 
)sina(x+d1) +41 cosBsina(y+d2) 
+43 sinBsina(y+d2)+g1sinB(x+d1) -g3cosB(x+d1) 
-29äsinacosa(y+d2)2 -Bsin2a(y+d2)2 - 
28vsin2 a(y+d2) 
-2Bu (x + di) + 62 sin a 
(x + dl) (y + d2) 
-9(x+d1)2 -&cosa(x+d1) 
(y+d2) -gcos8(x+d1) 
+g sin 0 sin a (y + d2) +g sin O cos a 
(- 2h+ d3)] phdydx 
(9.4.32) 
+mv (y sin a+ Tv cos a) (41 cos 0+ 93 sin 0) + mx (41 sin 0- 43 cos B) 
-Iyyö cost a+ 21yyMä sin a cos a-I, z, z0 sine a- 
2122O& cos a sin a 
+Iyy& cos, a - I,,, ä2 sin a- Iylä sin a- 
Ixzä2 cos a 
+2Iyz9 sin a cos a+ 21yA cos2 a- 2Iyz9& sine a 
-mvg (cos OF, - sin 0 sin ay - sin 
0 cos az) =0, 
and 
ý2 
o 
(-2w9cosa(y+d2)+41 
sin0 cosa(y+d2)+92sina(y+d2) fLI 
.%L 
-93 cos 0 cos a 
(y + d2) - 2&v (y + d2) -& (y + d2)2 -6 cos a (x + dl) (y + d2) 
-g cos 0 cos a 
(y + d2) +g cos 0 sin a (11 h+ d3) +62 sin a cos a (y + d2)2] phdydx 
+mz (43 cos 0 sin a- ql sin 0 sin a+ 92 cos a) 
+rn, *g (41 sin 0 cos a- 43 cos 0 cos a+ 42 sin a) 
-Ixx& - 
Iyy92 sin a cos a+ Izz62 cos a sin a+ Iyy0 cos a 
-IýzB sin a+ 
Iyz92 (sine a- cost a) 
-mvgy cos 0 cos a+ mgz cos 
0 sin a=0. 
(9.4.33) 
9.5 Variational principle for the LPP form of the roll, pitch 
and rotating SWEs 
In this section the rotating shallow-water equations (9.2.28) and the pitch-roll equations 
(9.4.32)-(9.4.33) in the shallow-water limit are transformed to the LPP setting and then it 
is shown that the coupled LPP equations can be derived from a variational principle. 
Using the mapping introduced in §8.5 and transforming equations (9.2.28)-(9.4.32)- 
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(9,4.33) to the LPP setting gives respectively 
+ gcosOcosa(ý (yýXý-y{X, 7)+ X(yýJ, 7 -yjjý)) =2Bysina+Bsina(y+d2) 
+29äCOS a(y+d2)+ B2 (x+dl)-glcos0-g3sin0-gsin0, 
y+gcosBcosa( (xýX71 - x) + X(x J. -x J1)) ý -29. i sin a 
-8 sin a (x + dl) + 
62 sin2 a (y + d2) + 6e2 (y + d2) + ql sin 9 sin a 
-92 cos a- 43 cos 0 sin a-g cos 0 sin a, 
(9.5.34) 
and 
f'' fÖ2 [-2y6cos a(x+dl)+ sin a(y+d2)sin a(x+dl) 
+ticos 8sin a(y+d2)+g3sin Bsin a(y+d2)+glsin 9(x+dl) 
-43 cosB(x+-dl) - 29& sin a cos a (y + d2 )2 -Bsinea(y+d2)2 
-29ysin2a(y+d2) -29th(x+di)+ix2sina(x+dl) (y + d2) 
4 (x+dl)2 -äcosa(x+dl) (y+d2) -gcosü(x+dl) 
+gsin 0sin a(y+d2)+gsin 8cos a(A-+d3)]pXdijdý (9.5.35) 
+m (y sin a+1 cos a) 
(41 
cos 0 -I- 
qs sin 0) + mt, x (41 sin 0- 43 cos 0) 
-Iy. y9 cost a+ 21yy9 sin a cos a- IZ, z0 sine a- 2IZZ6& cos a sin a 
+Iyy& cos a- Iyyä2 sin a-I.,, & sin a- 1y"&2 cos a 
+H ., O sin a cos a+ 21y, 
6& cost a- 2Iy, zM sine a 
-mg (cos 07 - sin 0 sin ay - sin 0 cos ax) =0 
and 
fo 1 0L2 
[-2. t9 cos a (y + d2) + ql sin 0 cos a (y + d2) + 92 sin a (y + d2) 
-43 cos 0cos a(y+d2)-2& (y+d2)-ä(y-+2)2-6cos c (x+d1)(y+d2) 
-gcosBcosa(y+d2)+gcosOsince 
(j + d3) +92sin acosa(y+d2)2I pXdqdý 
+m zv (43 cos 0 sin a- 41 sin B sin a+ 92 cos a) 
+my (41 sin 8 cos a- 93 cos 0 cos a+ 42 sin a) 
-Ixxä - Iyy92 sin a cos a+1., 62 cos a sin a+ lyyÖ cos a 
-Iy, z sin a+ Iy,, 
0 (sing a- cost a) 
-mgy cos 0 cos a+ mgz cos 0 sin a=0. 
(9.5.36) 
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Introduce the Lagrangian functional 
Y (X, Y, B, a) - ft1t 2 JOL1 
f0( L2 [2 (ý2 i y2) +x 
(-B 
sin a (y + d2) + 91 cos 0+ 93 sin 0 
) 
+ 
(B 
sin a (x + dl) - ql sin 0 sin a+ 92 cos a+ gs cos 0 sin a) 
-Bsin a(y+d2) (41cos0 +43 sin B) 
B sin a (x + dl) (-ql sin B sin a+ 42 cos a+ 93 cos 0 sin a) 
+(-glsin6cosa -g2sin a+q3COS 8COS (k) 
x( (y+d2)+Bcosa(x+dl)) 
+1B2sin2a ((x+d1)2+(y+d2)2) 
2 
}2 
((y+d2)+Ocosa(x+di)) 
-gsin0(x-{- dl) -gCOS Bsin a(y+d2) 
-g cos 0 cos a 
(j + d3)] pxdiidedt 
+ ft12 
[m f 
-B cos az -B sin ayv) (41 cos B+ 43 sin B) 
-fim 
(8 
sin a-xv - czz) (-ql sin B sin a+ 42 cos a+ 93 cos 9 sin a) 
+mv 
(ay 
+B cos axv) (-ql sin 0 cos a- 42 sin a+ 43 cos B cos a) 
+ 
(Ixxa2 
+ Iy, 62 COS2 a+ 12292 Sin2 a) 
-Iýyä9 cos a +Iä6 sin a-1., 
62 sin a cos a 
-mg (sin O + cos B sin ay + cos B cos az)] dt. 
(9.5.37) 
The first variation of this functional with respect to x and y recovers the SWEs in (9.5.34). 
And the first variations with respect to 0 and a recover the pitch (9.5.35) and roll (9.5.36) 
equations, respectively. 
In conclusion, a variational principle is introduced for the simplified version of the exact 
rigid-body equations for a spherical-pendulum containing shallow-water and for the simplified 
version of the precise 3D shallow-water model introduced in chapter 4, in the Lagrangian 
particle path setting. The next step can be the derivation of a Hamiltonian formulation for 
this variational principle and developing a geometric integrator for the Hamiltonian form of 
the coupled equations. 
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Conclusions and open problems 
Two-dimensional and three-dimensional shallow-water equations in terms of surface velocity 
field are studied in the Lagrangian particle path setting. A Hamiltonian formulation is derived 
for both linear and nonlinear form of the equations. A symplectic integrator is used for the 
numerical solution of the equations. In §2.5.6.3 a symplectic numerical integrator is proposed 
for the full nonlinear version of the SWEs in two dimensions. The next step is the numerical 
study of the nonlinear equations using the proposed numerical scheme. 
A new set of shallow-water equations which model the two dimensional and three dimen- 
sional rigid body motion of a vessel containing fluid has been derived. The only assumptions 
are on the vertical velocity and acceleration at the surface. The equations give new insight 
into shallow-water sloshing, and numerical simulations include the effect of viscosity 
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are much faster than the full 3D equations. It has been demonstrated in (16,17,18,9,10,111 
that the equations capture many of the features of 3D sloshing for the case when the free 
surface is single valued: diagonal waves, swirling waves, curved hydraulic jumps, and inter- 
acting waves. A form of vorticity is captured by the equations and numerics, and the motion 
of the vessel can be specified in complete generality. 
One of the advantages of the SWEs is that vorticity is retained. There has been very little 
work on the role of vorticity in fluid sloshing. On the other hand in the numerical analysis 
literature two related problems have been studied: the numerical preservation of physical 
vorticity [60] and the generation of artificial vorticity by a numerical scheme (95,761. 
The current problem of SWEs in a rotating frame presents two new difficulties. First the 
form of potential vorticity (PV) is very different from the classical case. Secondly, In certain 
parameter regimes multiple travelling hydraulic jumps are generated which can be sources 
for vorticity. 
With the assumptions (SWE-1) and (SWE-2), the SWEs (4.6.36) conserve the following 
form of PV Vý-Uy+2Q3-2fl2hy-Mihs 
PV- h 
and it is a Lagrangian invariant. In the special case when ni = 112 =0 and ftg Is constant, 
the expression reduces to the classical case in geophysical fluid dynamics 1931. When ft1 
and Sl2 are nonzero, there is a geometrical interpretation: the correction to the vertical 
vorticity is the projection of the angular velocity vector onto the surface unit normal. Since 
PV is conserved, even if the vertical vorticity is initially zero, the conservation of PV can 
induce non-zero vertical vorticity (this phenomenon is witnessed in some of the numerical 
simulations in [17,18,10]). This work may have independent interest in geophysical fluid 
dynamics (GFD). Although the earth's rotation is treated as a constant in GFD, it does 
wobble [68], and so a 3D model for the earth's rotation may be of Interest. The equation (4.6.36) show how the SWEs should be modified for a fully 3D rotation vector. 
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In chapters 3 and 4 the vessel motion has been prescribed. The vessel motion can also 
be determined by solving the rigid body equations coupled to the fluid motion. Some results, 
for the case of coupled motion for a rigid body with shallow-water fluid in two dimensions, 
have recently been obtained in [19] for a vehicle containing fluid which is attached to a linear 
spring. Two of the central features of this model can be generalized. The linear spring can 
be generalized to a nonlinear spring. The linear spring force is -vq and a nonlinear spring 
force would be of the form 
F=-vlq+v2g3, 
where vl >0 and v2 are constants. If v2 <0 the spring is called hard and if v2 >0 it is 
called soft. With this spring force, the vehicle equation in [19] is 
rß, 4 + v14 - v2g3 =7 P9 (h(L, t)2 - h(0, t)2) . 
Hence the vehicle motion is determined by a forced Duffing oscillator. Since a forced Duffing 
oscillator can have very complicated dynamics, it is expected that the fluid sloshing will be 
more dramatic in this case. Secondly, friction can be added to the system. 
In chapter 7 the exact rigid-body equation for a suspended container containing fluid is 
derived in terms of the rotation angle. The simplified version of this equation (see equation 
(7.3.23)) can be reduced to the form of the vehicle equation in [19]. To see this let v= 
(m +m f) and q= £0 and simplify equation 
(7.3.23) to obtain equation (2.10) in [19]. 
The rigid-body equation is coupled to the shallow-water equations and the coupled equations 
are transformed to the Lagrangian particle path setting. 
A Hamiltonian formulation is derived 
for the linearized equations and a symplectic integrator is developed for numerical analysis. 
Some simulations are presented. One of the main results is the adaption of a numerical 
scheme which respects the energy budget. 
It is of interest to preserve the total energy in 
the numerical scheme, but also to maintain the correct partition of energy between the fluid 
and vessel. This latter problem is most 
difficult when Eulerian fluid representation is used. 
A Hamiltonian formulation is derived for the full nonlinear coupled system and a numerical 
algorithm is proposed in §7.7.2. The next step 
is the numerical study of the full nonlinear 
coupled problem. 
The vessel motion was restricted to horizontal and vertical translations in chapter 7. 
However, rotation can also be considered, and this coupled problem is studied in chapter 6 
where the exact rigid-body equations for the coupled surge-heave-pitch motion of a liquid- 
tank system are derived using a variational principle. The Lagrangian action for this case is 
derived by simplifying the full 3D Lagrangian action introduced in chapter 5. A variational 
principle is introduced for Lagrangian particle path formulation of the coupled equations in 
the shallow-water limit. A Hamiltonian formulation is derived for the coupled pendulum- 
slosh problem in the Lagrangian setting which is a prototype for the full planar coupled 
equations. The next step is the numerical analysis of this Hamiltonian system. Another 
open problem to this section is to linearize the nonlinear system and develop analytical and 
numerical solutions for that. 
The extension to coupling between three dimensional rigid-body motion and shallow- 
water sloshing is considered in chapters 8 and 9. In chapter 8 the exact governing equations 
for a suspended container containing fluid and undergoing horizontal and vertical transla- 
tional motions, are derived using a variational principle. These equations are the general- 
ization of the rigid-body equations to three dimensions for the Cooker's experiment [40). 
The vessel equations are linearized and coupled to the shallow-water equations. The coupled 
system is simplified to a system for dynamic coupling between shallow-water sloshing and 
two-dimensional horizontal vehicle motion. The linear vehicle equations are coupled to the 
linear shallow-water equations in the Lagrangian setting and a numerical scheme is proposed. 
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The next step can be the numerical solution of the linear system and developing analytical 
solution for this system. 
A prototype for the full three dimensional coupled problem is the "spherical-pendulum- 
slosh" configuration, illustrated in Figure 9.1. The exact equations for the rigid-body rotations 
are derived using a variational principle. Shallow-water equations are derived using a rota- 
tion tensor parametrized by the Euler-angle representation. This shallow-water model is the 
simplified version of the shallow-water model introduced in chapter 4. Then the rigid-body 
equations are reduced to the limit of shallow-water using the standard shallow-water scaling. 
This is one possible scaling. The coupled equations are then transformed to the Lagrangian 
particle path setting and a variational principle is introduced. The next step is to find a 
Hamiltonian formulation for this variational principle and extend the Störmer-Verlet sym- 
plectic integrator introduced in previous chapters to the Hamiltonian particle mesh method 
of [60] which is very effective for Lagrangian particle path formulation when mesh distortion 
sets in, and it has excellent conservation properties. 
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Appendix - 
A. Symplecticity of the Störmer-Verlet algorithm - SWEs in 
one dimension 
In this appendix the symplecticity of the Störmer-Verlet algorithm for 1D SWEs, (2.3.35), is 
verified. We say that the numerical algorithm is symplectic if S2N 
1= ON for all n. To test 
for symplecticity, we need the variational equations. The complicated one is the equation for 
Win. From (2.3.35) 
nß-2 
=ng 
tQa 
: 
-1 nn (SUZ - 
SUi + 
4X: 
(_2 
(y n )3(lSýz - 
bx' 
1) +2 (y 
+- 
^S(aýi+1 - 6X7) 
/J 
for i=2,... ' N. To simplify, 
define 
Ai = 
-gAtAa 
n 
XZ2 
` 
\xi+l - mil 
Then, for i=2, ... , N, 
1 An nnn 
[SIJZ 
+2 
= SUi + Xz 6X in Xi 
Ski - 
Xi 
1 Shy + 
AXi 18x 
11 
6X +1 = 6Xi 6 Uti 
+2 
n+1 n+1 n+1 
n+1 n+1/2 
Ai 
n+l 
Ain+1 
n+l 
Ai-1 
n+1 
Ai-1 
n+-1 _i_ aý{--1 ý - lSýi 
Xi 
- 
bpi 
xi 
Ui = ýU + 
Sxi+l 
xi Xi 
The boundary variations are 
dU1 +1/2 = ÖUN+1/2 -0 
äXn+1 = ö, n+l =Q 1 N+1 
From the definitions; for i=2, ... , N, 
n+l 2 SUi '+1 A ýxi +1 = aUi A ÖXi 
+1 
n+l n+l 
+Ai 6Xn+1 A öXn+1 + 
`4i-1 axn+ A axn+1 
x i-4-1 t Xi 
i-1 i 
But 
8Uti +1/2 A bxi +1 = ÄÜ, A 6xi 
An ni 
+i 6x+, A Sxi + 
Ai 
axi 
1A 8x; . x; xi 
Hence 
öUi +1 /\ bxZ +1 = öUi A öxn 
-}- 
Ai 
SX +A Sxn + 
Ai 
62n 1A tS r xi Xi 
n+1 n+l 
+Ai axn+l A 6xn+1 + 
Ai-1 
Sxn+1 A ax+1 
Xi i+l i Xi 
i-1 t 
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Multiply by XjAa 
XiDabUi +1 A bxi +i = XiDa 8UU` A öx 
nn 
+XiAa X2 týxn} 1A 
Öxi + Xi Aa 
xi 
61A 6Z' 
n+1 Ai-1 n+l 
+X4a 
Ai 
öxn+l A Öxn'+1 + XiOa 6x'z+l A 6Xn+l z+l i z-1 z Xi Xi 
(A-i) 
Note that the Ai terms vanish when summed. From the definition, 
N N-1 N 
Ai bx +1 A bx2 = Ai bx +1 A Sxt = Ai lbxI A bx i 
i=2 i=2 i=3 
using the fact that 8x', +1 = 0, and shifting the index by one in the second equality. Similarly, 
NNN 
Ai 18x' 1n 
bxZ =E Ai 1b1n 
Jxi E Ai 
i 
öxi A bxn 
.1, 
i=2 i=3 i=3 
using the fact that öx =0 and skew-symmetry of wedge. Hence 
NN 
Z Ai öx +1 A bxi +E Ai 18x 1A 5x = 0. (A-2) 
i=2 i=2 
A similar argument proves that 
NN 
EA n+16Xn+l A 5xn+l +E An}1axn+1 A axn+1 = (A-3) z zß-1 z z-1 i-1 z i=2 i=2 
Since bx = xN+1 =0 and 6U, ' = Ujý+l =0 for all n, we need only sum the terms in 
(A-1) from i=2 to i=N. Summing and using (A-2) and (A-3) results in 
NN 
öUZ +i A öx -1-1 _r 6Ui A öx , 
i=2 ii=22 
proving symplecticity of the scheme (2.3.35). 
B. Energy of semi-discretization - SWEs in one dimension 
In this appendix it is proved that the discretized energy (2.3.34) is conserved along the orbits 
of the semi-discretization 
(2.3.33). 
Claim: The following functional 
NN 
3ý =1U? Da 1 
x1 i a2 
N 7Xi i+ ý9 
i=2 {_1 
(xi+1 
- x1) 
satisfies d. 1 °N/dT = 0. Differentiating 3tN, 
IN 
= FUiUiXiDa _N1 
ýa2X? (ýi+i-ii) IN 
iN=2 
ýi=1 
: 49 (xi+i-xi)' 
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Note that 
N1 Da2X? (ýý+i z: ) 
__ 
N-1 1 Da2X i+1 +N 19 
Dal x 
-ýi=1 29 (xi+i xt) 
-Ei=1 79 
Xi) 
Ei=2 
2 (xi+1-xi) 
['ý N1 
_aZX__lyi 
[-ý NlgB1 
Li=2 29 (Xi-Xi-, )'2 
+ i=2 2g (xi+l 
t3I 
N1 Da2Xi-1Uti N1 Aa2X? Vi 
- 
Ei=2 
2g+ 
ýi=2 
ý9 
Substituting (B-1) into d then gives 
N Oa X? _1 X? XiAa 
= 0. 
C. Verification of potential vorticity conservation in the LPP 
setting 
Note that in Lagrangian coordinates 
Dt 
(PV) = 
ý- (FV) 
since 
PV +V PV öt (PV) PV +U Tx- gy- 
= (x,? Vj- ynU)PV +3 (yfU - xtV) j, 7-PV + ga-, 
PV 
+ 
(uy, PV - Uyt PV) - 
(VX 
wt, PV - VxEýPV) 
9 (PV) 
using (2.5.68). Now 
j (PV) = (y,? VE - yýVn + X'A - Xf U, 7) TT- 
= YT VV + ynVf -- yETV, 7 - yCVq7 
+ x, ITUE + x, JU{r - Xý. rU, 7 - xýU, 7T 
(C-l) 
= Y?? VC, - ygVIT + x,? UUT - XEU,? T . 
Differentiating UT and VT in (2.5.71) with respect to and 77 and substituting into (C-1), 
then after some analysis (C-1) reduces to 
(PV) = -y,, 2j4 (X07A - XUJ, 7) + 
9' JFXtX' - -7?! 17 
(XttXn - X07XE) 
+yE (xnnJE -xJ.. ) +9 
=X7XF + y( (xf17X, 7 xnnXC) (C-2) 
-x j (y««A - Yý'A) -9 yEXn - rX77 (Y&ºXf - off Xn) 17 
+x 5 (yý77Jn - Y177A) - 
g'7' SI 
J7? XC + *XE (Ya77Xf - YEnXn) 
Noting that 
s- s 17yýXý JE X,? 
= 274 (xffy? l + XMI7 - XtIA - x17J«) I 
s-ýj XTIXE s5"ynXE = -iJ? lx 
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then (C-2) simplifies to 
(PV) _ -Y'? ' '74 (XEIA - x«Jn) + y£J4 (x JE-xJ) 
(C-3) 
-x17 ;4 (y«« J11 - yý11Jý) + XV54 (YO? 71- y171, Je) 
Now differentiating J with respect to ý and 77 and substituting into (C-3) proves that the 
right hand side of (C-3) vanishes. 
D. Symplectic form - linear 2D SWEs in the LPP setting 
The numerical scheme in §2.5.7.1 is symplectic and the symplectic form of the discretization 
is 
MNMN 
qMN SÜ j AöXi. L 71Aý+Wiý n(ýYiý 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
yN for all n. This symplectic form satisfies SZM 
N =on 
Proof- Let a=2 Atgho ,b= 
Otgho ýý and c= 71 Otgho o 
.. Then from the -fl 
definitions; for i=2, ... ,M and 
j=1, ... , N, 
MN 
EE bU 
j1A 
bXZ 1A17Aý _EE bU jA 
bXs 10g0ý 
,3W 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
+ aSX llj A Ml 1L1r70ý - bbYin 1 +1 A oX ä 
10i1Aý 
, 7113 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
+E 1: böYin'iý /ýtSX? 
1G1ýDý-I- 
abX 
llj AöX; t10týýý 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
"EE b6I i1A 6Xi lA'gAý - 6SYi 
+1 A OXt 10ý0ý . 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
But 
MN 
EE, Ü2n SX 100 _ SÜ n SXz ýOrýýý 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
aSXZ 1, j n 
öX -0ý0 -=L bdrin l, j+l n bXi,; 0r10ý 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
+EE b6Yj' l, j A SX J07]0ý + aöX 
+1,2 A Sx AnAý 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
+ bsri; +l n ax A710 - bbY; A öX o77oý . i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
Noting that 
MNMN 
a5X 1jA 
Ml 
- 
01)0 a6X,, T 1j /ý fýX 01%ýS s 
i=2 j=1 i=3 j=1 
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and 
then 
MN M-1 N 
1: 1: 
a6X +1 jA 
6Xi 
-A71Aý =E a6X + 1,1 A 
6X 
j 
A7 A0 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MN 
=EE a8X j /ý ISÄi-1, j 
i=3 j=1 
MNMN 
EEa8Xy 
1j AbXi . 
A77Aý+EEad5Xtin'Flj A(SX -AnAý = o. 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
A similar argument proves that 
MNMN 
aöX llj A 6X7 'AnAA + a6X +llj A SX 1I T1A = 0, 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
and so 
MNMN 
SÜ 1A bX 1077A _ lýU 7A 6X j417d 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
- bSYi'l, j+l A SX ýQiQý +EE bSYi"l. j n SX"'-Q77Q i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
bSYi J+1 /ý SXZ jA27A - bSYi jl A SX 3QýQ i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
-EEb6 j- 11 . +l AX 
jIQiiý+ EböYi"j. AX 'A71Aý 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MNMN 
+ 1: E bS1 +i A 
8x ; 1Q? jQý -E bS} j+l A Sxi 
1AgAý. 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
(D-1) 
A similar argument proves that 
MN MN 
SV j+1 A SYi 
+10A _ 3 
öVi A SYi j0r0 11 i=1 j=2 i=1 j=2 
MN 
- 6SX +1, 
MN 
j 1 ASYi n j 0770 68X j-1 A SYi n. 077Aý 
i=1 j=2 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
+ bSX +1 jAö Yti L 11L ý- b6Xi jA SYti L 71A i=1 j=2 i=1 j_2 
MN 
-> böXt+11j_ 
MN 
1A 
SYti 1A77Aj +E b5X 11 A SYi j+1A z 
i=1 j=2 
MN 
i=1 j=2 
+ bSX + lj 
MN 
A SYi n+10q0 -ýý b6X ;1A 6Y'+1 Aqpý i=1 j=2 , i=1 j=2 
(D-2) 
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Now summing (D-1) and (D-2) results in 
noting that 
since 
and 
MNMN 
sU 1A sx 1L i+EE sV +l n sYi +10170 _ 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
sv jn öX j0ýA + 5V A BV; ýrýýý 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
- 6SYi' 1, j+1 A SX ýp7Jpý - 6SX +,, j -I A 
SYi 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNM N-1 
- 
Eb6Yi"l, 
j+l ASXi . A77A. _-E b6Yi"l, j+l n 6Xi j0ý1A 
i=2 j=1 i=2 j=1 
MN 
--b ur in1, j A bX 
i=2 j=2 
MN M-1 N 
- b6X +l j_1 n &Yi ýOrýOý b&X +1 j_1 n 6Yi ýa, ýAý 
i=1 j=2 i=1 j=2 
MN 
-- 
I: I: bcSX ; -1 n 
BYin 1, jARAý 
i=2 j=2 
which shows that these two terms vanish when summed using the skew-symmetry of wedge 
product. Similar arguments prove 
that 
MNMN 
bsYj A ax OrOý + 6ax ; -1 A 
aYy ý; O 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
E b6Yi' 1, j A öX L i7 + böX +l, j A dYi jp77pý = 0, 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
-ýýbaYnaX, &iA -baxljnaYi; A7 = 0, 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
-EEbSYY1t1+, AaXiý 
1Ai - EEböX+11j_1 Abyn 1i. =0, 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
EbaYin+; A5Xný1A7 +EEböX 11ASYn+1pi7pC=0, 
i=2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
MNMN 
böYin'i jA 6X ' AnAC + EE böX +,, jA tSY äl pnpC = 0, 
i=2 j=1 i=1 3=2 
and 
MNMN 
-I: 
E6aY1ý 1nýX'1077Aý-EEWX; ý1nbYý+ 10g0ý=0. 
iý2 j=1 i=1 j=2 
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